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Our response to the COVID-19 pandemic
Liberty’s response required decisive action to protect the business, its employees, advisers and clients, and was primarily aimed at 
fulfilling our purpose and driven by three simple leadership principles:

At half-year we created 
a R3 billion pandemic 
reserve.

We supported our 
clients and advisers. 

We continued to 
operate our business 
during lockdown.

We accelerated the 
digital enablement 
of client and adviser 
engagements. 

Our capital strength 
allowed us to preserve 
our positions when 
market volatility 
increased.

To prudently recognise the financial impact 
of the pandemic and reassure our clients 
that we had adequately provided for the 
costs and claims which could arise should 
they be directly impacted by this crisis.

We were able to offer clients relief from the 
expected economic and cashflow hardships 
by mid-April 2020. The impact on advisers 
was simultaneously mitigated by appropriate 
relief measures. We continued to pay all 
legitimate claims and pensions timeously.

To protect the health and safety of our 
community, employees and advisers were 
equipped with the appropriate tools and 
technology enabling them to continue 
their roles from home.

The roll out of digital adviser tools was 
accelerated with the delivery of AtWork to 
over 2 000 advisers, the implementation of 
digital advice tools at record speed, and the 
provision of digital engagement tools including 
Microsoft Teams.

No investment risk positions were closed 
out during the early stages of the crisis, 
and the shareholder investment portfolio 
(SIP) therefore benefited from the 
subsequent rally in investment markets.

More information about 
the impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic and our response 
to it can be found throughout 
this report by looking for this 
symbol.

An operational and continuity crisis management team 
was established to focus on people, processes, systems, 
compliance and communication during the pandemic.

A business impact team (the Rapid Response 
Committee) was established to focus on 
mitigating the financial impacts of the pandemic.

1 2

Our crisis teams
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About our 2020 integrated report
Frameworks and other reports 
This report is prepared in accordance with the 
International <IR> Framework of the International 
Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) and meets the 
requirements of the Companies Act, 71 of 2008 and 
the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) Listings 
Requirements. This report is our primary report to 
shareholders and debtholders. However, it contains 
information that all stakeholder groups may find 
valuable. The report explains how Liberty delivers on 
its purpose of improving people’s lives by making their 
financial freedom possible.

Our management reporting process and strategic 
reports are aligned with the reporting principles of the 
King IV Report on Corporate Governance™ for South 
Africa 2016* (King IV™).

Scope and boundary  
Our integrated report is published annually. This report 
covers the year ended 31 December 2020 and any 
material events up to the board approval date of  
26 March 2021 are also included. 

Liberty Holdings is a South African company with a 
presence in sub-Saharan Africa. Liberty Holdings is 
the holding company of various operating subsidiaries 
engaged in the provision of financial services. In South 
Africa, the group operates through its wholly-owned 
asset manager, STANLIB, and its licenced long-term 
insurer, Liberty Group Limited (LGL). 

Liberty Two Degrees (L2D) is a corporate Real Estate 
Investment Trust (REIT) listed on the JSE that manages 
a significant portion of Liberty’s property portfolio. 
On 31 December 2020, Liberty held a 59,4% interest 
in L2D. Liberty Kenya Holdings (LKH) is a 57,7% held 
subsidiary and is listed on the Nairobi Securities 
Exchange. These entities produce integrated reports 
and annual financial statements independently of 

Liberty Holdings. In terms of IFRS, the financial results 
of L2D and LKH are consolidated with the financial 
results of Liberty Holdings Limited. As such,  
the extracts from the group’s annual financial 
statements on pages 80 to 85 of this report reflect  
the financial performance of the wider group.

The majority of the group’s operations are conducted 
in South Africa. Group strategy is also set in South 
Africa with input from the subsidiary management 
teams. Consequently, this report focuses on the  
three core South African products and services being 
advice, insurance and investment.

L2D’s property assets are considered by Liberty 
as a separate asset class. To meet the boundary 
requirements for Liberty’s Report to society we collect 
and collate environmental information (energy and 
water consumption, and emissions) for both the 
L2D managed portfolio, and the properties managed 
directly by Liberty. The combined data is reported 
here and in the Report to Society. Environmental data 
is not reported on for operations outside South Africa. 
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Fundamental concepts 
We have applied the fundamental concepts included 
in the International <IR> Framework when preparing 
this report:

• Value creation for the organisation and for others

• The six capitals

• The value creation process

Value creation for the organisation and for others is 
embedded in our purpose of improving people’s lives 
by making their financial freedom possible. 

We use value drivers to anchor the group’s strategy, 
and to monitor and report performance. A strategic 
value driver has been identified for each of Liberty’s 
key stakeholder groups, permitting the identification 
of the group’s capitals and inputs, and projecting the 
desired outcomes for Liberty and its stakeholders. 

Our value creation process is described on  
pages 14, 15 and 16. It includes a description of 
the capitals and inputs, the guiding strategy, the 
governance and management processes, the link with 
remuneration, the primary activities, the outputs and 
outcomes.

* Copyright and trademarks are owned by the Institute of 
Directors in Southern Africa NPC and all its rights are reserved. 

Strategic value drivers

Client and adviser experience

Employee engagement

Risk and conduct

Financial outcome

SEE impact

Key stakeholder groups

Client and advisers

Employees

Regulators

Investors

Civil society
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Materiality
The identifi cation of the report’s subject matter is 
dictated by the guiding principles and proposed 
content elements included in the International <IR> 
Framework. This approach allows us to provide a 
holistic assessment of how the group creates value in 
the short, medium and long term. 

Annually, a review of both the external and internal 
operating environments is conducted to determine 
those recurring and new topics that have, or may have, 
a material impact on our ability to create value in the 
short, medium and longer term for our shareholders 
and key stakeholders. These topics are assessed and 
then ranked in terms of their impact and likelihood. 
The resulting material matters detailed on pages 34 
and 35 of this report were informed by board and 
committee discussions, matters arising from the 
strategy setting process, and the legitimate concerns 
of our key stakeholders. 

The COVID-19 pandemic of 2020 has,
 and continues to have, a signifi cant impact 
globally. Its impact on Liberty and our 
stakeholders, permeates this report. 

Assurance
The board, in conjunction with the group audit and 
actuarial committee, is ultimately responsible for 
Liberty’s system of internal suggest controls. 

Liberty applies a combined assurance approach, 
ensuring that assurance services and functions 
enable an eff ective control environment, and that 
these support the integrity of information for internal 
decision-making and external reporting. 

PwC issued an unmodifi ed audit opinion on 
the group’s annual fi nancial statements and an 
unmodifi ed assurance opinion on the group equity 
value report. Extracts from the audited annual 
fi nancial statements are provided on pages 80 to 85 
of this report. PwC also provided limited assurance 
on the group’s scope 1, 2 and 3 carbon emissions 
appearing on page 76 of this report. 

Directors’ approval
The board acknowledges its responsibility of 
ensuring the integrity of this integrated report, 
which in the board’s opinion addresses all the issues 
that are material to the group’s ability to create value 
and fairly presents the integrated performance of 
Liberty. The board has applied its collective mind to 
the preparation and presentation of this report and 
believes that it has been prepared in accordance with 
the IIRC <IR> Framework. This report was approved 
by the board of directors of Liberty Holdings Limited 
on 26 March 2021.

Jacko Maree David Munro
Chairman  Group chief executive

Other reports and content 

  Available online at www.libertyholdings.co.za/investor

Annual fi nancial statements, incorporating risk management

AFS

Sets out the group’s full audited annual fi nancial statements, including the report of the group audit and 
actuarial committee. Provides detailed commentary on Liberty’s risk management. The group annual 
fi nancial statements have been prepared in accordance with and containing information required by:

• International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS); 
•  The South African Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA) Financial Reporting Guides as issued by 

the Accounting Practices Committee; 
•  Financial Reporting Pronouncements as issued by the Financial Reporting Standards Council; 
•  The Standards of Actuarial Practice and Actuarial Practice Notes of the Actuarial Society of South Africa;
•  Solvency Assessment and Management (SAM);
•  The Listings Requirements of the JSE Limited; and 
•  The South African Companies Act No. 71 of 2008.

Report to society

RTS

An account of the group’s social, economic and environmental (SEE) impacts, and how these contribute 
to the group’s long-term sustainability and ability to achieve its purpose. The report has been prepared 
to comply with the GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) Standards. Our sustainability strategies and 
reporting are also informed by other international principles, standards and guidelines, such as the 
UN Global Compact, UN SDGs, UN Principles for Responsible Investment and the CDP (formerly the 
Carbon Disclosure Project).

Governance at Liberty

GOV A detailed review of the group’s governance practices and policies.

Remuneration report

REM
A detailed review of the group’s remuneration practices, including the group’s remuneration policy and 
remuneration implementation report.

Further content
•  Application of the King IVTM principles
•  Financial results presentation
•  Group equity value report
•  Six-year review
•  Notice of annual general meeting and proxy form

About our 2020 integrated report (continued)

Jacko Maree David Munro
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A letter from our chairman

The board will encourage and support the executive team on the journey to 
modernise and transform our business, while remaining alert to the many risks 
Liberty faces every day.
JACKO MAREE

The year in review
When I was writing my 2019 review slightly more than a year ago, we 
were anticipating 2020 to be a year of low, but positive, growth in which 
Liberty could make meaningful progress in the implementation of the 
strategy developed in 2017. What subsequently transpired was a year of 
unprecedented economic hardship as the COVID-19 pandemic forced 
governments around the world to place their economies on hold, South 
Africa being no exception. The pandemic disrupted all areas of Liberty’s 
business and presented enormous challenges. 

The board is very proud of what our management team, employees and 
advisers have achieved working together throughout the last 12 months, 
taking care of each other, and continuing to provide good service to our 
clients.

Our work from home and business continuity processes were successfully 
executed and ensured that key business functions continued to operate 
as close to normal as possible during the disruption. Meaningful relief 
measures were implemented for our clients facing fi nancial hardship as 
well as for our advisers. 

We take our role in society very 
seriously, not only as a responsible 
corporate citizen and custodian of our 
clients’ assets, but also in ensuring 
that Liberty aligns with the evolving 
environmental, social and governance 
landscape. Our fi rst climate related fi nancial 
disclosures are included in our 2020 Report 
to society.

In anticipation of a rise in claims and other impacts from the recessionary 
economic conditions, the board decided to establish a very substantial 
pandemic reserve at mid-year. The creation of this reserve, together with 
lower sales volumes and the investment market impacts of the pandemic, 
resulted in Liberty reporting a signifi cant loss for the full year. 

After absorbing the loss for 2020, Liberty remains well capitalised and 
fi nancially strong. Nevertheless, the board decided not to declare any 
dividends for the year, given the signifi cant uncertainty that remains 
regarding the spread of the virus and its economic consequences.

“Improving people’s lives by making their fi nancial freedom possible” is our 
purpose and our clients are at the heart of what we do every day. Liberty 
has not changed its purpose or strategy as a result of the pandemic. 
Indeed, the crisis has led to a deepened focus on, and acceleration of, key 
initiatives to develop a more competitive and future ready enterprise. 
The group chief executive’s review, together with other elements of this 
report, provide further details of our strategic progress in 2020 and our 
plans to continue on the strategic path we have chosen.

The board remains resolute in maintaining strong corporate governance, 
operating ethically, treating our clients and employees with utmost 
respect and accelerating our digitalisation strategy, all of which are vital to 
ensuring the long term sustainability of our business.  
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A letter from our chairman (continued)

Board changes
After 11 years of distinguished service, including as chairman of the 
remuneration committee, directors aff airs committee and the related party 
committee, Angus Band, our lead independent director retired from the 
board on 13 May 2020. Sibusiso Sibisi and Tony Cunningham also retired 
at this time, with Sibusiso also having served on the board for 11 years, 
including as chairman of the group information technology committee, 
and Tony having served for 10 years and as chairman of the group actuarial 
committee. Monhla Hlahla resigned from the board on 25 March 2021 
after more than eight years of dedicated service. I am extremely grateful to 
them all for the valuable contributions they have made to the board and its 
committees during their time at Liberty. 

Yunus Suleman assumed the role of lead independent director on 
14 May 2020.

Appreciation
My heartfelt thanks go to our advisers and employees for their commitment 
and dedication to fulfi lling Liberty’s purpose and remaining focused on 
addressing the evolving needs of our clients with relevant advice and 
products during a particularly diffi  cult year. 

Looking ahead
Our strategy has not changed, but we have revised our prioritisation of 
focus areas and methods of implementation. The board will encourage and 
support the executive team on the journey to modernise and transform our 
business, while remaining alert to the many risks Liberty faces each day.

JH Maree
Chairman   
26 March 2021

On 26 November 2020, we welcomed two new 
independent non-executive directors to the board. Laura 
Hartnady brings digital retail and transformational 
change experience to the board. Prins Mhlanga has 
extensive experience with mobile and digital value-
added services as well as digital platforms.

Our group chief executive David Munro has been an 
exceptional leader through the crisis. I would like to 
thank him for his inspirational leadership and also 
acknowledge his dedicated executive team for going 
beyond the call of duty on so many occasions.

Throughout 2020, both during and outside of scheduled meetings, the 
board was called upon to provide wisdom and guidance. I would like to 
thank my fellow board members for their unwavering support, signifi cant 
contribution to board and committee deliberations and dedicated service to 
Liberty during this most challenging year.
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Group chief executive’s review
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2020 was a year in which Liberty truly lived its purpose. We reported results that refl ect a 
balanced delivery for all our stakeholders in extraordinarily diffi  cult times. We pivoted with the 
crisis and are aggressively investing in the simplifi cation, competitiveness and transformation 
of our business. We have not let the crisis divert us from the execution of our strategy.
DAVID MUNRO

Introduction  
We are living in a time of tremendous human tragedy. 

The coronavirus has seen many people endure the suffering, grief and 
trauma associated with waves of infections and the devastating loss of 
loved ones, friends and family. In addition, the restrictions introduced to 
contain the pandemic resulted in job losses and financial vulnerability for 
many. We extend our heartfelt condolences and compassion to everyone 
aff ected during this extraordinary period in human history.

At the same time, we express our enormous appreciation to everyone 
in the Liberty community for their resilience and professionalism in 
performing their roles and making their contributions to continue 
supporting our clients and advisers in the face of this crisis. To the families, 
friends and colleagues of those who have passed away, we express our 
deepest sympathy and condolences.

Being there to support our clients, their 
families and dependents at the most 
profound moments of human vulnerability 
lies at the heart of our purpose. Sadly, we 
have had to deal with increased numbers of life 
cover claims for those that have passed away 
during this time. Likewise, we are beginning to 
see elevated claims relating to mental health 
and incapacitation directly related to these 
unparalleled events.

As evidence of this, total death and disability 
claims paid during 2020 amounted to 
R11,7 billion, an 11,4 % increase on 2019. 

Total annuity payments to clients in the year 
were R8,6 billion, a 9,3% increase on 2019.

This was a critical injection of income into 
society to sustain many vulnerable people in the 
latter years of their lives.

Importantly, we have seen a commitment by our clients 
to continue to save and invest for an uncertain future, 
and to follow the advice of their advisers to plan well for 
the long term based on their fi nancial needs.

OUR STRATEGIC PROGRESS
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Group chief executive’s review (continued)
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CLIENT AND ADVISER EXPERIENCE

At half-year, we set aside R3 billion in a pandemic 
reserve to give our clients the confidence that we 
would be ready to support those in need, while still 
remaining financially strong and resilient.

A synopsis of 2020
Having worked hard since 2017 to execute the refreshed Liberty strategy, 
we began January and February 2020 with high levels of optimism to finally 
achieve the financial targets we believed would demonstrate good progress 
for our business. We were confident that we would be able to deliver on our 
carefully laid out plans and priorities.

March and April brought fear and uncertainty, heartbreak for many and a 
nationwide lockdown, severely disrupting our operations and the execution 
of strategic plans. Operationally we responded quickly to safeguard the 
health of our employees while continuing to serve our clients. Within a few 
weeks we moved 90% of our staff to a remote working environment by 
leveraging recent technology investments.

In May and June, with the realisation that this crisis would be with us for 
some time, we took stock and stabilised the business, taking the time to 
evaluate its likely impact over the next two years or more. 

Resilience in the midst of a crisis

In the third quarter, having addressed the immediate challenges of working 
from home and keeping our business operating, we returned to our 
strategic plans and initiatives with the confidence acquired by our learned 
experiences early in the year. 

In doing so, we revised our thinking about strategic execution. We replaced 
the sequencing of change implied by the three horizon model with parallel 
execution using the concepts of Renovate, Evolve and Transcend.  
This allowed us to accelerate the way we leverage the progress made over 
the last two years, as well as to better prioritise our various initiatives.

In the final three months of the year, we accelerated the execution of 
our strategy while concentrating the entire organisation on delivering to 
clients’ and advisers’ needs. Encouragingly, we delivered a respectable new 
business performance in the final quarter of 2020, with strong sales in 
November and December. 

The pandemic swiftly moved us to reprioritise our digital transformation 
ambitions as the work from home environment displayed how enduring 
this change would be for our business, the behaviour of our clients and 
indeed everyone in our community, including our competitiveness in this 
new context.

We were able to provide various client relief measures during this period 
across the group including STANLIB, Liberty Corporate and L2D, with the 
introduction of flexible payment terms and premium relief measures on risk 
and recurring investment policies such as retirement annuities.

Liberty Corporate, responding to the pressures felt by our business clients, 
especially in the SMME segment, introduced options to help reduce 
retirement fund contributions to ease financial stress on both employers 
and employees.

Adviser support and enablement during 2020 was 
a critical focus. Our digital enablement ensured that the 
majority of our advisers could service and connect with 
clients, with a significant increase in the adoption of digital 
channels. Bolstered tele-underwriting capabilities as well as 
Liberty SWIFT improved claims support. The significantly 
increased sales channel support buoyed new business 
from the lows of the second quarter.

STANLIB is critical to our client franchise and adviser offering. During 
2020, we maintained our good investment performance in the asset 
management business, while navigating difficult market conditions.

Liberty Two Degrees experienced an extraordinarily difficult year, 
reflecting the challenges faced by the Liberty Property Portfolio as a 
whole. Retailers and restaurant owners were severely compromised by 
the early lockdown, with footcount and trading in South African malls 
reduced dramatically.

Most critical in a financial services enterprise such as ours, 
notwithstanding the COVID-19 pandemic representing a 1 in 
100 year event, we managed to maintain all operations 
within risk appetite, with a strong capital base and 
liquidity position throughout the year.

The operating environment was extremely challenging. Our teams were 
confronted with a multitude of complex and unprecedented tasks,  
all of which had to be evaluated, acted upon and completed in a remote  
work context. 

The role of advisers remained critical as we digitally enabled them with 
various innovative front-end solutions provided through our global partners. 

Operational challenges presented by the various stages of lockdown 
resulted in lower adviser productivity, somewhat offset by a good recovery 
in volumes towards the end of the year. However, support measures and 
digital initiatives adopted during the year helped sustain adviser practices 
across the business. 

Financial markets had a tumultuous year impacting the performance of 
the shareholder investment portfolio. However, a strong final quarter 
performance helped offset some earlier losses resulting in a profit of  
R27 million at the end of 2020.

Our operations in the rest of Africa were not immune to the same impacts 
felt by the South African business, following the introduction of lockdowns 
and economic restrictions impacting sales.

The five value driver model continued to provide the framework to guide 
and monitor the execution of our strategy in 2020.

OUR STRATEGIC PROGRESS
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Group chief executive’s review (continued)
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RISK AND CONDUCT

FINANCIAL OUTCOME

Return on equity

(7,3%)
(2019: 14,0%)

Target: 15%–18%

Return on group equity value

(10,2%)
(2019: 11,5%)

Target: >12%

Value of new business margin

0,1%
(2019: 1,0%)

Target: 1,0%–1,5%

Solvency capital  
requirement cover

1,81 times
(2019: 1,99 times)

Target: 1,5–2,0 times
SEE IMPACT

We provided rental relief and support for this community as they 
struggled to come to terms with the situation. These efforts were 
rewarded with a slow recovery in both footcount and trading as the 
second half of the year unfolded.

Our relationship with Standard Bank remained a valuable commercial 
partnership for Liberty through the bancassurance arrangements, with 
good premium contributions from the credit life business during the year.

Our risk and conduct enhancement initiatives have strengthened the 
group with a focus on continuing to simplify our business. 

In 2017 we chose four primary metrics against which to measure our 
financial performance. At the end of 2019, we were on track to meet our 
medium-term targets in respect of these metrics by the end of 2020. 
However, the business felt the severe impacts of COVID-19 in 2020 and 
performance against these targets is summarised below:

Operational results for the year were materially impacted by the pandemic. 
Besides the establishment of a pandemic reserve, the significantly lower new 
business volumes in the absence of face-to-face sales and consequently lower 
value of new business, had a material influence on the results.

Other major factors influencing the group’s results include the impact  
of adverse and volatile equity and interest rate market movements 
on the insurance book and on the LibFin Markets asset liability 
management portfolio.

Liberty reported a normalised headline loss for the year ended 31 December 
2020 of R1 572 million, compared to normalised headline earnings of 
R3 205 million in the prior year. Normalised annual return on equity was 
negative 7,3% compared to positive 14,0% for 2019.

The normalised annual return on group equity value (RoGEV) was negative 
10,2% compared to positive 11,5% in the prior year. The negative RoGEV is 
largely attributable to the operational impacts of COVID-19, certain long- 
term actuarial assumption changes in the SA insurance operations and the 
impact of lower investment returns on the SIP earnings.

The low value of new business margin is due largely to lower sales volumes 
whilst acquisition expenses continue to increase at inflationary levels. 

Liberty remains focused on reducing the number and value of unclaimed 
retirement fund benefits in the schemes it administers and is committed 
to exhausting all reasonable options to trace and facilitate the payment 
of benefits. Our remedial work for the reinstatement of several funds 
previously deregistered is progressing.

We launched our #Drivehope initiative at the start of 2020, with internal 
and external stakeholders, showcasing our desire to do good through many 
small acts of kindness.

We also supported multiple initiatives relating to the pandemic in support 
of communities. We did our best to assist our chosen partners in the field of 
education as they adjusted their interventions to deal with the crisis. In this 
regard we are particularly proud of the work of Mindset in providing online 
and television-based educational resources to Grade 10, 11 and 12 learners.

EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE

We elevated the wellbeing of our employees with an 
emphasis on emotional and physical wellbeing during 
this period to help them navigate the challenges 
they were experiencing. Our human capital team ran 
a wellness program providing purpose and comfort to 
employees during this time with high staff participation.

Our first priority in response to COVID-19 was the health and wellbeing of 
our employees, and our ability to continue to serve our clients. Of equal 
importance was the safety of our advisers, while supporting them to remain 
connected to their clients given the high level of uncertainty and anxiety 
that gripped society especially in the middle two quarters of the year.

We are proud of our employees’ commitment and dedication to servicing 
clients and abiding by Government’s directives. The articulation of three 
leadership principles in early 2020 was of enormous value our entire 
community, helping to guide the actions of our leaders and to build the 
confidence of everyone that we could withstand the crisis:

Most importantly, Liberty’s operations remain 
financially sound and well capitalised, with the solvency 
capital requirement (SCR) cover ratio of Liberty Group Limited, 
the group’s main long-term insurance licence, at 1,81 times at 
31 December 2020 which is comfortably within our target 
range. The 31 December 2020 SCR cover takes account of the 
operational and investment market impacts of the pandemic 
and the establishment of the pandemic reserve.

OUR STRATEGIC PROGRESS
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Group chief executive’s review (continued)
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Building for our future in a new world with a bold plan
Notwithstanding all that required focus, every day, during 2020, we remained committed to our plan to transform Liberty. We clarifi ed our long-term thinking 
that our business should be based on augmenting the power of the human-to-human engagement between our advisers and clients with the power of a 
scalable digital engagement platform, to provide simple and intuitive tools and solutions grounded in the best advice.

Liberty has not changed its strategy or purpose as a result of the pandemic. The crisis reinforced the importance of our purpose and led to a deeper focus 
on, and acceleration of, key initiatives to develop a more competitive and future ready enterprise. In this context, we have three key focus areas. These are to 
aggressively simplify our whole organisation, signifi cantly enhance the quality of our client and adviser experience, and deliver transparent and intuitive risk 
and investment solutions suitable for the digital age.

Simplify our organisation as fast 
as possible. Do what we do today 

but better. Simplify our product 
landscape and information technology 
architecture, and complete our cloud 

roadmap implementation.

Increase our competitiveness in our core 
off erings, by simplifying our risk and 
investment off erings and accelerating 

digital enablement to increase the quality of 
our client and adviser experience.  

STANLIB will continue its eff orts to sustain 
good investment performance.

Transforming and moving towards 
becoming a modern digital human 

augmented platform-based business. 

RENOVATE TRANSCEND

Organisation

EVOLVE

Competitiveness Platform-based 
business

In 2021 we will focus on being compassionate and supportive to those impacted directly by the virus, while aggressively executing our plans and maintaining 
the energy and competitiveness in our channels to grow volume, and to keep things simple and nimble. In other words, our focus in 2021 will be empathy, 
execution and simplicity.

As a collective we have weathered the storm and are ready to meet further 
challenges the pandemic may bring. At the beginning of 2021 we have 
many data points that give us confi dence that green shoots are emerging. 
Much was taken from us in 2020, personally, professionally and from our 
businesses, which we are determined to take back in 2021. Dynamics and 
indicators that give me confi dence in Liberty’s future include the following:

• Our purpose unites us

• Our capital base is strong

• Our plans are becoming outcomes

• The Standard Bank Group is a committed partner

• STANLIB investment performance continues to improve

• International and local markets have stabilised

• Vaccines have been developed and are being administered

• Growth predictions for the South African economy are all positive

Appreciation
There have been many occasions in the last year when I have had the 
opportunity to acknowledge the exceptional eff orts of our leaders and 
teams, dealing with the uncertain, the unexpected, the unplanned and 
the unknown. I am especially appreciative for all the eff orts of all my exco 
team members and the broader leadership across Liberty. They responded 
with professionalism and with empathy to the crisis, working and learning 
together, often while dealing with personal health issues, or grief and 
trauma brought on by COVID-19. To everyone in the Liberty Community, 
I wish to express my sincere appreciation for their unwaivering support and 
hard work in 2020.

Finally, the support of the board has been essential in keeping the leadership 
team grounded and confi dent especially during some very diffi  cult 
moments, and for that I also express my immense appreciation. 

D Munro
Group chief executive    
26 March 2021

OUR STRATEGIC PROGRESS
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Introducing Liberty
Liberty is a JSE-listed fi nancial services group that off ers an extensive range of products and services to help clients build and 
protect their wealth and lifestyle. Liberty is an integral part of the Standard Bank Group.

The group structure simplifi ed
Liberty was founded 62 years 
ago and has a proud heritage 
of innovation in serving South 
Africa’s retail affl  uent consumer 
segment where we have a 
signifi cant market share

Liberty is South Africa-focused
although we see opportunities in 
certain selected African countries. 
We are committed to growing 
our existing business in Kenya

Liberty off ers responsible and 
objective savings, investment and 
protection/risk advice and products 
to clients, through a large and 
established adviser force

Liberty’s strong balance sheet
enables us to off er innovative 
investment solutions to our 
clients

Liberty has an iconic property 
portfolio, including Sandton City, 
Eastgate and 
Liberty Midlands Mall

Liberty is committed to 
growing our representation
in the emerging consumer 
market segment and amongst 
independent fi nancial advisers

STANLIB is Liberty’s wholly-
owned asset manager, with 
a number of award winning 
products

Liberty Holdings Limited is the holding company of various operating subsidiaries engaged in the provision of 
financial services, the most significant of which are reflected below.

STANLIB’s investment 
professionals cover a wide range 
of asset classes, both locally and 
offshore, from active to passive 
asset management to single and 
multi-manager solutions. Their 
insights and experience help 
them make better-informed 
decisions that enable our clients 
to achieve financial freedom.

Standard Bank Group 53,6%

100%

OUR BUSINESS CONTEXTUALISING STRATEGY OUR STRATEGIC PROGRESS OUR STRATEGIC VALUE DRIVERS SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Liberty has a unique and successful 
bancassurance partnership
with Standard Bank

Liberty Two Degrees (L2D) is a 
predominantly retail-focused 
South African REIT, and a 
sector benchmark in innovative 
property asset management. 
L2D is focused on delivering 
sustainable growth, derived 
from quality property income, 
to our institutional and retail 
unitholders.

59,4%

Nairobi Stock Exchange listed 
Liberty Kenya Holdings Plc 
is the holding company of 
Liberty Life Assurance Kenya 
Ltd and The Heritage Insurance 
Company Kenya Ltd. Through 
these operating subsidiaries the 
group offers a range of attractive 
investment, retirement, life and 
education solutions, and general 
insurance products to individuals 
and businesses in Kenya. 

57,7%Liberty Kenya Holdings

Liberty Holdings Limited

Liberty offers clients a range of 
insurance and savings products, 
allowing them to plan for the 
worst, but prepare for the best 
in their life journeys. A strong 
trusted brand for over 60 years, 
Liberty is one of the largest 
providers of long-term insurance 
solutions to South Africa’s retail-
affluent market.

100%
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Introducing Liberty (continued)

How we operate

Our operating model is designed to provide our clients and advisers with an experience that builds strong,  
long-term relationships throughout our clients’ life journeys. 

Emerging 
consumer  

market and direct 
financial services 

(ECM/DFS)

Asset 
management 

(STANLIB)

Operations are responsible for Liberty-to-
client and Liberty-to-adviser interactions, 
from onboarding to claims processing, 
through the execution of the connected 
experience concept, and deploying human 
capital and technology to fulfil client and 
adviser expectations.

Retail solutions designs, develops and launches  
retail insurance and investment products. 

Business development provides 
insurance and investment solutions 
to corporate clients and retirement 
funds across sub-Saharan Africa. 
Specific areas include Liberty 
Corporate, Liberty Africa Insurance 
and Liberty Health.

ECM is dedicated to building on 
the opportunities for long-term 

retail insurance products offered 
to the middle market through 

appropriate channels, including 
direct channels.

The CAE team is focused on driving our 
efforts to embed an advice-centric and 

client needs-driven culture through a 
progressive advice philosophy, 

 a client and adviser workbench, and 
the transformation of advice channels.

STANLIB  
provides asset  
management capabilities  
in Southern Africa.

LibFin is a centre of excellence for the 
management of market, credit and liquidity risk, 

in addition to managing the performance of 
the shareholder investment portfolio in the life 

insurance business.

Business 
development

Liberty 
Financial  
Solutions 
(LibFin)

Retail solutions*

Operations*

Client 
and adviser 
experience 

(CAE)*

* Elements of SA Retail.

Supported by corporate functions

Internal audit Risk and actuarial Legal and 
compliance

Information 
technology Human capital Marketing and  

communications Finance

Our vision
Transforming Liberty to be the trusted leader 
in South Africa and chosen markets by 
delivering superior value through exceptional 
client and adviser experiences.

Our purpose
Improving people’s lives by making their 
financial freedom possible.

We remain resolute in developing 
competitive value propositions for 
our clients, driving efficiency through 
simplification, managing risk appropriately, 
deploying capital effectively and pursuing 
profitable growth opportunities.

What we believe in

OUR BUSINESS CONTEXTUALISING STRATEGY OUR STRATEGIC PROGRESS OUR STRATEGIC VALUE DRIVERS SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
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Introducing Liberty (continued)

Why we are diff erent
Liberty, a strong relevant brand of 
more than 60 years, is one of the 
largest providers of long-term 
insurance solutions to South Africa’s 
retail-affl  uent market.

Where we operate and who we compete with

Liberty is a leading provider of life insurance in the 
retail market in South Africa and other selected African 
markets. We compete with other life assurers in these 
markets. The following information was extracted 
from KPMG’s South African Insurance Industry Survey 
2020, published in September 2020. The survey was 
compiled from the published results of the fi ve largest 
industry participants for annual fi nancial periods ended 
during 2019. These results therefore exclude the impact 
of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020.

Liberty has a unique bancassurance 
partnership with Standard Bank 
which provides synergies and 
advantages not available to other 
market participants.

Liberty has a modern technology 
plan for the future which we are in 
the process of implementing.

Our distribution force expertly equips 
clients with knowledge to make fi nancial 
decisions that add value throughout their 
various life journeys. 

Liberty is a predominantly South Africa 
focused business and through the 
bancassurance agreement supports 
Standard Bank’s African footprint.

The close relationship with Standard 
Bank positions Liberty as an integral 
part of a universal fi nancial services 
organisation focused on delivering 
exceptional client experiences.

Liberty’s wholly-owned asset 
manager, STANLIB, is one of the 
largest retail unit trust managers
in South Africa, off ering compelling 
investment propositions.
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Despite its approximate 30% market share of the retail 
affl  uent market, Liberty has adopted a number of strategic 
initiatives to improve sales volumes and margins, including 
the transformation of its sales channels, the digitalisation 
of the client engagement platform, the rejuvenation of 
risk and investment products, and cost containment and 
reduction programmes.

Diffi  cult South African economic conditions impacted 
on persistency2 across the industry as consumers made 
diffi  cult choices between meeting today’s needs or 
sacrifi cing today’s needs for future benefi ts.

1. Return on group equity value on covered business
2.  Persistency measures the proportion of policies that are not 

surrendered, transferred or lapsed. It is an important measure of an 
insurer’s retention of its business.
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In addition to the largest fi ve insurers in South Africa, 
there are several smaller participants that target specifi c 
market segments or off er specifi c solutions. Short-
term insurance providers are also using their books of 
business to expand into the life assurance arena.

STANLIB was formed in 2002 as a joint venture 
between Standard Bank and Liberty. STANLIB is now 
wholly-owned by Liberty and is one of the top fi ve 
asset managers in South Africa with assets under 
management of more than R600 billion. The other 
large managers in the industry include Ninety One 
(formally Investec Asset Management), Sanlam, 
Coronation Fund Managers and Allan Gray. 

The largest industry participants remain well 
capitalised and in a strong position to face the 
challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Financial capital

Natural capital
While our direct environmental impact is not signifi cant, we remain committed to 
responsible resource stewardship. STANLIB is a proactive supporter of industry initiatives to 
develop environmental, social and governance (ESG) policies

Human capital

Manufactured capital
By its nature, Liberty has very little manufactured capital. We consider our property 
portfolio as another asset class rather than a group resource. We own and operate 
a range of legacy IT systems, the transformation of which to the cloud is underway and a key 
element of our strategy

Relationship capital
We are recognised brand with more than 60 years’ experience in the South African 
insurance market. We have quality relationships with clients, advisers, employees, regulators, 
investors and society. We are a level 2 B-BBEE contributor

Intellectual capital
Our primary capability is to manage insurance risk and other risk types that may impact on 
the client or Liberty. We meet clients’ expectations through the performance of a risk assessment and 
product development. Liberty is managed within a risk appetite (an accepted risk range)

Our business model
Capitals and inputs

Equity 
R21 billion

Debt 
R10 billion

Assets under 
management  
R776 billion

Long-term 
policyholder 
liabilities 
R325 billion

Capital 
requirement 
cover  
1,81 times

Employees 
>5 700

Tied fi nancial 
advisers 
>3 400

Invested in training 
and development 
R74 million 

Experienced and diverse workforce 
having an average tenure of  
9 years (South Africa)

Guiding value creation

The Liberty of the future lies in augmenting the power of the human-to-human engagement between our 
advisers and clients with the power of a scalable digital engagement platform, where we will provide simple and 
intuitive tools and solutions grounded in the best advice.

To guide us in achieving the Liberty of the future and to measure our progress, we adopted the strategic value 
driver model. We use these drivers as the foundation for our strategic themes as well as for monitoring our 
day-to-day progress in addressing our material matters.

CLIENT AND ADVISER 
EXPERIENCE

Placing the client at the heart of our business and 
understanding the critical role that our fi nancial advisers play

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT Providing an environment for our people to thrive

RISK AND CONDUCT Enhancing our reputation and building trust

FINANCIAL OUTCOME Delivering competitive sustainable returns 

SEE IMPACT Creating societal value and preserving our natural capital

+

+

+

=
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Simplify our 
organisation

Improve our 
competitiveness
 in the immediate 

time frame

Transform from a linear 
value chain business to a 
platform-based business

RENOVATE TRANSCEND

Organisation

EVOLVE

Competitiveness Platform-based 
business
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Managing value creation

Governance and management structures

We manage the value creation process through both governance 
and management structures. Governance structures are designed 
to ensure that Liberty, through its employees and financial 
advisers meets clients’ expectations, acts ethically, is 
effectively controlled, delivers sustainable financial 
performance and grows its brand and legitimacy.
Management structures focus on our strategic value drivers 
and responding to identifi ed material matters. Our governance 
structures and processes are fully aligned to the principles and 
practices of King IV™.

Remuneration strategy

Liberty’s approach to remuneration is to promote 
the achievement of its client centric strategy, while 
considering the management of risk, capital and liquidity 
of the group. It also encourages individual performance through 
the setting and administration of a group policy that articulates 
and gives eff ect to fair, responsible and transparent remuneration. 
Liberty’s remuneration policy ensures as far as possible that 
employee and shareholder interests are aligned.

The principal relationships in our business are 
between client, financial adviser and Liberty.
A successful client/adviser relationship sees the client achieving 
fi nancial freedom through advice and products that meet 
their needs. Liberty endeavours to empower the adviser to 
establish, build and sustain these relationships through product 
development, client and adviser service, and investment 
performance. Additional relationships exist between Liberty and 
other stakeholders, including investors, employees, regulators 
and civil society. 

The business of insurance is the assumption and 
spreading of risk to mitigate adverse financial 
consequences to clients. Liberty assumes risks 
transferred to it by clients and risks from being in business. 
Liberty’s primary capability is to manage insurance risk and 
other risk types that may impact on the client or Liberty. 
Just as a client’s risk appetite is assessed during the advice 
stage, the board adopts a risk appetite for Liberty itself. 
Managing the business within this accepted range is a key 
outcome of our risk processes.

Relationships  Risk transfer

Value creation activities

Our business model (continued)
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Liberty

Employees

Investors

Regulators

Society

Advice Clients

Risks m
anaged

by
Liberty

Strategic 
and

business 

Insurance 

Market 

Credit 

Liquidity 

Operational

Transferred

Client
risks

Business 
conduct

Legal and 
compliance

Treating customers fairly

Our customer fairness principles are embedded in the 
business. Liberty’s social, ethics and transformation board committee, 
supported by two management committees, ensures we prioritise 
client outcomes and customer fairness. The customer fairness 
committee makes decisions on customer fairness matters that have a 
signifi cant systemic fi nancial, operational, policy or stakeholder impact 
on the business. The product approval committee ensures eff ective 
and effi  cient group-wide governance of decisions relating to new 
product development and alterations to existing products, specifi cally 
considering related risks, return on capital and customer fairness.

IR   Page 19.

IR   Page 23.

IR   Page 51.

IR   Page 30. IR   Page 21.
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Our business model (continued)

Outputs

The outputs of our value creation 
model are represented by our 
three core products and services:

Outcomes
Key outcomes from our value creation process and their consequences for the capitals in 2020

An advice philosophy that places the client 
at its heart and delivers a human, living and 
outcomes-oriented experience, via the best 
advisers with smart enablement.

Advice

Certainty in uncertain times. Products that 
provide clients and their dependants with 
peace of mind and protection from the 
fi nancial impact of life’s unexpected events such 
as death, disability, critical illness and redundancy.

Insurance

Investment solutions that allow our clients to 
reach investment goals, provide for retirement or 
leave a legacy.

Investment

OUR BUSINESS CONTEXTUALISING STRATEGY OUR STRATEGIC PROGRESS OUR STRATEGIC VALUE DRIVERS SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Relationship capital 
We enhanced our relationship capital with clients, advisers and employees during the year. Our improved client relationships are refl ected by the improved Voice of the 
Customer survey metrics, our internally measured net promotor scores and consolidated SA Retail client experience index (page 55). This outcome was made possible by 
the improved levels of client satisfaction (page 55).
The Voice of the Customer survey (page 54) also refl ected an improved net promotor score for our advisers as a result of them being empowered to provide advice to 
clients through appropriate products, technology and improved service levels.
Our employee net promotor score (page 61) improved during the year bolstered by ongoing communication and support during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
We continued to actively engage with all stakeholders throughout the year. 

Intellectual capital 
During the year our risk management capabilities were stretched by the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. We responded well to the crisis by modifying and simplifying 
products and underwriting processes while providing relief to both clients and advisers. Meeting the challenges presented by volatile markets enriched our intellectual capital.
We strengthened our intellectual capital by applying agile deployment capabilities and adopting new ways of working. We rationalised and aligned our portfolios and products. 
The business was managed within risk appetite while meeting its capital coverage target. 

Manufactured capital 
We accelerated our transformation to a digital business by laying the foundations to access and manage information in the cloud (page 65).
The COVID-19 pandemic had a signifi cant impact on the value of the group’s underlying property portfolios. In an eff ort to preserve value, L2D renegotiated rentals and 
provided rental relief to retail clients.  
We reduced the complexity of our environment by system migration and retiring legacy systems.

Financial capital 
It was a diffi  cult year in which to enhance and grow fi nancial capital as a result of COVID-19 restrictions. Group indexed new business and the value of new business declined from 
2019 (page 69). Volatile investment markets lead to clients being more risk averse, which supported strong corporate and institutional infl ows to STANLIB money market funds, 
contributing to a considerable improvement in net customer cash fl ows. Liberty’s assets under management grew to R776 billion. 
We created a pandemic reserve to set aside the capital required to meet the current and anticipated future demands of the COVID-19 pandemic. We did not pay dividends to 
shareholders during the year due to the signifi cant uncertainty that currently exists regarding the spread of the COVID-19 virus in South Africa in the short term and its economic 
consequences. Liberty’s operations remain fi nancially sound and well capitalised, with the Solvency Capital Requirement cover ratio of Liberty Group Limited 
remaining well within our target range (page 68).

Human capital
Despite the rapid transition to working from home as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, we continued to engage with and develop our employees. We invested R74 million on 
training our employees throughout the group (page 60). 
Our betterMe employee wellness programme, together with access to ICAS, provided employees (and later in the year, advisers) with a broad range of support mechanisms to 
encourage their wellbeing and increase productivity (page 59).  
Our workforce remained constant throughout the year. South African voluntary staff  turnover (page 73) declined during the year although this may have been impacted by the 
pandemic. We improved our racial diversity but recorded a slight decline in the proportion of our female employees (page 58). 

Natural capital
During 2020, we conducted a group environmental impact assessment, the results of which will enable Liberty to set practical and achievable targets towards a net zero carbon 
footprint. L2D has already committed to net zero targets with net zero waste to be achieved by the end of 2021, water by 2025, and energy by 2030.
We also commenced the disclosure of our environmental impacts in accordance with the guidelines of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD). RTS  Refer to Report to society for TCFD disclosures.
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Our board of directors
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IR
  More details of our governance and remuneration frameworks, our risk management, and remuneration of directors 

and prescribed offi  cers are available from page 19. GOV
  Refer to the full governance report for the annual reports of the committees, including details of 

their focus areas for 2020 and into the future.

Jacko Maree (65)

NON-EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN
Appointed: 2015

5

REMCO DAC SET GITC STC

Areas of expertise and contribution: Banking, 
fi nancial services, governance, insurance, 
remuneration, risk and sub-Saharan Africa.
Other directorships of listed entities:
Standard Bank Group Limited (Deputy Chairman).

Yunus Suleman (63)

LEAD INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
Appointed: 2015

GAAC DAC GAC GRC STC RPC

5

Areas of expertise and contribution: Accounting, 
auditing, fi nancial services, fi nancial reporting and 
governance.
Other directorships of listed entities:
Gold Fields Limited1.

David Munro (49)

GROUP CHIEF EXECUTIVE
Appointed: 2017

3

SET GITC

Areas of expertise and contribution: Banking, 
fi nancial services, governance, insurance, marketing, 
risk and sub-Saharan Africa.

Nick Criticos (62)

INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
Appointed: 2019

1

GAC GRC

Areas of expertise and contribution: Insurance, 
governance, fi nancial services, asset management, 
actuarial, risk, strategy, remuneration and property.

Monhla Hlahla (57)

INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
Appointed: 2012
Resigned: 25 March 2021

SET DAC

8

Areas of expertise and contribution: Asset 
management, governance, human resources, 
negotiation, operations management, risk and 
strategy. 

Laura Hartnady (45)

INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
Appointed: 2020

Areas of expertise and contribution: eCommerce 
and transformational change, process engineering 
and change management.

<1

Nooraya Khan (51)

INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
Appointed: 2017

GAAC GRC REMCO DAC GITC

3

Areas of expertise and contribution:
Accounting, auditing, fi nancial structuring, 
governance, private equity and venture capital and risk.
Other directorships of listed entities:
Delta Property Fund Limited, Nampak Limited.

Yuresh Maharaj (43)

FINANCIAL DIRECTOR
Appointed: 2018

GRC

2

Areas of expertise and contribution:
Accounting, auditing, fi nancial services, fi nancial 
reporting, insurance, governance and remuneration.

Prins Mhlanga (44)

INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
Appointed: 2020

Areas of expertise and contribution:
Mobile and digital value-added services, 
digital platforms and strategy.

<1

Simon Ridley (65)

INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
Appointed: 2018

GAAC GRC GITC REMCO

2

Areas of expertise and contribution: Financial 
services, governance, information technology, 
insurance, remuneration, risk, strategy and
sub-Saharan Africa.
Other directorships of listed entities:
Nampak Limited.

<1
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Our board of directors (continued)
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Jim Sutcliff e (64)

INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
Appointed: 2009

REMCO GAAC GAC GRC RPC

11

Areas of expertise and contribution:
Actuarial science, asset management, governance, 
insurance, remuneration and risk.

Sim Tshabalala (53)

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Appointed: 2013

REMCO DAC STC

7

Areas of expertise and contribution: Banking, 
fi nancial services, governance, insurance, strategy, 
sub-Saharan Africa and transformation.
Other directorships of listed entities:
Standard Bank Group Limited (Chief executive offi  cer).

Carol Roskruge Cele (48)

INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
Appointed: 2016

SET GITC GAAC

4

Areas of expertise and contribution: Financial 
services, governance, human resources, strategy, 
sustainability and transformation.

Thembisa Skweyiya (47)

INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
Appointed: 2018

SET STC

2

Areas of expertise and contribution: Banking, 
fi nancial services, governance, law and strategy.
Other directorships of listed entities: Imperial 
Logistics Limited, Woolworths Holdings Limited.

Howard Walker (59)

INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
Appointed: 2018

GAC GRC GAAC RPC

2

Areas of expertise and contribution: Financial 
services, actuarial science, investments, asset 
and liability management, insurance and risk and 
governance.

1 Listed on the JSE, the New York Stock Exchange and the Swiss Exchange.
(** )  Denotes age as at 31 December 2020

Completed years of service on the 
Liberty Holdings Limited board

Non-executive director Independent 
non-executive director

Executive director

Remuneration 
committee

GAAC Group audit 
and actuarial 
committee

GAC Group actuarial 
committee 
The GAC is a subcommittee
 of the GAAC

GRC Group risk 
committee DAC Directors’ aff airs 

committee
SET Social, ethics and 

transformation 
committee

GITC Group information 
technology 
committee

STC Signifi cant 
transactions 
committee

RPC Related party 
committee

Committee 
chairman

Board demographics

4

4

6

1

Black female
Black male
White male
White female

Board demographics

4

4

6

1

Black female
Black male
White male
White female

Board demographics Independence
Independence

Independent directors

Executive directors

Non-executive directors

11

2

2

Independence

Independent directors

Executive directors

Non-executive directors

11

2

2

Age

40 — 49 years

50 — 59 years

60 — 69 years

6
5

4

Age

Age

40 — 49 years

50 — 59 years

60 — 69 years

6
5

4

Tenure of directors

Tenure of 
non-executive directors

<3 years
3 — 5 years
6 — 8 years
>8 years

7

5

2

1

Tenure of 
non-executive directors

<3 years
3 — 5 years
6 — 8 years
>8 years

7

5

2

1

REMCO
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Governance, risk and remuneration frameworks
Liberty’s governance is steered by a governance framework which sets out the principles, practices and guidance to facilitate 
effective and efficient management of the business.

Ethical culture

Leadership, ethics and corporate citizenship
The board subscribes to the highest levels of professionalism and integrity 
in conducting Liberty’s business and in dealing with stakeholders. 

Liberty has a board-approved code of ethics which has been communicated 
to all internal stakeholders.

Effective corporate governance  
within an ethical environment creates 
value for all stakeholders by:

Enhancing understanding of risk

Balancing upside opportunities with the  
costs of risk

Allocating capital to value-accretive activities

Establishing legitimacy through ethical 
leadership

Improving brand and reputational 
coherence through responsible behaviour

Embracing an inclusive approach to business

Strategy, performance and reporting
The board is responsible for the overall strategic direction of the group and 
is required to oversee the implementation of Liberty’s business objectives 
and strategies, within its risk strategy and appetite, in line with its long-term 
interests.

The board considers the impact of strategic actions on clients, financial 
targets, the planned risk profile and capital demand and supply. Business 
units determine and implement operational strategies.

Business performance measurement involves the calculation 
of the key performance metrics, used by stakeholders, 
to determine whether management has successfully 
implemented the strategy. Performance is assessed against 
targets, which incorporate assessments of risk, established 
through the strategic planning process.

The board oversees the preparation of all Liberty Holdings Limited and 
Liberty Group Limited reports that are publicly available, ensuring they 
present material information in a cohesive manner, providing users with a 
holistic, clear, concise and understandable view of Liberty’s performance 
in terms of sustainable value creation in the social, economic and 
environmental context within which it operates.

Governing structure and delegation

Liberty has a transparent organisational structure in place with clear 
allocation and appropriate segregation of responsibilities that sets the  
high-level direction, and measures performance against that direction.

Good performance

Liberty’s group chief executive, David Munro, is Liberty’s 
ethics champion. The executive in charge of sustainability is a 
trained ethics officer.

The board oversees and monitors the consequences of the group’s 
activities and outputs, and its status as a responsible citizen.

Liberty’s compliance with legislation, applicable standards and adherence 
to its own policies is monitored by management and the compliance 
committee (a management committee). The social, ethics and 
transformation committee of the board monitors the overall responsible 
corporate citizenship performance and ethical culture of the group.
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Governance, risk and remuneration frameworks (continued)

Our governance and leadership structure

The board is responsible for clearly defining roles and responsibilities, ensuring that its obligations are delegated to appropriate individuals, functions or committees.  
Day-to-day management of Liberty is assigned to key executives and senior management.

Appropriately 
mandated board 

governance 
committees 

enable the board 
to oversee the 

effectiveness of 
the governance 

framework.

Ultimate accountability for the effective governance of  
Liberty resides with the board.

Committee Description of key tasks and responsibilities

Group 
remuneration 
committee 

•  Responsible for formulating Liberty’s remuneration strategies and policies and 
monitoring the implementation of such policies 

Group audit  
and actuarial 
committee 

•  Provides oversight on the financial, actuarial, audit and regulatory reporting 
processes, the combined assurance process and its effectiveness, the system of 
internal controls and compliance with laws and regulations 

Group actuarial 
committee 

•  Oversees the technical actuarial aspects of the GAAC’s work 
•  Assists the GAAC with discharging its actuarial compliance-related obligations 

and the statutory review of material reporting to the Prudential Authority and the 
Financial Sector Conduct Authority

•  The GAC also receives reports on insurance risk and escalates concerns to the GRC
Group risk 
committee 

•  Provides the board with oversight relating to risk, control and capital matters
•  Reviews the group’s risk and capital philosophy, strategy, policies and processes 

recommended by the group control and risk oversight committee (a management 
committee)

Directors’ affairs 
committee 

•  Manages, oversees and reviews the composition, structure and effectiveness of 
the board and its committees 

•  Is responsible for determining and evaluating the adequacy, effectiveness, 
efficiency and appropriateness of the group’s governance structure, practices and 
processes in line with regulatory requirements

Social, ethics and 
transformation 
committee 

•  Oversees Liberty’s progress on transformation, social and economic development, 
client fairness, ethical conduct, good corporate citizenship, sustainability,  
the impact of brand, marketing and stakeholder management 

Group information 
technology 
committee 

•  Provides guidance on matters relating to the strategy, operations, policies and 
controls in driving technology and digitalisation as a key strategic initiative for the 
group

•  Oversees the implementation of IT and data governance practices. 
Significant 
transactions 
committee 

•  Evaluates significant acquisitions, disposals, investments and related party 
transactions 

Related party 
committee 

•  Oversees transactions between Liberty, L2D and Standard Bank Group to ensure 
that rights of minority shareholders are protected 

Remco

GAAC

GAC

GRC

DAC

SET

GITC

STC

RPC

Board

Company secretary

The company secretary provides the directors of  
the company, collectively and individually, 

with guidance in respect of their duties, 
responsibilities and powers.

Group  
chief executive

The board delegates authority to the group chief 
executive to manage, direct, control and 

coordinate the business activities and affairs 
of the company. The group chief executive is 

responsible for executing the group’s overall strategy 
and targets that are agreed by the board.

Group executive 
committee (exco)

Exco assists the group chief executive in monitoring 
the operational performance of Liberty Holdings 
Limited and its subsidiaries and, where appropriate, 

significant businesses, and ensures the group has 
adequate financial and operational systems for the 

management of risk and internal control.

Management oversight 
committees

Exco delegates responsibility for overseeing 
the implementation of the governance, 

risk management and capital management 
frameworks to various management  

oversight committees.
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Risks that the group actively seeks as a result of being in the 
business of underwriting and managing risks – all of which are 
viewed as value-enhancing

Risks that are not actively sought, but arise as a consequence of 
being in business and which are managed to an acceptable level 
to protect value

Governance, risk and remuneration frameworks (continued)

The group has a unitary board, which is considered eff ective and 
appropriate for the size of the group. We believe that the board’s 
composition is both qualitatively and quantitatively balanced in terms 
of skills, race, gender, experience, tenure and independence.

There is a clear division of responsibilities and no one director has 
unfettered powers, ensuring there is an appropriate balance of power.

The eff ectiveness of the board and its committees is assessed annually and 
an external evaluation is performed every third year. An internal board and 
committee evaluation commenced towards the end of 2020. The results 
were presented to the DAC at the February 2021 meeting. No signifi cant 
shortcomings were identifi ed.

Appropriately mandated governance committees enable the board and 
management to oversee the eff ectiveness of the governance framework. 

GOV
   Refer to the full governance report for more information on the group’s governance 
committees, including a description of their key tasks and responsibilities.

The board ensures that clearly defi ned roles and responsibilities are in place. 
The day-to-day management of Liberty is allocated to key executives and 
senior management.

Liberty’s responsible persons are fi t and proper, having the necessary 
competence and integrity to fulfi l their respective roles. A fi t and proper 
policy is in place.

The chairman, Jacko Maree, is not classifi ed as independent in terms 
of governance best practice criteria due to him holding the position 
of deputy chairman of Standard Bank Group Limited and thus, as 
recommended by King IV™ and in compliance with the JSE Listings 
Requirements Regulation 3.84(c), Yunus Suleman fulfi ls the role of lead 
independent director.

The board recognises that the function of the lead independent director 
is to provide leadership and advice to the board when the chairman has a 
confl ict of interest, without detracting from or undermining the authority of 
the chairman.

IR
   Refer to pages 17 and 18 for details of Liberty’s current directors and a summary of the 
board’s composition.

Governance functional areas
Risk management

The business of insurance is the assumption and spreading of risk to 
mitigate adverse fi nancial consequences for both policyholders and 
shareholders. Accepting and managing risks within an appropriate risk 
appetite is the key element of our value creation journey.

The risk management system is an integral part of Liberty’s overall 
governance, management, reporting processes, policies and culture.

Liberty’s risk philosophy is to ensure sustainable growth of its business,
 by encouraging profi table risk-taking while operating within its approved 
risk appetite.

Risk strategy 
Liberty’s approach to risk management places consideration of risk as a 
focal point in business activities. It enables the business to make informed 
risk-based decisions and manage expected returns by selecting the risks it is 
willing to assume.

Liberty’s risk preferences 

Eff ective control
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The duties of individual board 
members include:

Acting in good 
faith, honestly 
and reasonably

Exercising due 
care and diligence

Acting in the best 
interests of the 
group and
its clients

Exercising 
independent 
judgement and 
objectivity in 
decision-making

Business risks
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Governance, risk and remuneration frameworks (continued)

Risk identification, assessment and measurement
Current and emerging risks that could threaten the business model, strategy 
and sustainability are identified and assessed through a top-down process. 
In addition, risks identified through the business unit operational processes 
provide a bottom-up view. 

The business performs regular and robust risk quantifications to measure 
the risk profile at an aggregate level, per legal entity, per business unit and 
at a material risk type level to ensure that the business is being managed 
within risk limits and risk appetite and close to the risk target range. 

Risk management
Liberty has adopted an enterprise risk management (ERM) approach. 
Liberty’s risk framework is substantially based on the ERM principles 
embodied in the Solvency Assessment and Management (SAM) framework. 

The board is ultimately accountable for the effective governance of risk 
management. The board delegates its oversight and responsibilities in 
terms of the three lines of defence risk governance model.

Once the level of risk that Liberty is willing to take has been set by the 
board and the risks ranked and prioritised, management (the first line of 
defence) is able to determine the mitigation strategy deemed to be most 
effective. Mitigants used depend on the risk type. The mitigants are subject 
to oversight by the second line of defence, and controls are audited by the 
third line.

Risk environment 
Liberty’s significant risk categories are strategic and business, insurance, 
market, credit, liquidity, operational, business conduct, and legal and 
compliance. Management continues to drive actions to enhance the control 
environment and the value of new business as well as to deal with the risks 
the business is facing.

The group’s strategic plans are subject to a trade-off between risk and 
reward, considering the risk appetite and risk targets approved by the board. IFRS headline earnings at risk

Regulatory capital coverage

(shareholders and creditors)

(policyholders and regulator)

The group’s qualitative risk appetite statement provides 
boundaries on what is acceptable and unacceptable in pursuit 
of business goals as it relates to reputation and conduct.

Reputation

We will not deliberately and knowingly engage in any business, 
activity or relationship which, in the absence of any mitigating 
actions, could result in reputational damage to Liberty today 
and into the future. We proactively protect and uplift the Liberty 
brand in all our interactions. 

Conduct

We place the client at the heart of everything we do and operate 
in a manner where fair play and ethical behaviour underpin all 
our business activities and relationships. We have no appetite 
for deliberately and knowingly breaching legislative, regulatory 
and internal policy requirements. 

Risk target  
range – level at 

which the group 
aims to operate

Economic value at risk
(shareholders and creditors)

Risk appetite 
boundary –  

hard risk limits

Top risks

Emerging  
risks

IR   Page 32.

Top risks are elevated, material 
risks that may materialise within a 
relatively short time frame and that 
are currently on the minds of the 
board of directors and executives.

Emerging risks are trends or 
conditions that could significantly 
impact the institution’s financial 
strength, competitive position or 
reputation in the longer term  
(>three years). These involve a high 
degree of uncertainty and generally 
present opportunities as well as risks.
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The group’s quantitative risk appetite contains statements 
which express the quantitative limits for measurable risks that 
can be taken by the business as reflected in the graphic below. 
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Governance, risk and remuneration frameworks (continued)

IT governance

The group information technology committee (GITC) is responsible for 
discharging the board’s accountability for the governance of information 
technology and data.

The group chief information officer drives the group-wide implementation 
of effective governance practices, with exco providing management 
oversight over all group IT initiatives. 

The GITC also provides input to the group risk committee regarding  
IT risk items and the status thereof.

Compliance

The board delegates responsibility for compliance to management and 
monitors this through the compliance control function. Oversight of 
compliance risk management is delegated to the group audit and actuarial 
committee, which reviews and approves the mandate of the group 
compliance officer (GCO). The GCO provides a quarterly report on the 
status of compliance risk management within the group and significant 
areas of non-compliance, and provides feedback on interaction with 
regulators. 

During 2020, Liberty was compliant in all material respects with the 
requirements of the Companies Act, 71 of 2008, the Companies Act 
Regulations, the Insurance Act, 18 of 2017, the Prudential Authority 
Governance and Operational Standards for Insurers and the Listings 
Requirements of the JSE Limited. During the year, King IV™ was applied in 
its entirety.

Financial capital management

The financial capital management strategy ensures that financial 
capital is deployed to initiatives that maximise value for the 
group while remaining within risk appetite. Financial capital 
is deployed to each legal entity such that the available capital 
exceeds the statutory capital requirement with appropriate 

buffers to manage the group within its risk appetite. The capital buffer is 
managed to support risk target levels, strategic initiative requirements and 
the dividend policy of the group.

Remuneration

Liberty strives for a culture where each employee takes 
accountability and responsibility for ensuring that the right 
business is done in the right way and that financial resources are 
managed responsibly. This is purposefully influenced by setting 
the tone at the top and having values, ethics and practices 

to assist in the achievement of our purpose and vision. People practices, 
related legislation, policies, procedures and processes are aligned.

Remco ensures that the remuneration policy and practices support the 
delivery of the business strategy. The committee recommends policy 
and monitors its implementation. It exercises its board mandate through 
interaction with shareholders, board members, external consultants, 
Standard Bank Group and management.

Liberty has an established remuneration policy and set of procedures, 
approved by the board and endorsed by shareholders. The standards and 
practices drive appropriate decision-making and behaviours, in line with 
business strategy, risk management practices and long-term group-wide 
interests.

Executives, managers and employees are remunerated based on the 
value they contribute to the organisation and the value they create 
for its stakeholders. Liberty’s approach to remuneration is to promote 
the achievement of its strategic objectives and encourage individual 
performance through fair, responsible and transparent remuneration.

The remuneration policy and implementation report are tabled annually for 
separate non-binding advisory votes by shareholders at the annual general 
meeting. Shareholders are the ultimate authority for the approval of equity-
settled remuneration schemes and non-executive directors’ fees. 

Executive directors are required to maintain vested shareholdings with a 
value of a multiple of their guaranteed annual package. Executives have a 
phase-in period to align to the holding requirement. Any vested shares are 
to be held until these minimum holding levels are met.

Remuneration structures
Liberty’s remuneration structures have an appropriate mix between fixed 
and variable pay. Remuneration packages are geared to the employee’s 
level of influence and role complexity. The balance between guaranteed 
and variable pay is appropriately structured and does not reward risk taking 
outside the board-approved risk mandates.

All employees have some level of variable pay. Long-term service 
agreements are not entered into at senior management level and notice 
periods do not exceed three months.

The primary role of variable remuneration is to drive performance within 
risk appetite, retain key employees and ensure alignment between 
executives, shareholders and clients. Remuneration structures do not allow 
excessive risk taking. 

Annual performance contracts exist for every role, defining and clarifying 
the objectives and outputs required of each person. Performance contracts 
and incentive structures identify and clarify measurable (financial and 
non-financial) deliverables and indicators against which performance can 
be measured over defined periods. Formal reviews of these performance 
contracts take place to ensure transparency in performance feedback,  
to identify development needs and to determine corrective action where 
appropriate.
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Governance, risk and remuneration frameworks (continued)

Remuneration of tied agents
Tied agents are exclusively contracted to and managed by Liberty.  
Their remuneration structures are based on set commission rules linked to 
the quality, quantum and mix of products sold. Included in the commission 
rules are clawback provisions, which apply if policies or investment 
contracts lapse within prescribed periods from sale date. Various client 
retention, quality and volume incentives are offered to assist in achieving 
sales and client retention targets. 

Based on performance and grading, certain tied agents in South Africa 
qualify for a cash-settled unit scheme linked to Liberty Holdings’ share 
price payable after three years. Awards under these schemes are used as 
retention schemes and are conditional on remaining contracted with the 
group and minimum performance criteria. 

IR
    Refer to pages 46 to 49 of this report for detailed information regarding remuneration 

paid to directors.

REM
    A full remuneration report as recommended by King IV™ is available at  

www.libertyholdings.co.za/investor.

Monitoring and control

Liberty has adopted best practice monitoring and control mechanisms 
by implementing the three lines of defence governance and combined 
assurance model. As such, responsibility for governance and oversight is 
allocated throughout the organisation. 

The group internal audit control function periodically audits all functional 
areas.

Combined assurance
Liberty’s combined assurance model is aligned to the roles and responsibilities 
as articulated in the three lines of defence risk governance model.  
There is regular communication between business unit management, heads 
of control functions as well as independent assurance providers, including 
internal and external audit.

Combined assurance provides the board with comfort that the enterprise 
risk management and risk governance model are operating efficiently and 
effectively to manage risk within Liberty.

GOV
   Refer to the full governance report for more information on governance at Liberty and 
our application of King IV™.

Legitimacy

Stakeholder relationships
Through stakeholder engagement and collaboration, Liberty 
is committed to understanding and being responsive to the 
interests and expectations of all stakeholders. The social, 
ethics and transformation committee oversees and monitors 
how Liberty’s operations and activities affect its status as a 
responsible corporate citizen.

Proactive, ongoing stakeholder engagement is increasingly integrated into 
Liberty’s business practices. Stakeholder management is viewed as a risk 
mitigation function and more importantly, one that seeks to create shared 
value for the broader society while addressing the needs and expectations 
of key stakeholders.

Liberty’s stakeholder management framework provides guidance on how 
we engage with our various stakeholders, that the appropriate governance 
is in place and ensures that all stakeholder engagements across the group 
are aligned with Liberty’s organisational philosophy, brand ethos, values, 
material matters and overall business strategy.
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Our operating universe

The emergence of the novel coronavirus towards the end 
of 2019 and its rapid spread around the world has resulted 
in the implementation of unprecedented personal 
movement restrictions, the closure of large swathes of 
the global economy and pressure on health services 
only previously seen in times of war. From an actuarial 
perspective, this is a once in 100-year event. After nearly 
15 months of the pandemic, the world continues its fight 
to combat the spread of the virus and despite the arrival 
of vaccines, its presence is expected to remain endemic in 
the world, at least for the foreseeable future. 

The many deaths and continuing impact of the virus on 
the health of victims is deeply regretted. However, it is 
the actions taken to prevent further deaths that have 
impacted most global economies. Closures of retail, travel 
and hospitality sectors have seen the loss of thousands of 
jobs, including in South Africa. Internationally, central banks 
have supported economic recovery and equity markets 
reached record highs later in 2020. 

South Africa imposed one of the most stringent 
lockdowns from the end of March 2020, easing 
restrictions gradually from August 2020. Only in October 
2020 could it be said that economic activity was no 
longer constrained by lockdown rules. This changed 
again with the imposition of adjusted Level 3 restrictions 
in December 2020, which is having a second, and 
possibly more severe impact, on the hospitality sector. 

To continue operating, companies responded to the 
initial lockdown restrictions by facilitating working-from-
home for all employees who could. For those employees 
who needed to be at their place of work, social distancing 
was implemented, together with extensive hygiene 
requirements. Meeting client and employee expectations 
while keeping both parties safe has been the priority for 
most businesses. 

More information about 
the impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic and our response 
to it can be found throughout  
this report by looking for this 
symbol.

Liberty operates in a dynamic and complex environment,  
with constantly emerging threats and opportunities. In addition 
to the immediate challenges created by the COVID-19 pandemic, 
Liberty continued to study local and global trends in the insurance 
and asset management industries to proactively address 
opportunities and mitigate threats.

The principal emerging trends or conditions that could significantly impact Liberty’s financial strength, 
competitive position or reputation in the long term (three years or more) are: 

Political 
environment

Competition

Outlook: Vaccines are being administered at 
varying rates around the globe, but there is some 
way to go before majorities of populations around 
the world are vaccinated. COVID-19 is accordingly 
expected to be present in the world for some time 
to come and will result in complex global travel 
restrictions. During this time, economies will be 
more inward focused and economic recovery will 
be uneven, with wealthier nations likely to achieve 
an earlier return to economic growth.  
The timeframe for the eradication of COVID-19 
and the much hoped for “return to normal” 
remains uncertain. 

COVID-19 pandemic
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COVID-19

Economic  
pressures

Regulation

Technology

For insurers, both short- and long-term, and investment 
managers, the COVID-19 pandemic has tested their 
ability to manage risk and respond appropriately across a 
broad range of issues. 

For life insurers, managing key ratios such as persistency 
and capital adequacy have been addressed through 
client relief measures and the creation of pandemic 
reserves. Income support initiatives have been provided 
to advisers who have struggled with reduced sales 
opportunities. Life and health insurers have seen an 
increase in claims, placing further demand on employees 
working remotely from home. The mental and emotional 
burdens on claims processing teams have been 
immense during this time. 

In the early days of the pandemic, investment managers 
were faced with increasing levels of volatility driven 
by uncertainty surrounding the virus and how best to 
combat it. More recently, higher equity prices and lower 
volatility require managers and advisers to be even more 
mindful when offering advice to clients, considering the 
individual goals of each client. 
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Our operating universe (continued)

Recently, Liberty exited its asset 
management businesses in several African 
countries to concentrate its strategic efforts 
in South Africa and Kenya.

Before the emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
the South African economy already faced increasing 
headwinds as a result of low growth, muted investor 
confidence, policy uncertainty, fiscal deficits, low levels 
of education and employment and international factors 
such as global trade tensions. In 2019 the South African 
economy grew by only 0,2%1 and the pre-COVID-19 
outlook for 2020 was 0,5%2 .

The Kenyan economy also faced challenges prior to 
the onset of the pandemic. Kenya experienced both 
droughts and locust swarms in 2019 and the depressed 
private sector and constrained government spending 
presented a challenging start to 2020.  

Exchange rates between South Africa and Kenya have 
returned to pre-COVID-19 levels, therefore not materially 
impacting group earnings.

 1.  www.focus-economics.com
 2. SA Reserve Bank

Economic pressures influences the 
behaviour of our clients. The need to 
provide for one’s family or save for the future 
is often superseded by more immediate 

needs when one’s real disposable income is declining. 
The strain of meeting monthly obligations, be it debt 
repayments, school fees or simply providing food for 
their families, can become so severe that clients fail to 
meet their premium obligations, thus losing the benefits 

under an insurance contract or surrender the value of 
their policy. These decisions impact the group’s financial 
performance, but more importantly create long-term 
financial insecurity for the clients themselves. 

Financial advisers, who are often remunerated on the 
value of new business written, also experience increasing 
levels of anxiety because of lower earnings.  

Liberty employees experience the 
same pressures as our clients during 
difficult economic times. 

The risks associated with economic pressures include an 
increased potential for fraud, increased conduct risk,  
and increased financial market volatility.

The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in a sharp contraction 
of the economies in which we operate and a significant 
reduction in tax revenues. The South African government 
earmarked additional expenditure of R500 billion to 
support individuals and businesses through this crisis. 
This will result in a substantial budget deficit which will 
require funding, further increasing South Africa’s debt to 
GDP ratio, leading to higher debt servicing costs in the 
future. The ability of the government to raise further tax 
revenues is limited and its ability to significantly reduce 
public sector spending is limited by numerous challenges.  

Outlook: The economic environment in 
South Africa will continue to present increased 
underwriting and client behaviour risk.

Economic pressures

Ongoing efforts in South Africa and Kenya to address 
poor governance, weak institutions and corruption 
should be applauded. However, the current fiscal 
and socio-political challenges increase uncertainty 
for clients, employees and investors alike, leading to 
reduced economic activity.

Global problems, including migration, rising populism 
and nationalism leading to protectionist policies 
heighten geopolitical tensions, impacting on trade, 
technology and skills availability.

The emergence of the novel coronavirus will not only 
add to the existing challenges the world faces but 
unequal distribution of treatment pharmaceuticals and 
vaccines may see an increase in migration demand, 
nationalist and protectionist policies, and even greater 
political and trade tensions.  

Political and policy uncertainty leads 
to higher risk perception among 
investors and delays in spending and 
investment. In particular, it discourages 
foreign investment and creates volatility in 
investment markets.  

To mitigate against the risks associated with these 
uncertainties, Liberty maintains a strong capital 
position, offers offshore diversification alternatives to 
policyholders and manages its asset/liability matching 
position within risk limits.

Outlook: In 2021, the South African municipal 
elections will represent a referendum on the 
current government’s leadership, the success 
or not of coalitions in large metropolitan areas 
and the level of support for all parties across the 
political spectrum.

After disputed and then re-run (and boycotted) 
presidential elections in 2017, the 2022 
presidential election is already front-of-mind for 
many Kenyans. 

Political environment
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Our operating universe (continued)
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Self-service portals and automated 
workflows will reduce advisers’ 
administrative workloads, allowing them 
more time to build enduring relationships with 
clients. 

Technologies such as robotics, artificial intelligence, 
quantum computing, the ubiquitous internet, and 5G 
wireless communications are driving change across all 
industries and economies. Insurers are applying these 
technologies to their operations in three key areas:  

•  Embracing cloud-based infrastructure, offering faster 
innovation, flexible resources and economies of scale.  

•  Automating business processes (digital 
transformation) and simplifying them.

•  Enabling client-centric strategies.  

Today’s clients expect seamless, 
intelligent processes from financial 
services providers. An enhanced 
client experience is at the heart of 
these expectations. 

However, technologies and digital processes 
that deliver against these expectations must be 
implemented with a client-first rather than an 
administration-first mindset. 

Outlook: The COVID-19 pandemic has 
demonstrated how empowering technology can 
be in the workplace. The work-from-home and 
virtual meetings trend is expected to continue. 
With this trend will come the challenges of 
establishing and maintaining corporate cultures 
and setting work/life boundaries for employees. 
Artificial intelligence and robotics will become 
further embedded in processes.

Technology

We expect all our clients to look to digital tools for some 
part of their insurance buying and servicing activities, 
but believe most clients value face-to-face contact and 
relationships alongside their digital activity, and that our 
agency team will remain important in that context. 

Generational changes also extend to 
employees whose expectations of 
employers and employment continue 
to contrast with existing practices. 

Continuous and rapid technological development, new 
ways of working, flexible working and, perhaps most 
importantly, working for a purpose all make the task of 
managing human capital ever more challenging. There 
is an increasing need to update employees’ skill sets 
and adapt business practices. 

Technology brings increased risks, from the obvious 
cyber risk to changes in employee skills requirements 
within Liberty.
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Our operating universe (continued)

Liberty looks to leverage our capabilities  
to monitor and assess the implications of 
regulatory developments and engage with 
external stakeholders to understand and 
constructively influence regulation.

The regulatory environment continues to evolve, 
becoming ever more complex and onerous as 
regulators continue to develop comparable frameworks 
for conduct and supervision.   

Regulatory oversight of the insurance 
and asset management industry 
continues to evolve in all countries in 
which Liberty operates. 

Regulations are designed to protect consumers’ rights 
and assets and to ensure consumers are treated fairly. 
The administrative burden for both regulators and 
industry participants is significant, requiring greater 
oversight of operations, increased controls, additional 
employee training, and client awareness education,  
all resulting in increased costs. 

Liberty supports these regulations 
which are targeted at benefiting 
consumers and over time, increase trust 
in the industry, enhance accessibility to 
products and services, and benefit society 
at large.

As both regulatory and compliance risks increase, 
Liberty continues to develop strategic responses to 
new and emerging regulation. 

Outlook: The Conduct of Financial Institutions 
Bill, which represents the holistic legal framework 
for market conduct regulation in South Africa 
was tabled in parliament in early 2021. The 
annuitisation requirements for provident funds 
are to be aligned with those for pension and 
retirement annuity funds on 1 March 2021. 
The regulatory framework for the regulation 
and supervision of financial conglomerates will 
continue during 2021, as well as the designation 
criteria for insurers who are systemically 
important within the South African context. 
The Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA) 
response to the industry submissions on the 
“Discussion Document on Categorisation of 
Financial Advisers and Related Matters” and 
“Second Discussion Document on Investment 
Related Matters” are expected to be released in 
2021. Focus on transformation of the financial 
sector and financial inclusion will continue to be a 
key objective and priority.

Regulation

Our focus on client and adviser experiences 
is designed to enhance the quality of these 
relationships through meeting their needs and 
expectations with humanity. 

Changing client profiles and new technologies have 
seen increased competition targeting the traditional 
insurance and asset management markets. Liberty 
faces competition from small fintech companies to 
giant tech companies, from established traditional 
insurers and asset managers to new entrants and 
international platforms. 

Consumers no longer consider only 
cost but also reward programmes, 
service levels and ecosystem affiliates 
when choosing an insurance or 
investment partner.

To meet these expectations requires investment in 
technology, committed and skilled employees and 
advisers, innovative thinking about products and 
services, and agility to respond to local and international 
trends.

Outlook: We expect the level of competition  
to continue to increase in South Africa.  
More stringent application and enforcement of 
regulations in Kenya may see a levelling of the 
playing fields.

Competition
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Stakeholder relationships
Liberty’s social, ethics and 
transformation committee is 
responsible for overseeing our 
relationships with stakeholders. 
To fulfil this responsibility, it 
is supported by a dedicated 
stakeholder engagement 
function with the mandate 
of leveraging stakeholder 
relationships, investing in socio-
economic development and 
embedding sustainable business 
practices, thereby creating shared 
value, reputational capital and a 
licence to operate.

Our stakeholder management mandate is aligned with 
the vision of building a superior image and reputation 
for Liberty in delivering financial freedom. Our vision 
is supported by the trust of our clients and advisers. 
Our legitimacy depends on demonstrating social 
relevance through creating and sharing value with all 
our stakeholders. This is achieved through a proactive 
approach to engaging with stakeholders.

Our stakeholder engagement strategy defines primary stakeholders and their relationship with Liberty.  
The nature and frequency of engagement varies according to each stakeholder group and their legitimate needs.

Clients
•  Accessibility and assistance during 

the COVID-19 pandemic

•  Financial strength 

• Responsible and objective advice 

• Products that meet their needs

• Quality service 

• Pricing and fee transparency

• Investment performance

Priorities and concerns of clients and advisers

Clients and advisers

Through direct engagement (often virtually following the onset of the COVID-19 
pandemic), our financial advisers obtain a critical understanding of clients’ 
needs, goals and dreams. In addition to these one-on-one adviser relationships, 
clients have access to a variety of channels to communicate with us directly, 
including an extensive call centre dealing with product sales and advice, claims, 
service issues and complaints, social media and web-based platforms. 
Liberty also engages directly with clients. Within the South African operations, numerous 
touchpoints exist for clients to communicate directly with Liberty. 

The first quarter of 2020 focussed on assisting our advisers to engage with key 
underserved markets by delivering new insights and perspectives within our existing 
product and service set. As the COVID-19 pandemic set in we transitioned to supporting 
advisers with tools and thought leadership to enable better digital client connections and 
finally reverted to focussing on those underserved markets, driven by the competitive 
aspects derived from our risk selection process.

Employees

We engage with employees through both formal and informal mechanisms,  
to gain insight into their needs and ensure they understand their roles. 
We conduct employee roadshows (conducted virtually during the COVID-19 pandemic 
lockdown) to communicate Liberty’s vision and strategy across the group.  
Most employees have access to Liberty’s intranet platform and our “Let’s Talk” campaign 
cascades information from senior leadership throughout the company. Leadership 
forums are aimed at identifying top talent and setting work practice examples for the 
broader workforce. 

We use these opportunities to embed the leadership principles of: imagine its possible; 
act with humanity; and do what matters. 

MyAccess provides an integrated employee portal for tracking personal performance, 
goals and learning, as well as providing insights into human capital analytics and 
management. LibertyLive is an interactive communication and engagement digital 
platform for employees.  

Advisers
•  Support during the COVID-19 

pandemic

• Quality service and reporting

• Reduced administrative burden

• Support with product information

•  Enabling tools

• Investment performance

• Health and safety during the COVID-19 pandemic

• Working from home

• Job security 

• Gender equality

• Transformation 

• Career progression

• Skills development

• Fair remuneration

• Ethical culture 

Priorities and concerns of employees
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Stakeholder relationships (continued)

• Fair treatment of clients
• Capital adequacy
• Employment equity in South Africa
• Skills development
• Compliance 
• Cyber-crime and the upgrading of information systems 
• Protecting personal information
• Broader access to financial services
• Pension fund administration costs
• Unclaimed benefits

Priorities and concerns of regulators

Regulators

Liberty believes in constructive and productive relationships 
with regulators and policymakers of our industry. We engage with 
governments and regulators in the geographies in which we operate.
In South Africa, our primary engagement is with the Prudential Authority 
(PA), the FSCA and National Treasury. We engage with other key regulatory 
authorities, including the South African Reserve Bank (SARB), the Competition 
Commission and the Council for Medical Schemes. When required, we engage 
with the long-term insurance ombudsman (LTIO) regarding client complaints. 

Liberty continues to focus on initiating and improving engagement with 
all relevant regulators in all our markets. Through industry bodies, notably 
The Association for Savings and Investment South Africa (ASISA), and its 
relationship with the Standard Bank Group, Liberty interacts with industry 
regulators to promote economic enabling policies that support national and 
regional savings and financial freedom. 

In 2020, the majority of our engagements with the South African government 
centred around supporting efforts to address the impacts of the COVID-19 
pandemic. Our engagements were conducted through Business Leadership 
South Africa (BLSA), Business Unity South Africa (BUSA), the South African 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (SACCI) and ASISA. We also participated 
in various dialogues at the National Economic Development and Labour 
Council (NEDLAC).

Liberty held numerous engagements with regulatory authorities and industry 
bodies across Africa to discuss how to manage the effects of the pandemic on 
the business, clients in particular, and communities in general.

• Performance during and beyond the COVID-19 pandemic
• Adequacy of the pandemic reserve
• Concentration of property assets in shareholder funds
• Dividends
• Value of new business, earnings and dividends
• Delivery of strategy
• Maintain sufficient capital
• Investment performance
• Governance, ethics, market conduct and internal controls
• ESG issues and performance

Priorities and concerns of investors

Investors

Standard Bank Group (Standard Bank) 
Our engagement activities with Standard Bank relate to the bank’s status as 
our majority shareholder and an operational partner. 

Institutional investors and analysts 

These stakeholders are a significant focus of our investor engagement 
activities, including roadshows, results presentations and one-on-one meetings 
with management. Providing timely and pertinent information increases the 
pool of accessible financial capital and reduces the overall cost of capital. 

In recent years, institutional investors and analysts are placing more focus on an 
entity’s ESG issues and performance. Liberty continues to respond to this focus 
through adopting appropriate ESG policies, implementing environmentally 
conscious initiatives and publishing an annual Report to Society.

Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) will be provided for 
the first time in this year’s Report to Society.

Individual shareholders 
Liberty engages with these shareholders through public communication 
channels such as the JSE News Service, the financial media, and an interactive 
investor relations website. 

Financial media 
We proactively engage the financial media, providing company-specific 
information about Liberty’s strategy, business model and performance. 

• Access to financial services
• Responsible investing
• ESG performance
• Promoting inclusive economic growth through education
• Resolving unclaimed benefits

Priorities and concerns of civil society

Civil society

We engage with different segments of society and prioritise those 
relationships that will generate future value for Liberty and society. 
Our targeted and meaningful engagement with different segments of civil 
society allows us to gain an understanding of our communities’ needs, as well 
as insight into the quality of our relationships with these communities. This 
year, we mainly engaged with lobby groups such as BLSA, BUSA, Business for 
South Africa (B4SA) and SACCI, contributing significantly to their efforts in the 
fight against COVID-19. 

The pandemic also created opportunities for the group to forge strong 
relationships with like-minded social partners – including labour unions, 
government entities, and organised business – allowing us to unite and 
combine resources essential in combatting the crisis. 

An important objective for 2021 is to partner with civil society to trace, identify 
and pay unclaimed benefits to the legitimate recipients. Liberty has identified 
these partnerships, which have large memberships, as instrumental in our 
efforts to address the ongoing issue of unclaimed benefits. 
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Top and emerging risks
Risk and risk appetite are constraints within which the business must operate to create value for all its stakeholders. Liberty’s strategy is set with 
reference to the approved risk appetite and includes targeted metrics to monitor its achievement.

Risk identification and assessment in 2020
Liberty’s risk processes consider both internal and external environments, business and 
strategic risks, and their impact on customers, shareholders and other stakeholders.  
The process allows for conversations around the drivers behind risks, which positions us 
to be proactive instead of reactive and, in the long term, builds a mindset of converting 
threats into opportunities. The process provides the board and management with a 
priority list of risks to focus on to ensure the sustainability of Liberty.

The outbreak of COVID-19 forced the world to rapidly evolve into a “new normal” in a 
short space of time. The pandemic disrupted economies, our interaction with others, 
including clients, advisers and employees, our working arrangements and the global 
movement of goods and capital.

In order to capture the risks that come with the changing business environment and to 
challenge our assumptions and strategic plans, we conducted a comprehensive 
 group-wide investigation and analysis session. The risk identification process indicated 
how the outbreak of COVID-19 increased the velocity and impact of pre-existing risks, 
while highlighting the interconnectedness of risks.

The identified risks were assessed for their completeness and classified into categories, 
namely the risks arising as a result of changes in the external operating environment, 
strategy and execution risks, risks emanating from internal operational factors,  
and emerging risks.

The top risks were then assessed in terms of their likelihood of materialising and the 
impact they would have on the organisation in order to provide a ranking. The top and 
emerging risks are key inputs into the strategy planning process and management 
actions that are being implemented across the business to mitigate the risks. 

Risks are identified and assessed through a top-down risk identification 
and assessment process. In addition, risks identified through the business 
unit operational processes provide a bottom-up view. In support of risk 
identification, assessment and measurement, a comprehensive scenario analysis is 
undertaken to identify severe but plausible scenarios.

Operational factors Emerging risksExternal environment Strategy and execution

•   Weakening political 
economy

•   COVID-19 pandemic

•   Corporate failures

•   Disruption and loss of 
relevance

•   Conduct failures

•   Illiquid asset concentration 
risk

•   Poor investment 
performance

•   Outsourcing and  
third-party risks

•   Excessive complexity

•   Operational process and 
financial control risks

•   Inadequate cyber security

•   Poor systems stability and 
availability

•   Climate change

•   Accelerating technology-
driven disruptions

•   De-globalisation

Top and emerging risks
Top risks are defined as elevated, material risks expected to materialise within a relatively short time frame and are currently on the minds of the 
board and executives. Emerging risks are defined as trends or conditions that could significantly impact Liberty’s financial strength, competitive 
position or reputation in the long term (three years and more), involve a high degree of uncertainty (timeframe and severity) and generally present 
opportunities as well as risks.

Top risks Emerging  
risks
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Top and emerging risks (continued)
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Prioritised top risks with management actions

Risk Description Management actions 

Weakening political economy A weakening economic and fiscal position and a deteriorating political 
economy in South Africa. 

Management performs scenario analyses and stress testing to understand implications, management actions required to respond to this risk and opportunities to aid customers 
through this. 
Liberty maintains a strong capital position, offers offshore investment alternatives to policyholders and manages its asset/liability matching position within risk limits. 
Liberty has worked with industry bodies including the ASISA and B4SA in the development of a proposed economic recovery strategy which has been shared with the South 
African national government. 

Disruption and loss of relevance Disruption to Liberty’s business model and an inability to offer 
attractive and commercially viable propositions all result in a loss of 
relevance to our client base. 

The COVID-19 crisis provided an opportunity for Liberty to accelerate the execution of strategic initiatives to address this challenge. These initiatives include:
• Driving Liberty’s strategy to enhance client and advisor experience through a digital engagement platform.
•  Enhancing Liberty’s risk and investment customer propositions in order to operate as a continuum rather than a set of discrete offerings thereby enabling customer lifetime 

value management.

COVID-19 pandemic The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on mortality, morbidity, 
persistency and the wider economy. 

A pandemic reserve has been established to provide for the expected future impact of the pandemic.
Liberty continues to build and analyse scenarios on how the COVID-19 pandemic may impact its products and operations. The scenarios are used to inform various actions 
available to management such as closing or repricing certain product lines, adding risk mitigation controls and enhancing liquidity management.
Premium relief options have been provided to assist policyholders financially affected as a result of the COVID-19 crisis.
Management actions with respect to underwriting, pricing and products have been taken to manage risk in the short term.
People risk is assessed on an ongoing basis to ensure the provision of adequate staff assistance where required. 
The group remained within risk appetite throughout 2020.

Corporate failures Corporate and state owned enterprise failures with a resultant 
negative impact on the Liberty credit portfolio and the Liberty 
Property Portfolio.

Liberty continues to monitor developments at state-owned enterprises and corporates in order to respond appropriately.
Enhanced monitoring and reporting on the effects of COVID-19 on issuers of credit instruments and property tenants has been implemented.
Liberty actively engages with debtors to understand the impact of the deteriorating economic environment, especially given COVID-19, and takes pragmatic steps where 
possible to ensure the longer term preservation of value.

Poor investment performance Poor investment performance relative to client expectations 
impacting Liberty’s ability to attract and retain investment clients. 

Liberty continues to enhance investment capabilities, particularly in STANLIB.
Clear management actions put in place for key investment portfolios that were performing below expectation have significantly improved performance.

Inadequate cyber security Inadequate cyber security and resilience in the face of an increasing 
threat environment. 

The rapid adoption of remote working practices in response to the COVID-19 crisis in conjunction with the business strategy for cloud adoptions and increased digitalisation 
have increased the risk exposure to a variety of cyber risks. This has required the implementation of a variety of risk mitigation strategies, which are regularly reassessed for 
effectiveness and are updated based on the threat landscape.

Illiquid assets concentration risk A growing concentration risk in the Liberty Property Portfolio and 
other Illiquid asset due to a build-up of exposure to these assets as 
clients put these assets back to the shareholder. 

An Illiquid Large Exposures committee has been established to oversee the management of, and investigate potential solutions to, shareholders’ illiquid asset concentrations 
caused by policyholder disinvestments from the Liberty Property Portfolio and the Liberty Real Estate Portfolio. Limits on further purchases and the disinvestment from  
non-core assets is underway as a longer-term strategy is developed. While Liberty has sufficient liquidity and market risk capacity to absorb these exposures within its risk 
target ranges, the exposures do pose a concentration risk.

Excessive complexity Excessive complexity in our products, portfolios, processes and 
systems affects the client experience and weakens the control 
environment. 

Complexity reduction is included as a key consideration for all strategic initiatives. 
The importance of simplicity is being embedded as a culture across the business. 
Management continues to rationalise several products and systems, thereby reducing the associated operational complexity and risk.

Operational process and financial 
control risks

Weaknesses in controls arising from manual systems, complexity, 
fraud and working from home.

Liberty is driving digital initiatives to reduce manual processes and improve client service.
There are a number of initiatives underway to enhance financial controls.

Poor systems stability and 
availability 

A lack of system stability and availability resulting in poor client, adviser 
and employee experience and reducing overall Liberty effectiveness. 

Management is focused on continuously enhancing system stability and availability. There are various initiatives to progress this goal, including the use of monitoring 
capabilities that leverage off artificial intelligence tools and cloud storage solutions. 

Conduct failures Poor client service or advice may result in reputational as well as 
financial damage.

Training, records of advice and approaches to advice are being continuously improved to ensure optimal outcomes to Liberty customers and reduce risks of inappropriate 
advice and consequent reputational risk. Client care is a key objective. 

Outsourcing and third-party risks An increase in outsourcing and third-party risk as a result of new 
strategic partnerships being embedded into the business. 

Liberty’s strategy involves an increasing reliance on third-party partners, particularly big-tech companies such as Microsoft, Salesforce and Amazon Web Services (AWS), and as 
such Liberty is improving the robustness of its third-party risk management capability.
The third-party risk management approach includes ensuring risks are appropriately managed initially at the formal contracting stage as well as on an ongoing basis through regular 
reviews. Clear senior management accountability for the management of each contract or partnership has been implemented to ensure these risks are effectively managed.

AFS    A comprehensive risk report is provided in the risk management section of the annual financial statements
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Material matters 

Clients and advisers Material matters Actions in brief

•  Client and adviser health and safety during the COVID-19 pandemic
• Rapidly evolving needs and preferences
• Client and adviser experiences 
• Investment returns
• Data and digital capabilities
• Processes, tools and platforms for advisers
• Cyber security and resilience
• Investment product proliferation
• Sustainability

Enhance the client and adviser experience  
• Enable work from home
• Transform sales channels
•  Build a digital engagement platform that allows us to gather and leverage data 

across all client touchpoints
• Rejuvenate risk and investment products
• Simplifi cation of processes

The combination of emerging trends and conditions external to Liberty, the legitimate priorities and concerns of our key stakeholders, internal 
matters discussed by the board and its committees during the year and matters arising from the strategy setting process all contribute to 
identifying material matters that impact the organisation’s ability to create value in the short, medium and long term. 

Employees Material matters Actions in brief

• Employee health and safety during the COVID-19 pandemic
• Attract and retain key talent
• Skills to meet developing client and technological requirements
• Skills development and career progression
• Core people capabilities to execute strategy
• Employee diversity expectations
• Ethical culture

Engage employees  
• Enable work from home and adopt social distancing and hygiene
• Provide competitive remuneration and benefi ts
• Provide development and progression opportunities 
• Enable employees with the necessary tools and training
• Meet employment equity and gender diversity targets
• Support employees through digitalisation and automation 

Regulators Material matters Actions in brief

• Fair and ethical treatment of clients
• Increasing regulation and resulting changes required in the operating environment 
• Capital adequacy
• Fragmented and complex technical landscape
• Compliance burden and resulting risk
• Cyber security and resilience
• Data risk
• Enterprise and IT governance
• Stakeholder inclusivity 

Manage business risk and behave in an ethical manner
• Regulator engagement
• Risk management
• Appropriate skills and succession plan for staff 
• Digitalisation journey
•  Behave in an ethical and stakeholder inclusive manner
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Material matters (continued)

Investors Material matters Actions in brief

• Continuity during the COVID-19 pandemic
• New business volumes and margins
• Tied channel productivity
• Investment performance
• Capital adequacy
• Governance, ethics, market conduct and internal controls 
• Meeting our fi nancial targets

Meet our fi nancial targets
• Investment in client and adviser engagement platforms
• Provide client relief and adviser fi nancial support
• Respond to client and adviser needs
• Operate within risk appetite 
• Effi  cient capital management

Civil society Material matters Actions in brief

• Impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on employees, clients and society
• Limited access to fi nancial services
• ESG issues and climate change
• Impacts on the physical environment
• Industry reputational damage due to unclaimed benefi ts

Play a meaningful role in society and manage our environmental impacts 
•  Supporting the physical, emotional, social and fi nancial wellbeing of our 

employees, clients and society throughout the COVID-19   
• Enable fi nancial freedom, inclusion and access to fi nancial services 
• Promote inclusive economic growth through quality education 
• Dedicated unclaimed benefi ts team
•  Respond to stakeholder expectations, with a focus on ESG principles and climate 

change
•  Manage and protect our physical environment, as well as the health and safety of 

our employees 
•  Fund national infrastructure development and the transition to a green, 

low-carbon economy 
• Contribute to national economic and social transformation
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Our strategy
The Liberty of the future lies in augmenting the power of human-to-human engagement between our advisers and clients with the power of a 
scalable digital engagement platform1, where we will provide simple and intuitive tools and solutions grounded in the best advice. We will drive 
this by using the power of all our data, including that of our clients, for their benefit, through the adoption of cloud, artificial intelligence (AI), 
machine learning and other modern digital technologies in partnership with some of the world’s biggest technology firms.

CLIENT AND ADVISER EXPERIENCE

Placing the client at the heart of our business and understanding the 
critical role that our financial advisers play

+

=

1.  Platform business models allow enterprises to set up powerful industry-focused, cloud-
based ecosystems for value exchange and innovation among participants. A digital 
platform model represents a strategy whereby the company allows two or more disparate 
groups to interact over a platform to co-create value

•  Our world of advice and the role that we play in our clients’ 
lives would need modernisation

•  Digital engagement with our clients would become pervasive

•  We would need a platform providing a modern digital 
experience to deliver this

•  We would need partners to help us

Key concepts

At the heart of the Liberty strategy refresh articulated 
in 2017 were a number of key concepts:
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Our strategic value drivers

COVID-19 demanded rapid responses for business 
continuity. It also helped us identify and prioritise key 
initiatives over the short, medium and long term that we 
need to deliver in order to achieve our vision for the Liberty 
of the future.

While our progress was constrained by the COVID-19 
pandemic, our strategy has not changed. In executing 
our strategy, we have replaced the sequence of change 
initiatives implied by the three-horizon model with a 
parallel model using the concepts of Renovate, Evolve and 
Transcend.

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

Providing an environment for our people to thrive

RISK AND CONDUCT

Enhancing our reputation and building trust

FINANCIAL OUTCOME

Delivering competitive sustainable returns

SEE IMPACT

Creating societal value and preserving our natural capital

+

+

Our strategy is designed to significantly modernise and transform our 
existing business through the adoption of a “platform business model” 
which is anchored by a scalable, digital client engagement platform. This 
technology platform will initially be built to provide an experience and host 
engagement so as to deliver existing core Liberty offerings, but in time it will 
be broadened to facilitate client access to a wide range of ecosystems, some 
orchestrated by Liberty, some orchestrated by others.

A human-augmented platform business

We will have a better understanding of our clients’ needs 
through safe and proper use of our own and other data, artificial 
intelligence and machine learning.

We will be able to offer clients far more than just the traditional 
products we offer today.

We will aim to provide comprehensive solutions for the 
transition points of our clients’ lives by partnering with trusted 
organisations and partners in our ecosystem to fulfil the needs of our 
clients.
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Our strategy (continued)

• Do what we do today but better

•  Simplify our product landscape 
and enterprise architecture

•  Accelerate our advisers’digital 
enablement capabilities

•  Complete our cloud roadmap 
implementation

•  Drive the delivery of our digital 
capabilities and scalability

•  Create a continuum of 
propositions rather than discreet 
propositions 

•  Develop an engagement 
platform for clients and advisers 
built on Salesforce, driving digital 
delivery and scalability for the 
future

•  Continue our efforts to improve 
investment performance 
achieved by STANLIB

•  Deliver a competitive Umbrella 
proposition within our Corporate 
business

•  Dramatically improve client 
experience with the development of 
a client engagement platform built on 
Salesforce that is vibrant, compelling 
and differentiated based on a focus on 
life’s major transition points through 
which we can be immediately relevant 
by providing investment and risk 
offerings

•  We also see a deeper connection 
to human wellness, particularly 
emotional and mental wellness. Our 
wellness bonus is the first step in that 
direction

•  Our third eco-system where we have 
relevance is the shopping/retail 
eco-system given our position in the 
retail landscape in South Africa 

•  Connect with Standard Bank’s 
aspirations of becoming a dominant 
bank in South Africa, where the 
experience will be seamless and 
connected and implemented in a 
sustainable manner

What we do in renovating and simplifying our business, 
evolving and making it more competitive leads to 
transformation now, not something that we think can happen in 
the future.

We execute our strategy across all of Liberty’s business units.

SA Retail
Within the SA Retail business, we have collectively 
prioritised key programmes of work to accelerate our 
transformation. These are divided into two areas. Firstly, 
“Engagement and Experience” where the focus is on 
transforming our existing sales channels and delivering 
smart digital tools and enablement. The second focus 
area is “Client Solutions” where we will deliver on the  
end-to-end risk, end-to-end investment and 
simplification programmes.

Sales channel transformation

Our approach in the sales channel transformation 
programme centres around delivering on our client 
experience outcomes. We will reinvigorate our current 
channels in a dynamic and transformational way, and 
scale the Salesforce-powered adviser workbench, laying 
the foundation for a digital engagement platform that will 
ultimately enable a true omnichannel client experience.

Our prioritised workstreams for tied advisers include:

•  Advice tools and enablement – the adoption of 
the adviser workbench powered by Salesforce

•  Advice partnerships – advice and servicing 
standards for existing advisers will become far more 
onerous as Liberty drives the ongoing engagement 
and connection with clients

•  Leads strategy – the adoption of the adviser 
workbench through Salesforce will also pave the way 
for us to reimagine our leads process through AI and 
data-driven insights

•  Remuneration models and recognition –  
to measure and reward advisers for the experience 
that Liberty intends delivering to our clients

•  Culture and transformation – a strong focus 
on culture is required to ensure that the business is 
receptive to the significant amount of change being 
introduced

For third-party channels, we will reinvigorate Liberty 
Wealth Consultancy and investigate partnerships with 
Black-owned financial services providers.

Our digital engagement platform 
vision

Our omnichannel strategy is dependent on the 
ability to gather and leverage data across all client 
touchpoints. Aspects to be considered when 
developing our digital engagement platform include:

•  Client centricity – the client is at the heart of the 
platform 

•  “Life Journey” driven – gathering data within 
the platform will be done in the context of 
understanding the various life journeys and life 
transition points that clients go through as they  
“live life”

•  Continuous connection facilitated by the 
pandemic – Salesforce has been chosen as 
the technology partner to enable the digital 
engagement platform.

How we will achieve the future Liberty
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Simplify our  
organisation

Improve our 
competitiveness 
 in the immediate  

time frame

Transform from a linear  
value chain business to a 
platform-based business

RENOVATE TRANSCEND

Organisation
 

EVOLVE

Competitiveness Platform-based 
business
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Our strategy (continued)

Rejuvenate risk and investment products

In addition to the Engagement and Experience initiatives, we offer client-
inspired solutions, ensuring that we apply the appropriate charges in 
line with the risks we take by using flexible risk-rating and pricing. We will 
develop a framework against which cost-per-channel can be managed.

As we acquire large numbers of clients in the emerging and middle-income 
markets, we must deliver propositions that provide opportunities for 
ongoing engagement and evolve with changing needs. At the higher end of 
the market our proposition must appeal to independent financial advisers 
(IFAs) delivering against more sophisticated client needs, with simplicity 
and flexibility being two essential ingredients. These propositions and the 
enabling IT will be architected on an end-to-end basis to enable a smooth 
transition through life stages for both clients and advisers. 

Enhanced risk products will attract a greater share of independent financial 
adviser (IFA) business by making it easy for advisers to place business 
with us. A stronger IFA-focused investment proposition will be developed. 
Delivering an end-to-end investment proposition will incorporate all 
components from the adviser and advice to onboarding, servicing and 
claims experience, pricing and benefits offered, all connecting back to the 
underlying client needs. 

Our end-to-end investments project is focused on refreshing the Liberty 
and STANLIB retail investment propositions. Liberty’s advisers will 
implement a goals-based advice philosophy with a set of appropriate 
wrappers, features and portfolios made available to meet various client 
needs. Included in this is the group investment platform project intended 
to refresh the STANLIB LISP and create a scalable investment platform that 
can be leveraged more widely across the group.

Our integrated investment proposition will provide a continuum of 
investment strategies rather than discrete solutions, managed dynamically 
by investment professionals mandated to use all asset classes.  A simplified 
range of wrappers and optional features will enhance the proposition. 
Finally, reporting that inspires confidence must be simple and transparent, 
enabling the adviser to keep the client informed regarding the progress in 
meeting their goals. 

A guiding principle for all of the above is simplification – for the client and  
the adviser – and greater efficiency for the business. 

STANLIB
In 2018 STANLIB revised its strategy. We sought to address the following 
areas: people, processes, philosophy and performance. We stated that we 
will re-orientate the existing bulk low fee, high volume AUM business to an 
outcomes capability underpinned largely by internal group assets and build 
a higher margin, capacity-constrained independent specialist capability.  
Our strategic priorities are to:

•  Deliver compelling investment performance

•  Maximise benefits from strategic partnerships

•  Deliver exceptional adviser and client experience

•  Digitise and simplify operations by investing in the right technology 
and outsourcing activities to scale and maximise efficiencies

•  Deliver a scalable operating model

•  Deliver an invigorated employee experience

Liberty Corporate
In response to trends that continue to revolutionise the retirement fund 
industry, Liberty Corporate embarked on a strategy refresh journey which 
culminated in four strategic objectives:

•  Relevance – sponsor an umbrella capability of scale in a market which is 
consolidating and commoditising

•  Optimise – provide greater shareholder and client value through 
administration and product optimisation

•  Small and medium enterprises – develop and embed an experience 
which links the business owner and decision-makers to Standard Bank 
capabilities and/or platforms

•  Member – participate in a platform for members linked to Liberty and 
Standard Bank capabilities

The foundation of the strategic deliverables lies in simplifying the 
environment:

•  Resolve legacy issues of retirement fund rehabilitation, dormant funds 
and unclaimed benefits

•  Exit of funeral assistance business under binder arrangements

•  Establishment of a single process flow and IT architecture  
to deliver all the chosen services and product offerings

A successful umbrella proposition is critical to Liberty Corporate’s ability to 
compete effectively, and our focus has shifted towards transforming our 
umbrella proposition. A review of the umbrella offering has culminated in 
an updated set of execution plans for the key components of distribution, 
marketing, finance, administration, operations and technology. We will use 
2021 as an opportunity to identify areas of synergy between the member 
components of Liberty Corporate’s umbrella business and the Liberty SA 
Retail member platform and explore other opportunities that the broader 
Standard Bank platform strategy may offer.

Liberty Africa Insurance
In 2019, Liberty Group made the decision to cease geographical  
expansion unless a compelling opportunity to do so presented itself;  
to exit the short-term insurance businesses in southern Africa; and to put 
a specific focus on Kenya because of the market opportunity and scale 
of the existing businesses. The planned exits of the short-term insurance 
businesses are largely complete and the Kenyan board (Liberty Kenya 
Holdings being a listed group on the Nairobi Stock Exchange with Liberty 
owning 57%) has embraced the Kenya focus decision and is actively 
assisting with strategy formulation.
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Our strategy (continued)

Emerging consumer market (ECM)
We aspire to be the leading fi nancial partner for the emerging consumer 
market, based on relevant, ever-improving off erings (products, service, 
experience) that are easy to obtain, maintain and claim against, 
are supported by a relationship-oriented and skilled adviser force and 
provide clients with benefi ts they would not achieve on their own.

Our growth goal is to be a trusted, accessible household insurance brand 
in the emerging consumer market in South Africa, achieving value of new 
business growth and signifi cant market share. In order to deliver on this 
goal, we have identifi ed fi ve strategic priorities:

•  Needs-based off ering 

•  Accessible sales and marketing 

•  Simple, relevant digital support 

•  Future fi t people and culture 

•  Digital processes 

Direct fi nancial services (DFS)
Liberty’s DFS division aspires to be recognised by our affi  nity partners as a 
leading, digitally enabled direct fi ntech insurance business. We will target 
South Africa’s middle to upper income segments that prefer to purchase 
their insurance products directly based on a transactional need where no 
advice is required. We will position ourselves as Standard Bank and Liberty’s 
“direct-to-client” business. 

Our strategic priorities are to:

•  Transition to a cloud-based platform with agile deployment capabilities

•  Transform the sales and client service experience

•  Enhance our product set and underwriting capabilities

•  Enhance client engagement and value management capabilities

As we build now for the future, we will continue to retain 
that human focus, helping people lead better lives as they pass 
through various life stages.

Digitalisation is pervasive to much of the business units’ strategy. 
During the fi rst stage of our digital transformation journey, we will transition from 

mainframes and data centres to the cloud. 

Digitalisation is a driver of change at Liberty

This move will address many of the group’s strategic themes, 
including revolutionising advice, rejuvenating risk and investment 
propositions, driving improvement in client and adviser experiences 
and enabling advanced human capital technology. 
We will leverage the elasticity of the cloud and access ready-made 
cloud ready services, increasing organisational agility. 

Establishing an enterprise data platform within the cloud is a critical 
technical capability in supporting Liberty’s data maturity eff orts. 
Our enterprise data platform is being established on AWS cloud.

Our client and adviser engagement platform is Salesforce, a global 
leading customer relationship management cloud-based solution. 
Salesforce will be transformative, providing a streamlined adviser 
experience as a result of greater agility and easier processes. 
It provides actionable insights using predictive data analytics, 
machine learning and AI.

Stemming from a cloud readiness assessment a detailed application 
transformation journey has been mapped to transform the 
application landscape to complement the digital transformation of 
the organisation.

The capabilities 
drawn from the cloud 

would enable the 
acceleration of digital 

transformation and 
position Liberty to be 

future ready.
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Delivering on our strategic objectives 
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In June 2020, Liberty established the capability to manage and report on all strategic 
initiatives across the organisation. Through overseeing the prioritisation of initiatives in the 
contexts of capacity and budget, this capability ensures alignment between strategic intent 
and execution, optimising both investment and value. The strategic progress reported here 
provides evidence that progress is being made.

For Liberty to become more agile as a business, the 
capability has provided the necessary reporting and 
oversight to inform the prioritisation of delivery across 
the organisation into a new execution mechanism called 
agile release trains. An agile release train includes all 
the people and expertise required to implement, test, 
deploy, release and deliver software, hardware or other 
requirements, ensuring more focused delivery and optimal 
use of resources. Governance processes were adapted to 
facilitate agile practices and reporting tools were improved 
to provide an accurate view of delivery information.

Strategic initiatives are programs with delivery timelines exceeding one 
year. Enhancements and other business initiatives have shorter timelines 
for delivery. In 2020, these latter items consumed most of our capacity as 
we responded to the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic.

In 2020, we delivered 183 initiatives (of which 39 were 
strategic) across the group.

Initiatives completed by month in 2020
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Delivering on our strategic objectives (continued)
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Clients and advisers Strategic theme Initiative delivered

Revolutionise advice •  Guided advice – goals-based advice
•  Liberty competitor analysis tool

Drive exceptional client and adviser 
experiences (digitise processes, execute 
connected experience and defi ne life and 
experience journeys)

•  ClaimsLive digital improvements
•  MyLiberty digital improvements

Become the industry leader for retail and 
default investments

•  Agile product feature improvements
•  Fund fact sheet solution (factbook)
•  Enhancements to the Bold product range
•  Group investment platform INN8
•  Umbrella proposition operational enhancements and automations
•  Liberty endowment T4

Rejuvenate risk product experience and 
digitise processes

•  Risk selection – Phase 1 
•  Multiple COVID-19 initiatives (premium holiday, commission clawback, client, adviser 

communication, underwriting rules) 
•  Onboarded new re-insurer 
•  Online funeral product – new product and digitisation of processes 
•  DFS risk product off ering 
•  Liberty and Standard Bank life risk products off ered online

Employees Strategic theme Initiative delivered

Defi ne and foster culture •  Growth mindset (leadership and inclusion principles)

Advance human capital technology 
enablement

•  SAP Success factors optimisation 
•  Learning module improvements 
•  Human capital chatbot solution

Using the strategic themes identifi ed in the 2019 integrated report as a basis, the table below lists some of the key strategic deliverables executed during 2020:
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Completed four phases migrating Illanga 

Liberty Active Fund rationalisation 

Agreed application roadmaps and decommissioning actions

Delivering on our strategic objectives (continued)
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Regulators Strategic theme Initiative delivered

Digitise operational backbone •  ClaimsLive forms and process automation
•  Real time screening and reporting 
•  API services enabled to improve automation and integration 
•  Contract workfl ow and repository system implementation 
•  Successful implementation of cash management processes
•  Procurement – Supplier sourcing automation project, phase 1 completed 
•  DFS modernisation – moved DFS IT capability onto Mobilife 
•  Digitisation of the Manco (automation of documentation and available online including Chatbot)

Clarify and enable data roadmap •  Enterprise data platform (EDP) production foundation mobilised
•  Cascades business ownership to Business Units
•  Operationalised IFRS 17 insurance accounting standard and anti-money laundering data into cloud

In addition to the strategic themes, we made progress in the following areas that support our long-term strategy:

Obsession with simplifi cation

Agreed cloud strategy and mobilised centre of excellence

Cloud capabilities built to support production loads

Implemented ability to use the cloud – cloud Tower for AWS 
and Azure

Established a centre of excellence for data integration across 
on-premises and cloud computing environments

Embedding digital futuristic capabilities

Completed additional work to manage security within the cloud

Established Salesforce centre of excellence

Completed Offi  ce-365 roll-out across the group
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Performance scorecard
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Clients and advisers Metric 2020 2019 2020 target 
(where available)

Change/
achievement

Consolidated retail client experience index (internal measure) 3,9 N/A 5,0

Client satisfaction index – consolidated (internal measure) 73 70 80

Client net promoter score (NPS) – consolidated (internal measure) 38 32 40

IT system stability – downtime hours 4 64 Zero

Combined policyholder persistency Below actuarial assumption Below actuarial assumption Actuarial assumption

Adviser retention (retention of advisers with >5 years’ service) 85% 88% N/A

STANLIB Equity Fund performance (3-year rolling) 1st quartile 2nd quartile 1st quartile

STANLIB Balanced Fund performance (3-year rolling) 1st quartile 2nd quartile 1st quartile

SA Retail indexed new business R6 520 million R6 558 million Not disclosed

Group net customer cash fl ows R30,2 billion R13,3 billion Positive

Group assets under management R776 billion R738 billion N/A

Complaints received through direct Liberty channels 6 291 4 962 Zero

Employees Metric 2020 2019 2020 target 
(where available)

Change/
achievement

Employee net promotor score (eNPS) 19 (20) Not disclosed

South African voluntary staff  turnover 5,9% 12,4% < 11%

Group skills development spend R74 million R36 million (SA only) Not disclosed

Diversity at management levels – senior management 52% 50% 52%

Diversity at management levels – middle management 67% 64% 67%

Diversity – Black females at senior management level 22% 19% 22%

Regulators Metric 2020 2019 2020 target 
(where available)

Change/
achievement

Capital management 1,81x 1.99x 1,5 – 2,0x

Manage within risk appetite Yes Yes N/A

Number of adverse fi ndings by industry Ombuds and adjudicators 4 32 <50

Direct group operational losses – all process, system and people 
failures, including fraud and errors

R144 million R80 million N/A
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Performance scorecard (continued)

Investors Metric 2020 2019 2020 target 
(where available)

Change/
achievement

Group indexed new business R7 302 million R8 125 million Not disclosed
Group value of new business (VoNB) R24 million R407 million Not disclosed

Group VoNB margin 0,1% 1,0% 1,0% – 1,5%

Shareholder investment portfolio performance below benchmark below benchmark Board approved 
benchmark

Group normalised operating earnings (R1 599 million) R2 201 million Not disclosed

Normalised return on IFRS equity (RoE) (7,3%) 14,0% 15% – 18%

Normalised return on group equity value (RoGEV) (10,2%) 11,5% >12,0%

Civil society Metric 2020 2019 2020 target 
(where available)

Change/
achievement

Claims paid (death and disability) R11,7 billion R10,5 billion N/A

Annuity payments R8,6 billion R7,8 billion N/A
Corporate social investment spend (South Africa) R47 million R47 million 1% of adjusted 

net operating 
profit after tax

Unclaimed benefi ts paid >R79 million >R126 million N/A N/A1

Workforce race diversity (SA only) – Black employees 81% 80% N/A

Workforce gender diversity (SA only) – Female employees 55% 59% N/A

B-BBEE contributor level 2 2 2

Improved year-on-year performance but 
failed to achieve target

Deteriorated year-on-year performance Target achieved Target not achieved 1   Liberty is committed to exhausting all reasonable options to trace benefi ciaries and facilitate the payment of benefi ts 
as soon as possible. However, as the tracing of benefi ciaries becomes more challenging and the fund size declines the 
quantum of unclaimed benefi ts paid will also decline.
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Relating remuneration to performance – our summarised remuneration report
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Number of shares

(R’000) 2020 2019

Executives’ shareholding
DC Munro 95 127 90 037

Y Maharaj 6 599 4 051

101 726 94 088

Non-executives’ shareholding
JH Maree 100 000 100 000

T Skweyiya 2 455 455

JH Sutcliffe 4 000 4 000

SK Tshabalala 43 000 43 000

149 455 147 455

Total 251 181 241 543

Interest of directors, including their families, in 
the share capital of Liberty

By virtue of either directorships in or material shareholdings held directly or 
indirectly by Standard Bank Group Limited’s 53,6% (2019: 53,6%) interest 
in the issued ordinary share capital of Liberty, JH Maree and SK Tshabalala 
being directors of both Liberty and Standard Bank Group Limited had in 
aggregate an indirect beneficial and non-beneficial interest of 153 461 712 
(2019: 153 461 712) ordinary shares in Liberty at 31 December 2020.

REM
  A full remuneration report is available at www.libertyholdings.co.za/investor.

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic and consequent macro influences, Remco shifted its 
focus toward the longer-term strategy to ensure that Liberty is enabled to recover from the 
current socio-economic challenges and that our executives are retained and driven to lead the 
business post COVID-19. 

Remuneration in 2020
The weighted group financial performance result measured against the set 
financial targets in respect of the short-term incentive scheme delivered a 
0% outcome as compared to 74,9% of target achieved in the 2019 financial 
year and 66,9% of targets achieved in 2018. Notwithstanding the external 
and extraordinary nature of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Remco decided 
that it would not make any discretionary adjustments to the short-term 
incentive scheme performance criteria or targets during the year.

•  With respect to guaranteed remuneration an increase of 3% was adopted 
as a target for the enterprise and was spread fairly and appropriately 
across all teams.

•  The short-term incentive schemes for the Insurance operations financial 
performance reference IFRS operational earnings, group equity value 
and value of new business over the last two financial years and individual 
performance. The incentive awards for 2020 were considered within 
the rules / guidelines / practices of the specific schemes with mostly nil 
outcomes for delivery relating to financial performance. However, reward 
opportunity was afforded to employees based on individual KPI delivery.

•  The short-term incentive for senior employees, excluding STANLIB, 
declined by 52% with more senior and executive employees seeing 
a 60% to 70% reduction in incentives when compared to 2019. The 
total aggregate incentives across all levels of staff in the SA Insurance 
operations declined by 35%. This outcome was deemed to be a fair 
outcome for recognising the efforts of employees given the significant 
uncertainty of the pandemic event where employees continued to serve 
clients in fulfilling Liberty’s purpose.

•  STANLIB short-term incentives were relatively flat on 2019, recognising 
the performance of the asset management business when compared to 
2019 and improvements in investment performance.

•  As advised to shareholders on 3 November 2020, Remco evaluated the 
effectiveness of the Performance Reward Plan (PRP) awards made in 
respect of the 2019 remuneration cycle awarded three weeks before the 
commencement of the pandemic lockdowns in South Africa in March 
2020. The committee concluded that the financial conditions attached 
to the PRP scheme simply did not contemplate the severity of the effects 
of the pandemic. Remco agreed that the PRP awards would be more 
effective if implemented under a once-off Equity Growth Scheme (EGS) 
award which are subject to individual and strategy execution conditions. 
The March 2020 award relating to 2019 was cancelled through a 
contractual process of voluntary cancellation and acceptance by 
participants under a “2020 Special EGS award”. This award was effective 
from 6 November 2020. 

•  The PRP remains an appropriate vehicle for long-term incentivisation for 
the future. The 2020 cycle awards were designed to encourage Liberty’s 
senior leadership team, consisting of 42 individuals to focus on key 
drivers of business recovery and restoration of shareholder value. This 
resulted in an increase in PRP awards of 23% compared to 2019.
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Relating remuneration to performance – our summarised remuneration report (continued)
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  2020 2019

(R'000) DC Munro Y Maharaj DC Munro Y Maharaj

Single figure disclosure        
Fixed remuneration(1) 8 335 5 000  7 844  4 023

Cash portion of package 7 440 4 335  7 001  3 464
Other benefits 195 85  184   95
Retirement contributions 700 580   659   464

Variable remuneration awards(2)(3) 2 167 1 425  8 815  4 672

Cash 1 817 1 240  6 139  3 570
Restricted share plan 350 185  2 676  1 102

Long-term awards 1 173 654  2 175   878

Equity growth scheme(4) 260 43  1 529  
Restricted share plan(5) 337 242     207
Dividends 576 369   646   671

Total remuneration 11 675 7 079  18 834  9 573

Additional disclosure        
Fixed remuneration(1) 8 335 5 000  7 844  4 023

Cash portion of package 7 440 4 335  7 001  3 464
Other benefits 195 85   184   95
Retirement contributions 700 580   659   464

Variable remuneration awards(2)(3) 2 167 1 425  8 815  4 672

Cash 1 817 1 240  6 139  3 570
Restricted share plan 350 185  2 676  1 102

Long-term awards 15 500 7 500  13 500  6 500

Performance reward plan/Special Equity Growth Scheme award(6)(7) 15 500 7 500  13 500  6 500

Total 26 002 13 925  30 159  15 195

Accrued and settled 10 152 6 240  13 983  7 593
Deferred in terms of short-term incentives policy(2) 350 185  2 676  1 102
Deferred in terms of long-term incentives policy(6) 15 500 7 500  13 500  6 500

(1)    Fixed remuneration includes all guaranteed amounts and value of benefits granted only 
conditional to services rendered to Liberty. Generally fixed remuneration is adjusted annually for 
inflation and market conditions effective 1 April each year.

(2)   Variable awards are performance-based and referenced to the guaranteed package in the month 
of the award being granted. Deferred portions of awards are allocations of restricted shares under 
the conditions of the restricted share deferred bonus scheme.

(3)   Short-term incentives were approved based on the group results for the 2020 financial year and 
payable in the 2021 financial year. Incentives are calculated as a percentage of total guaranteed 
package as at 31 December 2020. Comparatives have been calculated on a similar basis.

(4) The second tranche of the 2017 and first tranche of the 2018 Equity Growth Scheme award were 
assessed against the relevant financial performance conditions and a 20% partial vesting was 
achieved relating to the 2017 award and 25% partial vesting was achieved relating to the 2018 
award. (2019: The first tranche of the 2017 Equity Growth Scheme award was assessed against 
relevant financial performance conditions. A 25% partial vesting was achieved.)

(5) The third tranche of the 2016 LTIP (Restricted Share Plan) was forfeited due to the performance 
condition not being met. The second tranche of the 2017 and first tranche of the 2018 LTIP 
(Restricted Share Plan) award were assessed against relevant financial performance conditions. 
A 20% partial vesting was achieved relating to the 2017 award and 25% partial vesting was 
achieved relating to the 2018 award. (2019: Mr Y Maharaj had three tranches of LTIP (Restricted 
Share Plan) awards vesting relating to the financial performance of 2019. Two of these tranches 
were forfeited due to the performance condition not being met and a 25% partial vesting of the 
first tranche of the 2017 award was achieved.)

(6)   The awards are fully subject to vesting conditions and performance conditions which were 
approved by the remuneration committee in February 2021 and 2020 in order to align to the 
performance periods of 2020 and 2019. Conditions include a minimum threshold to achieve any 
vesting a target and a stretch target, with interpolation between targets.

(7) The remuneration committee (Remco) evaluated the effectiveness of the Performance Reward Plan 
(PRP) award made on 1 March 2020 which was awarded three weeks before the commencement 
of the pandemic lockdowns in South Africa and concluded that the financial conditions attached 
to the PRP scheme simply did not contemplate the severity of the effects of the pandemic. 
Remco agreed that the PRP awards would be more effective if implemented under a once-off 
Equity Growth scheme (EGS) award which are subject to individual performance and strategy 
execution performance conditions. The March 2020 award relating to 2019 was cancelled through 
a contractual process of voluntary cancellation and acceptance of an equivalent EGS award by 
participants under a “2020 Special EGS award”.
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Relating remuneration to performance – our summarised remuneration report (continued)
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(1) Ms LN Hartnady and Mr P Mhlanga were appointed to the board of directors on 26 November 
2020 and did not receive any directors fees in the current year.

(2) Other Standard Bank Group is defined as Standard Bank Group Limited and its subsidiaries 
excluding Liberty and is paid by Standard Bank Group.

(3) The chairman of the board received a composite fee in lieu of committee fees for his services as a 
director of Liberty Holdings Limited and Liberty Group Limited.

(4)   Mr AP Cunningham is an international director and received a composite fee of £55 013 as a 
member of the board, committees and subsidiary boards. 2020 rand equivalent of director’s 
foreign currency fees paid is R1 099 226.

(5)  Mr JH Sutcliffe is an international director and received a composite fee of £157 300 as a member 
of the board, committees, subsidiary boards and chairman of a committee. 2020 rand equivalent 
of director’s foreign currency fees paid is R3 394 929.

(6)  Mr SK Tshabalala, a non-executive director of Liberty, as CEO of Standard Bank Group was a full 
time employee of the Standard Bank Group and therefore did not receive director’s fees or other 
remuneration from Liberty.

Directors(1) (R’000) 

Executive 
directors 

of LHL 
and LGL

Non- 
executive 
directors 

of LHL 
and LGL

Committee
fees

Ad hoc
fees

Directors
of  

STANLIB
Limited

Directors 
of Liberty  

L2D 
Limited

Total 
Liberty 

group
Other 
SBG(2)

Total 
remunera-

tion

2020

JH Maree(3) (chairman) 3 065 3 065 1 929 4 994

YGH Suleman (appointed lead
independent director 14 May
2020) 725 1 041 133 1 899 1 899
AWB Band  
(lead independent director)  
(resigned 13 May 2020) 351 257 27 372 1 007 1 007

N Criticos 375 406 54 190 1 025 1 025

AP Cunningham(4) (resigned 
13 May 2020) 1 045 54 1 099 1 099

MW Hlahla 375 201 27 190 793 793

N Khan 375 865 54 1 294 1 294

Y Maharaj 7 079 7 079 7 079

DC Munro 11 675 11 675 11 675

SP Ridley 375 722 54 1 151 1 151

CL Roskruge Cele 375 462 27 864 864

SP Sibisi (resigned 13 May 2020) 141 235 27 403 403

T Skweyiya 375 250 80 190 895 895

JH Sutcliffe(5) 3 289 106 3 395 3 395

SK Tshabalala(6) 24 049 24 049

H Walker 375 676 80 190 1 321 1 321

Total 18 754 11 241 5 115 723 760 372 36 965 25 978 62 943
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Relating remuneration to performance – our summarised remuneration report (continued)
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Directors  
(R’000) 

Executive 
directors 

of LHL 
and LGL

Non- 
executive 
directors 

of LHL 
and LGL

Committee
fees

Ad hoc
fees

Directors
of  

STANLIB
Limited

Directors 
of Liberty  

L2D 
Limited

Total 
Liberty 

group
Other 
SBG(1)

Total 
remunera-

tion

2019                  

JH Maree(2) (chairman)    2 894          2 894  1 753  4 647

AWB Band  
(lead independent director)     935   604   26     903  2 468    2 468

SL Botha (resigned 30 April 2019)     115   159         274     274

N Criticos (appointed 1 September 2019)     115   96     45     256     256

AP Cunningham(3)    2 661          2 661    2 661

MW Hlahla     347   102     180     629     629

N Khan     347   425         772     772

Y Maharaj  9 573            9 573    9 573

DC Munro  18 834            18 834    18 834

SP Ridley     347   344         691     691

CL Roskruge Cele     347   239         586     586

SP Sibisi     347   602         949     949

T Skweyiya     347   76     120     543     543

YGH Suleman     347  1 011   26      1 384    1 384

JH Sutcliffe(4)    2 921          2 921    2 921

SK Tshabalala(5)                49 196  49 196 

H Walker     347   383     180     910     910

Total  28 407  12 417  4 041   52   525   903  46 345 50 949 97 294

(1) Other SBG is defined as Standard Bank Group Limited and its subsidiaries excluding Liberty and is 
paid by Standard Bank Group.

(2) The chairman of the board received a composite fee in lieu of committee fees for his services as a 
director of Liberty Holdings Limited and Liberty Group Limited.

(3) Mr AP Cunningham is an international director and received a composite fee of £142 450 as a 
member of the board, committees and subsidiary boards. 2019 rand equivalent of director's 
foreign currency fees paid is R2 661 092.

(4)    Mr JH Sutcliffe is an international director and received a composite fee of £152 750 as a member 
of the board, committees, subsidiary boards and chairman of a committee. 2019 rand equivalent 
of director's foreign currency fees paid is R2 921 010.

(5)  Mr SK Tshabalala, a non-executive director of Liberty, as CEO of Standard Bank Group was a full 
time employee of the Standard Bank Group and therefore did not receive director’s fees or other 
remuneration from Liberty. 
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Being a Liberty client or adviser during COVID-19
We were conscious of the fact that many of our clients may experience 
fi nancial diffi  culties as a result of the pandemic. We made a number of 
changes to our product off erings to help ensure the retention of our client 
base. Importantly, we continued to manage the risk in the business to 
enable us to honour our fi nancial commitments to our clients, settling all 
valid claims and managing their wealth prudently in volatile markets.

In the fi rst 21 days of the lockdown, we concentrated on issues around 
continuity, sales and solutions integration. We stabilised our people and 
processes to enable remote working with minimal disruption to client and 
adviser service.

COVID-19 proved to be a catalyst to 
accelerate our transformation strategy. 
We prioritised and accelerated solutions to 
support client and adviser interactions while 
rethinking our business objectives.

Placing the client at the 
heart of our business
and understanding the 
critical role that our 
financial advisers play

At the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, our number one priority 
was protecting the health and safety of all in our community, 
particularly our staff  and advisers who work from our premises. 
Our second priority in the crisis was to do our best to support clients 
and advisers. By mid-April, we began to off er clients relief from the 
expected economic and cashfl ow hardships. Our pre-lockdown 
eff orts ensured that 90% of advisers, IFA channel leadership, broker 
consultants and employees were enabled to operate remotely.

Before COVID-19, Liberty was moving towards a future that would 
put it at the forefront of our industry, a future in which we could 
off er our clients and advisers the experiences they expect in the 
digital age. We were forced to pivot and re-prioritise. The pandemic 
and the resulting lockdown provided opportunities to develop our 
support services to our advisers and clients, opportunities to stress 
test our ability to deliver client service virtually and opportunities to 
streamline processes, all at a pace not previously anticipated. 

To protect the business itself we reviewed the benefi ts available for new 
business, capped sums assured, reviewed underwriting limits and introduced 
compulsory tele-underwriting as our nurses were not considered essential 
workers and their travel was restricted.

Understandably, service levels dropped in the early stages of the pandemic, 
particularly when we closed our service centre for two weeks following a 
COVID-19 outbreak. We secured laptops, offi  ce chairs, data packages and 
installed fi bre at the homes of service centre employees. Approximately 50% 
of our service centre employees now work from home. Over the course of 
the year, we have seen our net promoter scores (NPS) and client satisfaction 
index performances improve despite the challenges of an increased number 
of service requests due to claims, encashments and relief enquiries. 

The fi nancial relief for clients included premium relief for 
both risk and investment clients and the deferral of the 
“paid-up” status when premium payments were missed. 
Take up of the relief measures was most evident in April and 
May 2020. Risk product clients sought to benefi t from the 
relief off ered by reducing sums assured. 

Our main priority for our advisers was to support them during this challenging 
time so that they could continue to support our clients who needed them. To 
discourage clients from making impulsive, fear-based investment decisions, 
both Liberty and STANLIB provided advisers with ongoing updates on 
the social and economic impact of COVID-19, on fi nancial markets and the 
management of client investments. We also encouraged and supported them 
to engage with clients using digital platforms and virtual tools.

We bolstered our tele-underwriting capability and introduced clear guidelines 
to enable new business. We managed advisers’ anxiety over the potential 
loss of income in the absence of face-to-face sales. We took swift action to 
ensure the sustainability of our adviser practices. Commission claw-backs on 
investment business were deferred and we engaged with the FSCA on a way 
forward for risk commission.

We introduced a scheme to provide fi nancial assistance for 
qualifying advisers and new business support staff  who 
experienced a signifi cant decline in their new business 
commissions or variable income.

Our customer fairness principles

1    Leadership accountability
Own the issue and don’t pass the blame

2    Client  led
Consider the client’s interests fi rst

3    Simple, clear and transparent
Communicate in plain language

4    Reliable engagement
Make promises we can keep, and we keep the promises we make

5    Listen and empower
Provide the right solution for the right reasons that will empower 
our clients to make informed decisions

6    Continuous improvement
Evolve, adapt and continuously improve in line with client 
expectations and changing needs

7    Monitor and reporting
Evidence what we say and do
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Achievements in 2020

Lifestyle Protector: a six- month reduction in premium with a 
commensurate reduction in cover, with the option to reinstate cover 
at the end of six months subject to a declaration of health.

Lifestyle Protector: alignment of credit control rules applicable to 
all premium patterns to give all clients a two-month grace period.

Retirement annuities and endowments: relief for up to 
six months, without incurring paid-up charges, with automatic 
reinstatement of contributions after this period.

Universal Life: premium relief for up to three months.

Premium relief offered

Revised special rules: a rule amendment to enable reduced or 
suspended retirement contributions for up to 12 months with risk 
cover unaffected.

Temporary absence: allowing employees requiring a temporary 
absence from work to elect to suspend their retirement contributions 
for three months with risk cover unaffected.

Deferred payment: allowing the employer to defer the payment of 
retirement contributions for three months, with risk cover unaffected.

Amend pensionable salaries: allowing employers to amend 
pensionable salaries if employees worked reduced hours, with risk 
benefits reducing at the same rate as the salary, except for  
funeral cover.

At Liberty Corporate, we introduced four options within the 
umbrella funds to decrease the level of retirement fund contributions and 
reduce financial stress on employers and their employees:

Liberty continued to fulfil its purpose

Total death and disability claims paid 

= R11 668 million (2019: R10 473 million)  + 11,4%

Pensioners annuity payments  

= R8 569 million (2019: R7 843 million)  + 9,3%

Group external third-party net cash flows   

= R30,2 billion (2019: R13,3 billion) 

Net cash inflows were predominantly driven by inflows into the STANLIB Institutional Money Market and 
Corporate Money Market Funds

STANLIB investment performance
Ranking STANLIB Balanced Fund Investment Performance – 1-year rolling

Core retail fund – results quartile performance (target = 1)
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SA asset management NET client cash flows (R million)
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Revolutionise advice
Our advice philosophy places the client at the heart of everything we 
do, and is designed to deliver a human, living and outcomes-oriented 
experience, through the best advisers enabled with smart technology and 
a culture of providing advice rather than selling a product. Our advisers 
build emotional and lasting connections by providing advice and guidance 
beyond finances that truly meet their clients’ needs. 

To support this advice philosophy, we focused on the following areas where 
we can add greater value to our clients and advisers: 

• Utilising technology through smart enablement

• Transforming our distribution channels

• Rejuvenating risk and investment products 

• Improving our service levels

A critical opportunity that emerged through the course of the COVID-19 
crisis was the digital enablement of client and adviser engagements.  
The planned roll out of digital adviser tools was accelerated with the delivery 
of AtWork to over 2 000 tied advisers, the implementation of digital 
advice tools at record speed, and the provision of digital engagement tools 
including Microsoft Teams and the Salesforce adviser workbench.

The servicing components of the STANLIB linked investment service 
provider platform (LISP) were migrated from STANLIB to Liberty.

Business development and learning initiatives included the launch of a 
product comparison tool for financial advisers and broker consultants that 
will facilitate the replacement advice record process and support the leads 
strategy integration into Salesforce.

Within our ECM business we completed the roll out of the digitisation 
project, including migration of the business from the Illanga platform to the 
Compass platform. We also launched the new Funeral Plus Plan product, 
opened two new branches (Soweto and Thohoyandou) and implemented 
“coaching for performance” across Liberty@Work.

The technology infrastructure for Liberty’s direct financial services business 
was upgraded, enabling the re-platforming of the entire business, moving 
the majority of our technology infrastructure into the cloud. We also 
launched several projects digitising our sales fulfilment processes. These 
included “Buy Online” (Liberty and Standard Bank Direct Life Insurance 
Services) and “Sell Online” through “Swift” and Estate Liquidity smart 
underwriting. Finally, we built automated client engagement on Microsoft 
Dynamics 365 Marketing.

The ReFocus of the independent financial adviser and Standard Bank 
financial consultant channels was finalised and new remuneration models 
fully embedded. 

We rationalised approximately 140 portfolios, impacting 
some 311 000 polices and R12,6 billion in assets.  
The rationalisation of legacy products and portfolios 
remains key to improving the client experience, reducing 
operational risk and reducing costs, but is very complex and 
time consuming.

We launched the refreshed Liberty Living Annuity at the end of September 
2020 and accelerated the launch of our Advanced Global Equity T4 
portfolio. 

We continued to make significant progress on our goals-based advice process 
for Liberty tied agents, which is scheduled to go live in early 2021. This will be 
executed on our future technology architecture including Salesforce.

Client and adviser experience (continued)
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Liberty’s overall client 
satisfaction index

73  
*(2019: 68)

Client satisfaction index by process

Onboarding Servicing Successful 
claims

Declined  
claims

Cancellations

 83 
*(83)

 70 
*(64)

 73 
*(71)

 44 
*(32)

 44 
*(32)

Likelihood to recommend 
Liberty (NPS)

31%  
*(2019: 15%)

Liberty NPS by process

Onboarding Servicing Successful 
claims

Declined  
claims

Cancellations

 
59% 
*(57%)  

21% 
*(2%)

 
27% 
*(27%)

 
-39% 
*(-64%)

 
7% 

*(-15%)

Likelihood to recommend 
your financial adviser (NPS)

60%  
*(2019: 29%)

Financial adviser (FA) NPS by process

Onboarding Servicing Successful 
claims

Declined  
claims

Cancellations

 
79% 
*(70%)  

39% 
*(6%)

 
60% 

(N/A)

 
20% 

(N/A)

 
36% 
*(-17%)

Financial advisers
Our financial advisers are critical to the success and sustainability of Liberty 
and we are deliberately focussing on integrating the Employee Experience 
Framework and the Financial Adviser Framework, whilst being cognisant that 
the different stakeholders’ needs, although similar, are unique.

The client and adviser experience strategy is a key element in the group’s 
stated strategic intent to achieve Level 1 B-BBEE status. During 2020, 
legislative changes have resulted in commissions expenditure now being 
included in preferential procurement spend to determine the B-BBEE levels. 

Our transformation vision is to become the preferred financial services 
provider for black advisers offering them a sense of belonging, 
empowerment, career fulfilment, motivation and necessary support 
structures to be successful and make a meaningful impact in the lives of the 
clients they support. The transformation of Liberty’s financial advisers will 
be achieved through a focus on the following areas:

 Support black advisers with leads to grow their books

Become the brand of choice for female advisers

Partner young black advisers with experienced advisers  
to provide support and mentoring

Develop targeted strategies to assist younger Black advisers

Nine black women-owned IFAs participated in the 
Johannesburg Blue Skies programme in 2019. In 2020,  

a further seven black IFAs in KwaZulu-Natal were enrolled 
and the initiative reflected a

317%
increase in productivity

High-level strategic initiatives for IFAs entails growing IFAs new 
business production by increasing support to targeted IFAs and 
developing black-owned Liberty Broker Franchises or Group Tied 
Operations. The following successes were reported in the IFA sector 
in 2020:

Create a diverse and inclusive culture for all sales channels

 Identify, recruit and onboard new black (graduate) advisers 
and provide appropriate remuneration, training and management 
support

Client feedback
In conjunction with Consulta, we conducted our annual Voice of the 
Customer survey during July and August 2020. The survey was conducted 
using an online survey and computer assisted telephonic interviews.

The level of responses (totalling 2 251) and the results were very 
pleasing. A summary of the outcomes is reflected in the graphics 
alongside:

Client and adviser experience (continued)
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We believe the improvement in the fi nancial adviser NPS refl ected in the 
fi nal graphic is the result of empowering advisers to assist and guide their 
clients in meeting their fi nancial needs, providing improved service during 
our interactions with advisers and continuous support. 

Internally, we developed a directional client experience index to eff ectively 
track our progress against the client experience strategic goals. 
The index is an aggregate score of key metrics across all elements that 
defi ne client experience: client servicing; complaints management; social 
media sentiment; business performance; advice; and brand perception. 
The emerging results of the client experience index, supported by the 
results of the SAcsi 2019 survey, indicate that the group needs to focus on 
improvement in the following areas:

Pandemic reserve
We established a pandemic reserve to purposefully set aside the fi nancial 
resources anticipated to be needed based on the best available data to 
handle the fi nancial impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. While there are 
various accounting and actuarial considerations informing this reserve, 
we viewed this action as being designed to reassure clients that suffi  cient 
fi nancial resources are available should they be directly impacted by this 
crisis. It also gave all existing and prospective new clients, advisers, staff , 
regulators, suppliers, and all within the Liberty community the confi dence 
that Liberty will remain fi nancially strong post the crisis.

How Liberty has performed over time
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Client communication and feedback

The claims experience

The e-mail channel

The accuracy and quality of information shared with clients

Complaints management (despite being the industry leader in 
this fi eld per the SAcsi 2019 survey)

Client experience index by element
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Client experience index by month
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Encouraging a 
savings culture

We aim to take the complexity out of savings and 
investments. Stash – one of our fl agship digital solutions – 
off ers everyday South Africans the opportunity to invest 
every day into a tax-free investment via an app.

Stash is available to everyone – not just Liberty clients – and 
makes it easy for anyone to control how much, or how little, 
they save daily. There are no minimum contributions, no 
minimum balances, no fees and users have immediate access 
to their funds at any time via the app. These key features 
signifi cantly reduce the barriers to entry that many South 
Africans experience when starting a savings journey. 

In 2020, we introduced our new Cash Plus portfolio, which 
saw great success – 60% of Stash users opted to invest in this 
guaranteed, fi xed-growth portfolio. We also continued to off er 
a gamifi cation element in the app. Users can save while working 
out, while the sun shines, and through our 10c Challenge. We 
aim to contextualise investing to everyday South Africans’ 
reality. With this in mind, in 2020 we added a new function to 
the app called Loadsaving, whereby users can automatically 
invest money when there is load-shedding. 

111 500 South Africans have downloaded the Stash app 
since launch. 

Client and adviser experience (continued)
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Working at Liberty during COVID-19
We seek to create value for all our employees. Some value metrics are 
fi nancial in nature, others are more qualitative such as meeting our strategic 
objective to “provide an environment for our people to thrive”. Such an 
environment is represented not only by the physical working conditions 
but by a collegiate culture underpinned by common ethics. We want our 
people to be proud to work for Liberty and truly consider their colleagues 
as family. In 2020 the physical working environment became a bedroom, a 
kitchen, a study or a dining room. Understanding and helping our employees 
overcome the challenges induced by working from home drove a signifi cant 
increase in the quality of Liberty’s relationships with its employees. We were 
seen to be doing what mattered.

With the South African President’s announcement of the countrywide 
lockdown in March 2020, we introduced a change management strategy 
focused on two outcomes:

We leveraged our Liberty Live employee platform to provide these 
communications, seeing a near doubling of users during April, the fi rst 
month of lockdown. Communication during the initial lockdown period 
focused on the following areas:

In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic had a 
material impact on the people of Liberty. 
This is expected to continue throughout 
2021. 

Providing an 
environment for our 
people to thrive

Defi ning the “Evolution of Work” and the related building blocks 
for the new digital construct remains a key focus to mitigate 
the impacts of a changing and uncertain future employment 
and business landscape. The attraction and retention of scarce 
skills remains a challenge in the current economic and social 
environment, and is further exacerbated by the pandemic. 
Together with human capital, each business area revisited its 
contingency plans for all employees.

The wellbeing of employees, including mental and emotional 
health, became even more critical as employees faced the related 
burdens of working from home while being excluded from 
day-to-day social interactions. Plans to enhance wellness 
initiatives were already underway and the delivery of these plans, 
together with targeted responses to COVID-19 restrictions, was 
accelerated.

Increase awareness of COVID-19 so that employees remain safe 
and reduce transmission of the virus

 Navigate the transition to remote working

The change management strategy had the following components:

Leadership visibility

High levels of engagement

 Clear infl uential communication

Leadership visibility is critical at the best of times but even more so during the 
rapid transition to remote working as feelings of isolation increase. Increasing 
leadership visibility not only countered the isolation, but also encouraged 
employees to embrace remote working. Self-recorded executive videos were 
used to achieve this. 

Engagements and communication included a call to action, with a balance 
between being prepared and providing reassurance. The situation needed 
constant touchpoints into the environment, with daily and repetitive fl ow of 
communication and engagements. 

 Health and safety protocols

 Flexible work practices

Work and home life balance

 Liberty’s leadership principles

APRIL 2020 REMOTE WORKING SURVEY

91%
of respondents found 
benefi t in being able 
to work from home

92%
would like to have the 
opportunity to work 

from home under 
normal circumstances

35%
experienced some 

diffi  culties while 
working from home 

that may prevent 
them from doing so in 

the future

OCTOBER 2020 REMOTE WORKING SURVEY

95%
of respondents found 
benefi t in being able 
to work from home

94%
indicated they 

had a reasonably 
comfortable home or 

remote working space

Only 2%
of employees would 
like to return to the 
offi  ce on a full-time 

basis
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More than 60% of respondents answered positively to the following four 
statements:

the pandemic. We expect working from home will become the new norm 
and way of work. Besides supporting and caring for our employees during 
lockdown, we also executed other human capital initiatives:

I am comfortable to collaborate electronically. I do not need 
to see people face-to-face

I am able to access the network adequately while working 
remotely

 I am easily able to get a work-life balance while at home

 I am more productive at home

Liberty continued to off er its employee assistance programme managed 
by Independent Counselling and Advisory Services (ICAS) to all permanent 
employees and their family members living in the same household. 

Settled employees into the new normal

Embedded our leadership principles

Continued with our “Imagine it’s possible” culture 
entrenchment programme

Launched the employee experience (EX) framework followed 
by continuous reinforcement of the framework components

Prepared leaders and managers to lead and manage
in the “new world” of virtual management

This programme provided insight into the mental and emotional challenges 
faced by employees during the lockdown and allowed us to adjust our 
levels of support and to intervene where necessary. The programme was 
extended to tied fi nancial advisers and members of their households during 
a three-month trial basis during the year. ICAS is now available to over 8 000 
members of the Liberty community and the total engagement rate for 2020 
was 34,9% (2 976 individuals).

At the height of the lockdown, we encouraged our employees to take a 
break from the stress of combining work and home life. By off ering them 
an additional day of leave, a self-care day, for every fi ve days of annual leave 
taken, together with a list of suggested activities for that day, we inspired 
them to take a small step towards taking better care of themselves. 

While continuing to focus on the mental and physical wellbeing of our 
employees, we took advantage of the increased level of communication 
and our view that working from home would extend beyond the period of 

Achievements in 2020

Leadership principles 
Liberty began a journey to defi ne our leadership principles. The core design 
team created draft leadership principles, focusing on three critical areas:

•  The future of Liberty 

•  The people of Liberty 

•  Delivering results for Liberty

The adopted leadership principles are: 

Employee experience
In 2020 we completed the task of designing and documenting our employee 
experience framework. The framework has been designed to meet three 
primary objectives:

•  Methodically creating an employee experience and a work 
environment that builds a Liberty culture; 

•  Enabling an employee experience that eff ectively attracts 
and retains the right talent; and 

•  Focusing on creating value for our employees and, in doing 
so, our clients, advisers and Liberty.

The fi nal framework is closely aligned to the client and adviser experience. 
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Our employee experience framework

Moving in and moving on
Enabling a seamless onboarding 

experience for our people while allowing 
them to move on to the next phase 

of their career with dignity, remaining 
connected to the organisation.

Living and doing
Integrating our people’s lives at work with their personal working circumstances 

and preferences more deliberately, creating true work-life integration. 

Growing and evolving
Creating the platform for our people 

to take control of their career, role and 
learning evolution, encouraging  

non-linear and self-driven growth.

Connecting and belonging
Uniting our people across functions, levels 

and backgrounds to create a cohesive 
organisation where everyone feels 

included and valued.

Inspiring and innovating
Driving meaningful and inspirational work that aligns with our purpose and 

values, creating an engaged and motivated organisation.

Realising and recognising
Aligning, more deliberately, employee 
performance outcomes and Liberty’s 

business outcomes, shifting the cultures and 
habits around performance management.

Employee 
experience

WE

ME

The organisational effectiveness function is working to remove silos between the different elements of the employee experience 
framework to enable a greater, integrated experience for all employees in the moments that matter. Large scale leadership and 
culture programs have been implemented across Liberty to provide employees with a shared view of what success looks like.

5 719
(2019: 5 695)

TOTAL SALARIED EMPLOYEES

South Africa 4 942

Rest of Africa 777

Salaried employees (South Africa) Commission remunerated 
employees (South Africa)

3 477
(2019: 3 489)

TOTAL COMMISSION AGENTS (TIED)

South Africa 2 833

Rest of Africa 644

1%
(2019: 1%)

DISABLED EMPLOYEES 
(SOUTH AFRICA) TOTAL REMUNERATION 

Black 

81%
(2019: 80%)

Female 

55%
(2019: 59%)

Black 

28%
(2019: 23%)

Female 

35%
(2019: 33%)

R4,4 billion
(2019: R4,3 billion) 

paid in employee costs
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CAREER

Existence of a broad mental 
capacity that infl uences 
performance on cognitive ability 
measures.

Refers to how aware you are 
of your body and what you 
know about it and what you do 
for and with it.

BODY

The capacity to be aware 
of, control, and express 
one’s emotions, and to handle 
interpersonal relationships.

EMOTIONAL

Represents our eff ectiveness
in perceiving, developing and 
applying personal values.

SOCIAL

The ability to build and 
manage one’s wealth
by understanding how 
money works.

FINANCIAL

Selected initiatives for 2021

Career:
Ensure that employees are 
growing their careers through 
learning opportunities

Physical wellbeing:
betterME wellness challenge 
(tracking activities and health risk 
assessment data)

Mental wellbeing:
Employee assistance programme 
through ICAS extended to 
fi nancial advisers

Social wellbeing:
Various initiatives to promote 
diversity and encourage 
inclusivity 

Financial wellbeing:
Continue with fi nancial wellness 
programme 

In 2020, betterME became fully integrated into the business and is a core element of the employee experience. 

Employee wellbeing 
The purpose of employee wellbeing is to enable our employees to identify and reach their own personal wellness goals in a way that we increase employee engagement and productivity. 
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Workplace skills development 
The bulk of the 2020 programme was made up of online skills 
programmes. While such skills programmes may be short, they are very 
demanding and include formative and comprehensive assessments.

Employee engagement (continued)
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Behavioural business transformation 
Liberty’s thinking of culture and ways of work has progressed, with their 
combination now being defi ned as behavioural business transformation 
or “the way we do things” in Liberty. This provides the opportunity to work 
towards defi ning a bold ambition that goes beyond incremental change, 
the opportunity to imagine what is possible, act with humanity and do what 
matters to enable Liberty to rethink and act on how we unlock and create 
value in moments that matter. This is truly where we shift towards putting 
our people – employees, fi nancial advisers and clients at the heart of what 
we do.

Talent acquisition
The talent acquisition objective is to proactively engage and attract the best 
talent to fulfi l current and future business needs. Our goal is to transform 
from an agency-reliant resourcing capability to an in-house search capability. 
To achieve this goal, we performed a complete review of the talent 
acquisition enabling structures, processes, systems and delivery mode and 
introduced a number of initiatives during the year:

•  Costs were optimised through various initiatives including the 
adoption of MyAccess, the employee portal which tracks personal 
performance, goals and learning, resulting in 55% of our newly hired 
employees being sourced directly.

•  >80% of open vacancies are now on MyAccess, providing accurate 
data and tracking of requisition life cycles and eff ectiveness.

•  The application of our newly defi ned recruiting framework 
delivered consistent, fair, and objective selection, resulting in 93% 
of our total newly hired employees being African, Indian or Coloured. 

•  The digitalisation of our onboarding capability and foundational 
training. 

Through further purposeful and deliberate interventions, talent acquisition 
will move from its transactional, reactive, short-term focused activities to a 
strategic, integrated, long-term focused and proactive service off ering. 

Eff orts continued in 2020 to align skills programmes more closely with 
individual development plans. We also conducted an analysis of top 
learning interventions in each cluster to provide a view of skills that 
developed versus required for organisational eff ectiveness. 
These trends will be used to inform future skills development plans.

Training and development 
of our South African salaried 

employees

R43,6 million
(2019: R35,5 million)

Training and development of our 
salaried employees in the rest 

of Africa

R30,1 million
(2019: not available)

Black employees as percentage 
of total staff  trained 

(South Africa)

88%
(2019: 88%)

Female employees as 
percentage of staff  trained 

(South Africa)

65%
(2019: 61%)

Employees trained on leadership development (South Africa)

574
(2019: 418)
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Employment equity

Liberty demographics at management levels – 2020 (%)
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Following consultation with employees via the group employment equity 
and skills development (EESD) forum the annual employment equity 
report was compiled and successfully submitted to the Department of 
Employment and Labour (DoEL). Assurance on the report was provided by 
group internal audit services prior to its submission.

The Employment Equity Amendment Bill, 2020, was published in the 
Government Gazette on 20 July 2020. A key provision of the Bill is 
the insertion of Section 15A into the Act which allows the Minister of 
Employment and Labour to determine, after consultation, numerical targets 
for each economic sector identified. 

The Association for Savings and Investment South Africa (ASISA), jointly 
with the Banking Association of South Africa (BASA), and the South African 
Insurance Association (SAIA) made submissions on behalf of the financial 
sector to the DoEL. The submissions made proposals on the targets for 
the sector, which were accepted by the department. The proposals were 
premised on the sector's own analysis of its EE performance over the 
three-year period 2017 to 2019. Using the ASISA survey data, Liberty’s 
performance against the industry during 2019 appears below.

Liberty and industry demographics at management levels – 2019 (%)
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The industry has requested until 2024 to meet the agreed targets.  
Liberty is committed to its latest EE plan which was launched to employees 
in November 2020. 

Employee net promotor score (eNPS) 19 (2018: -20)

Liberty conducted a South African employee check-in survey during 
June 2020 to monitor employees’ loyalty to Liberty. Both the number of 
responses and the overall result were pleasing. An improvement of 39 
points for the South Africa operation’s eNPS score was recorded since it was 
last performed in 2018.

Key themes that were apparent from the responses included:

•  Liberty is a positive environment.  
Describing words: great, flexible, exciting and fun

•  Opportunities for growth and development exist.  
Describing words: rewarding, opportunity, education and fulfil

•  A culture and sense of community exists at Liberty.  
Describing words: family, friendly and pleasant

Liberty Africa conducted a similar survey, recording a response rate of 60% 
(413 respondents) across nine countries. The key themes were the same 
and the reported eNPS was 21 points. 

Target achieved

SENIOR MANAGEMENT

Black 

51,7% 

Black female 

22,1% 

African 

20,1% 

MIDDLE MANAGEMENT

Black 

66,6% 

Black female 

34,5% 

African 

32,7% 

JUNIOR MANAGEMENT

Black 

85,7% 

Black female 

53,9% 

African 

53,6% 

Over

3 400 

respondents

67% 

response rate across 
Liberty Group

At least

38% 

of each department 
responded

Race

50%

17

14

19

41

16

16

21

6

Liberty

Survey

Survey Liberty
  Black 1 415 2 592
  Coloured 561 885
  Indian 566 737
  White 751 1 018
   Prefer not to 
disclose 198 n/a

Total 3 491 5 232*

* Includes fixed term contract employees
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Risk management during COVID-19
While COVID-19 is fi rst and foremost a health crisis, threatening lives and 
overwhelming health systems, the pandemic and the response to it proved 
to be extremely systemic in nature, directly or indirectly having an impact on 
all parts of the economy, fi nancial markets, employment, education, social 
interactions and religion.

The COVID-19 pandemic presented a number of new risks to Liberty while 
heightening the probability and impact of existing risks.  

Liberty’s response to COVID-19 risks needed to address the following: 

Protecting the health and safety of our employees and ensuring continuity 
were key focus areas in the early part of the pandemic. This included 
increased cleaning of workplaces, campaigns to promote improved personal 
hygiene, thermal scanning, halting non-essential air travel, restricting 
gatherings and ultimately enabling remote working for the vast majority of 
Liberty’s employees. These actions, particularly remote working, elevated 
several risks including:

Notwithstanding the establishment 
of a R3 billion pandemic reserve, 
we maintained a strong capital ratio while 
operating within our risk appetite during 
the year. 

The industry regulator expected, and it 
was our obligation, to adequately and 
eff ectively respond to the material impact 
COVID-19 had on our business, processes, 
employees, clients, fi nancial advisers and 
broader societal stakeholders.

Enhancing our 
reputation and 
building trust

Operational management of the crisis to ensure business continuity 
and employee wellbeing, while enabling work from home

Input into key business decisions such as product pricing, 
underwriting and client and adviser support

Market risk management including more intensive monitoring of 
the with-profi ts and smoothed bonuses business

Scenario analysis as well as capital and liquidity stress testing,
allowing for the potential impact on claims experience and the fi nancial 
markets

Identifi cation of key operational and other risks where there is 
a new or increased exposure due to the decisions taken in response to 
the pandemic

As a result of COVID-19 Liberty operated in a highly elevated 
risk environment during 2020. Our risk management system 
functioned eff ectively, and the business continued to be managed 
within group risk appetite. 

Cyber security and technology risk

Operational process risk

Financial control risk

Management continues to drive actions to reduce these elevated risks. 

Remote working coupled with various other pressures on our employees 
resulted in elevated people risk. Management and human capital are aware 
of this risk and continue to mitigate it where possible.

While the fi nancial impact on Liberty was signifi cant, the establishment of 
a pandemic reserve represented a positive act of setting aside the funds 
required by our business to deal with the various impacts of the pandemic. 
The expected direct fi nancial consequences of the pandemic on Liberty, 
due to increased mortality, morbidity and retrenchment claims together 
with lower persistency and additional expenses, were quantifi ed and 
provided for.

Despite cresting the second wave of the pandemic, the longer-term health 
and behavioural consequences of the pandemic for our clients remains 
uncertain, and whether our product constructs remain appropriate, remains 
a concern.

The performance of the credit portfolio was closely monitored by the 
risk team. 

Illiquid assets on our balance sheet were carefully managed given 
policyholder redemptions. 
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Regulatory oversight in 2020 
In response to the COVID-19 crisis, the South African Reserve Bank (SARB) 
and the South African financial sector regulators, the PA and the FSCA, 
implemented several mitigation measures to support the economy and 
companies. The PA and FSCA issued a joint directive to financial institutions 
regarding precautionary measures when performing essential financial 
services during the lockdown period. 

An operational risk onsite visit was conducted by the PA early in March 
2020. Feedback received was in line with expectations, with no significant 
findings or matters raised. Operational loss reporting continues to be a focus 
area requiring additional maturity. The conduct of business returns were 
submitted, and work continues on standardising the process to embed 
these returns in the business as usual processes. IFRS 17 development 
progressed during 2020 with the contractual service margin and risk margin 
calculations completed. Various other IFRS 17 workstreams will continue into 
2021 including reinsurance, the development of the new general ledger and 
IFRS 17 subledger, and the migration to Amazon Web Services.

During 2020, Liberty was designated as an insurance group 
in terms of the Insurance Act. Liberty Holdings Limited was 
designated and licensed as the controlling company of the 
insurance group. The registration of Liberty Group Limited as 
an insurer was converted to a licence under the Insurance Act.

Regulatory change management 
Liberty operates in a complex and evolving regulatory landscape.  
The developing regulations in this environment are driven by international 
trends (arising from the G20, IAIS and the Financial Stability Board),  
South African regulatory goals for consumer protection, prudential 
regulation and tax reform, and South African imperatives (including 
economic transformation, financial inclusion, sustainable finance and 
retirement fund reform). These regulations must be considered and 
prepared for while complying with existing legislation. 

Considerable effort is invested in anticipating and understanding emerging 
and developing regulation. This is necessary to ensure that risks and 
opportunities, which may impact on the existing operating environment,  
are identified and adequately prepared for. 

The management of regulation at Liberty occurs through a robust 
regulatory programme review and oversight process, jointly administered 
by the group risk and compliance functions. This process identifies 
and prioritises pending requirements and develops the appropriate 
organisational response/s after assessing the proximity and potential 
impacts, as well as both positive and negative strategic considerations. 

Material regulatory programmes and projects are managed by the 
enterprise project management office, providing best practice solutions 
using agile methodologies. 

Liberty is currently focusing on programmes to deliver the requirements of 
the Retail Distribution Review, T-day (retirement fund reform), Protection 
of Personal Information Act, conduct of business returns and the 
implementation of IFRS 17, as well as several smaller projects.

IT governance continues to receive increased 
scrutiny
Enterprise information and technology governance at Liberty continues to 
receive appropriate consideration from the board and executive leadership.

The group’s IT governance framework provides a consistent approach, 
integrated and aligned with the enterprise governance approach. IT-related 
decisions must be made in line with the group’s strategies and objectives 
to ensure that the desired value is realised. To that end, the framework 
ensures that IT-related processes are overseen effectively and transparently, 
that compliance with legal, contractual and regulatory requirements is 
confirmed.

The group information technology committee meets quarterly to fulfil its 
obligations in terms of the group’s governance standards.

The framework used for IT governance maturity assessments at Liberty is 
based on the IT Governance Institute governance focus areas together with 
the COBIT® 2019 domains and core components. 

During 2019, Liberty’s IT governance maturity was rated at a level 3.5 and 
the conclusion stated that “The maturity of enterprise-wide IT Governance 
in the Liberty group needs to evolve to a level 4 over the next 18 to  
24 months”. Twenty-four recommendations were proposed to enhance  
IT governance. 

“The governing body should govern 
technology and information in a way 
that supports the organisation setting 
and achieving its strategic objectives”
(Principle 12, King IV, November 2016)
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IT governance continues to receive increased scrutiny (continued)

Focus area Description
Assessment 

result

Strategic 
alignment

IT governance provides strategic direction of IT and the alignment of IT and the business with respect to services 
and projects, business objectives, up-to-date IT strategy, linkage between business objectives and IT initiatives

Value delivery IT governance helps IT and the business to create a partnership designed to drive maximum business value from IT. 
The business is enabled to oversee the delivery of value by IT, and measure return on investments, IT tactical plan 
execution, and clear benefits for each level of the organisation

Risk 
management

IT governance can help determine what processes are in place to ensure that risks have been adequately 
addressed. Additionally, it can ensure that enterprise risk management includes risk aspects of IT investments, 
defined responsibilities for risk management, defines a common risk analysis methodology, define strategies for 
addressing risks and continuous monitoring of threats, occurrence, and impact in a holistic manner

Resource 
management

IT governance provides high-level direction for sourcing and use of IT resources to oversee the aggregate funding 
of IT at the enterprise level and ensure there is an adequate IT capability and infrastructure to support current 
and expected future business requirements, sourcing strategies, human management practices, user manuals, 
segregation of duties, time reporting, infrastructure life cycle management, service level agreements,  
and acceptable usage policies

Performance 
measurement

IT governance provides the mechanisms to verify strategy, measure IT performance, and its contribution to the 
bottom line. Further metrics include continuous monitoring and reporting, follow-up policies, root cause analysis 
and problem management, benchmarking against industry practices, and proven standards or frameworks

Fully met – the capability level is achieved for more than 85% Largely met – the capability level is achieved between 50% and 85% 

The maturity of enterprise-wide IT governance at Liberty is now bordering on a level 4 rating and 17 actions were proposed to enhance IT governance 
maturity. During 2020 the traction across each of the IT governance domains was notable. However, management controls over the IT risk need to be 
enhanced during 2021, when we except to achieve a level 4 rating. 

The following table reflects the results of the independent 2020 IT governance maturity assessment:
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Cyber security during COVID-19
In 2020, South Africa ranked third in the world in terms of the number of  
cyber crime victims, with insurance being the most targeted industry by 
hackers (Insurance – 50% of attacks, Finance – 44% of attacks and Retail – 
3% of attacks).  

The COVID-19 outbreak brought about an increase in malicious cyber activity 
worldwide. In addition, employees working from home increased the attack 
surface an organisation’s network is exposed to. Phishing is a growing threat 
because, as security postures improve, the human element becomes the 
easiest way into an organisation. The Liberty cyber security team saw an 
increase in phishing emails and “drive-by malware”, using COVID-19 as a 
method to lure unsuspecting users. The cyber security team continues to 
actively monitor and manage Liberty’s increased exposure due to COVID-19 
and to date, has successfully detected and blocked these cyber risks.

Responding to COVID-19 restrictions by mobilising the Liberty workforce 
to work remotely brought about challenges in securing user access to 
applications, warranting the rapid deployment of multi-factor authentication 
on a large scale. With computer devices being deployed outside the Liberty 
enterprise perimeter, management of these devices became a further 
challenge. Liberty commenced heightened monitoring from 17 March 2020 
using Darktrace AI and various other tools capable of aggressively detecting 
and responding by blocking anomalous activity.

The execution of the Liberty information security strategy tracked well 
against the proposed roadmap during the year while timelines were in 
some instances altered to prioritise challenges brought about by COVID-19. 
Activities concentrated on technology requirements, identified as an 
outcome of the response to COVID-19, were fast-tracked. 

Liberty will continue to concentrate on maturing its investment in artificial 
intelligence-based solutions to rapidly detect and respond to potential 
known and unknown threats. Building cyber security awareness in Liberty’s 
people is key to curbing cyber criminals making use of artificial intelligence 
and machine learning to improve their success rate in ransomware, business 
email compromise and application programming interface (API) extortion. 

During the year, the group cyber security capability risk assessment was 
finalised. The objective of the review was to assess the adequacy of 
the group’s cyber security policies and procedures and their operating 
effectiveness, and to provide insights for improvement opportunities to 
enhance the maturity of the cyber security capability. The outcome of the 
assessment suggested that the group cyber security profile was elevated 
yet stable; however, additional controls were required. The themes 
identified from the assessment will be addressed through a cyber security 
working group.

Collaboration between Liberty and the Standard Bank Group focused on 
improving security ratings, resulting in a stronger overall cyber security 
posture.

Liberty’s digital transformation
COVID-19 had a significant impact on the ways of work within Liberty. 
Our information technology employees remained resilient, focused and 
committed to enabling the organisation to work remotely under strict 
timelines. While the primary focus was to ensure the ongoing support 
of the group’s operations, significant progress was made with our 
transformation journey, the maturing of cloud technologies and progress 
in finalising the partnership agreement between Salesforce, Liberty and 
the Standard Bank Group.

What we believe Liberty is doing right

Liberty’s digital transformation is underway and  starting to 
lay the foundations of a digital business.

The foundations to access and manage the cloud have been 
laid. Efforts now focus on building our ability to manage data in 
the cloud, a precursor to fulfilling client and adviser experience 
expectations. 

A cloud based strategy has been adopted to accelerate the achievement 
of Liberty’s strategic business objectives. The capabilities drawn from the 
cloud will enable the digital transformation that will position Liberty to be 
future ready. The benefits of the cloud include its elasticity and access to 
ready-made cloud services, increasing the agility of an organisation to react 
to competitive forces. 

Liberty’s enterprise architecture is informed by our strategic focus of 
enhancing the experiences of clients, advisers and employees through 
digitalisation. To achieve this strategic goal Liberty must digitally transform 
itself. The adopted Massachusetts Institute of Technology digital 
transformation framework identifies three differentiating capabilities critical 
to such transformation:

• The information and products consumed by clients and advisers; 

•  The experience accorded to clients and advisers when engaging 
with an organisation to consume its information and products; and 

•  The platform through which such experiences were delivered  
for clients and advisers. 

Agile release trains

Innovation and cross collaboration

Cloud journey

IT architecture

Partnering with Big tech and system integrations

Project portfolio discipline and driving company-wide 
prioritisation
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Tracking project benefits

Following the successful SAP upgrade project to address the 
various technology limitations and ongoing operational risks 
associated with an aging and unsupported SAP application, 
group IT undertook a benefits realisation assessment. 

The following qualitative benefits were identified which 
contribute to the effectiveness of the SAP central component 
platform:

Before the lockdown, Liberty would expect an average of a few 
hundred connections per day over its secure links. Following the work 
of the connectivity workstream team, we now regularly see over 
3 800 concurrent connections per day. We also activated several 
hundred additional data cards to support employees without internet 
connectivity at home.

Our Microsoft Office 365 adoption and enabling team activated all 
remaining Liberty employees with Microsoft Office 365 licenses,  
giving them access to collaboration tools such as Microsoft Teams.

Preparing Liberty to work-from-home

The above actions enabled our people to connect with 
each other in an easy and efficient way and allow teams 
to continue with their workload. Those applications 
that already resided within the cloud were instrumental 
in helping Liberty enable the work-from-home 
environment.

Better system design and management based on 
industry standards

Effective utilisation of technological capabilities that 
are widely supported

A reduction in operational risk following the 
implementation of remedial actions to improve risk controls

A visible reduction in complexity and support effort 
following the decommissioning of redundant interfaces

Opportunities to improve operational processes 
and leverage opportunities that new technologies like 
the cloud provide

Reduced complexity when implementing new features

Using the latest SAP technologies enhances Liberty’s 
employee value proposition

Unclaimed benefits
Unclaimed benefits continues to be a significant issue across the retirement 
fund industry – one which we are committed to resolving. There is a total 
estimated R43 billion in unclaimed benefits in the country, owed to more 
than 4,8 million South Africans, of which we administer approximately  
R2,5 billion.

The objective of Liberty’s Fund Rehabilitation and Unclaimed Benefit 
program is to resolve legacy issues linked to the administration of  
retirement funds.

In 2020, we traced 832 claimants with a combined value of R82 million  
and paid out benefits to the value of R57 million for 360 claimants  
(2019: R126 million).

A second High Court reinstatement affidavit was lodged in July 2020, 
containing 10 funds with assets of R33 million. 

Liberty entered into a tracing joint venture in order to facilitate the tracing of 
beneficiaries associated with unclaimed benefits. This project commenced 
in August 2020. The initial focus was on enhancing member data leading 
to a higher rate of right party contact, and translating into more successful 
member traces.
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Risk and conduct (continued)

Total complaint volumes increased by 23,8% during the year. This increase is 
attributable to the following:

•  An increase in the number of claims: Claim volumes increased, 
especially those relating to death, funeral and retrenchments.  
These increased volumes added administrative strain on our claims 
teams with increased turnaround times often resulting in complaints. 

•  Market conditions: Volatile market conditions, particularly after the 
outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, impacted negatively on investment 
performance, resulting in client expectations not being met, resulting in 
complaints.

•  Work from home: Turnaround times rose due to staff working 
remotely, connectivity issues and inability to access financial adviser client 
files due to the closure of branches. 

1.  External dispute resolution (EDR) bodies include the Pension Funds Adjudicator (PFA), FAIS Ombudsman, 
Long-term Insurance Ombudsman (LTIO) and the Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA).

As we continued to improve our service levels and complaint handling,  
the proportion of complaints being initiated with external dispute resolution 
(EDR) bodies fell again in 2020. Year on year there was a decline in the total 
number of complaints referred to EDR bodies. Although there is a notable improvement in the number of 

adverse findings during the year, down to four from 32 in 2019, 
the impact of COVID-19-related restrictions will have played a role 
in this reduction.

Complaints that are escalated are tracked to conclusion, and root cause 
analysis performed on individual cases with the aim of remediating in a 
manner which avoids the recurrence of the complaint.
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Complaints and conduct

Liberty is committed to high standards of governance and integrity in the 
way it conducts its business as well as to transparent and honest reporting 
of business conduct risks. Liberty is further committed to embed conduct 
risk policy statements in an effective, efficient and meaningful manner as 
well as to comply with both the spirit and letter of all applicable legislation 
and codes of good practice. These policy statements guide business 
decisions. Liberty recognises that the scope of conduct comprises  
doing the right business the right way, through the way in 
which the business, its financial advisers and its people conduct 
themselves.

Liberty’s Customer Fairness Committee (CFC) has a mandate to address 
issues relating to customer fairness and other issues that could negatively 
impact client experience. All matters are reviewed through a client lens. 
With the development of the SA Retail client experience index, the 
committee now provides detailed insights into core client sentiment, trends 
and experience measurement.

We place the client at the heart of everything we do and 
operate in manner where fair play and ethical behaviour 
underpin all our business activities.

Quarterly complaints

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4
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Clients have increasingly chosen to use social media as a means of engaging 
with Liberty and the raising of complaints. Social media complaints are 
managed to minimise and mitigate reputational risk. Clients are also 
increasingly using self-service options. Feedback on the self-service options 
and the Chatbots has been positive. Continued digitalisation efforts will have 
a positive impact on the client experience. 
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Being an insurer during COVID-19
Life insurance companies exist to support policyholders in times of 
vulnerability. COVID-19 increased by a multiple the number of policyholders 
experiencing hardship in this time of vulnerability while undermining 
distribution eff orts and increasing operating costs. Our main priority in 
dealing with the pandemic was to ensure the health and safety of our 
employees and advisers and to provide undisrupted service to our clients. 
Various premium relief measures were implemented during 2020 to assist 
our clients in managing their fi nancial circumstances during these times. 
Support measures and digital initiatives adopted during the year helped 
sustain adviser practices across the business.

Being there to support our clients and their families at their most profound 
moments of human vulnerability lies at the heart of our purpose. 
A pandemic reserve of R3 billion (before tax) was established at 30 June 
2020 to prudently recognise the fi nancial impact of the pandemic. 
This will give our clients the confi dence that we are ready to support them 
in their times of need, while still remaining fi nancially strong. The reserve is 
calculated on a prospective basis to cover the expected increase in mortality 
and retrenchment claims together with reduced persistency and increased 
expense impacts directly attributable to the pandemic. Judgement was 
applied to determine a reference scenario to estimate the fi nancial impact 
on Liberty’s business due to the elevated insurance risks. This reference 
scenario was then applied to the measurement models under the respective 
IFRS, regulatory capital and group equity value frameworks. 
We have applied a key judgement that the majority of the remaining 
impact of the pandemic at 31 December 2020 will be evident within the 
next twelve months. The reserve has been modelled using trends in actual 
infections from offi  cial government statistics and age-based COVID-19 
mortality experience as evidenced in published research studies. Based on 
these studies and more recent data over the last few months, the reserve 
was reassessed on a prospective basis at 31 December 2020, resulting in a 
marginal increase at year-end of R73 million (before tax). 

Operational results for the year were materially impacted by the pandemic 
in various ways. Besides the establishment of a pandemic reserve, 
the signifi cantly lower new business volumes in the absence of face-to-
face sales and consequently lower value of new business, had a material 
infl uence on the results. Other major factors included the impact of adverse 
and volatile equity and interest rate market movements on the insurance 
book and on the LibFin Markets asset liability management portfolio.

Liberty has two main lines of business that 
generate value, namely long-term insurance 
(risk and investment products) and asset 
management.  

Delivering competitive 
sustainable returns

Additional value is created by the effi  cient management and 
investment of available capital, being the fi nancial capital held for 
regulatory requirements.

The nature of the long-term insurance business results in a high 
percentage of contracts having a term of well over 10 years. 
In addition, the term of contracts is often variable as it depends on 
events not under management control, such as when a client dies 
or their policy lapses. Determining value and assessing performance 
therefore requires comprehensive valuation models that include 
forecasting future long-term trends in investment markets as well as 
policyholder behaviour.

Unplanned COVID-19-related expenses were incurred to protect the safety 
of our employees and advisers in order to allow them to continue providing 
undisrupted services to our clients. Acceleration of the rollout of digital tools 
to our advisers enabled improved sales productivity in the second half of 
2020.

The extraordinary fi nancial market volatility, the impact of lockdown 
measures and the uncertainty created by the pandemic on long-term illiquid 
asset values including the Liberty Property Portfolio, was evident in negative 
investment returns from the Shareholder Investment Portfolio (SIP) for 
the fi rst half of the year. The SIP, however, delivered signifi cantly improved 
investment returns in the second half of 2020 relative to the fi rst half, 
particularly in the fi nal quarter of 2020.

Despite the challenging operating environment, Liberty’s operations 
remain fi nancially sound and well capitalised, with the Solvency Capital 
Requirement (“SCR”) cover ratio of Liberty Group Limited, the Group’s 
main long-term insurance licence, at 1,81 times at 31 December 2020 
(31 December 2019: 1,99 times). The 31 December 2020 SCR cover takes 
account of the operational and investment market impacts of the pandemic 
and the establishment of the pandemic reserve, underpinning our ability to 
fulfi l our promises to policyholders and other stakeholders.

Group fi nancial performance
Liberty’s basis of value measurement for investors is value of new business 
margin, normalised return on equity, normalised return on group equity 
value and capital requirement cover.

Value of new business 
(VoNB) margin

2020

0,1%
Target: 1% – 1,5%

Normalised return on equity 
(RoE)
2020

(7,3%)
Target: 15% – 18%

Normalised return on group equity 
value (RoGEV)

2020

(10,2%)
Target: >12%

Capital requirement cover
2020

1,81 times
Target: 1,5 – 2,0 times
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Liberty incurred a normalised operating loss for the year ended 31 December 
2020 of R1 599 million compared to normalised operating earnings of 
R2 201 million for the year ended 31 December 2019. The normalised 
operating loss includes the R2 227 million net after tax cost of establishing 
the pandemic reserve which, if excluded from the result, would reflect 
normalised operating earnings for the year of R628 million.

The SIP generated a profit of R27 million for the year. 

Accordingly, Liberty reported a normalised headline loss for the year ended 
31 December 2020 of R1 572 million, compared to normalised headline 
earnings of R3 205 million in the prior year. Normalised annual return on 
equity was negative 7,3% compared to positive 14,0% for the year ended  
31 December 2019.

The headline loss for the year of R1 539 million, which includes a positive 
adjustment of R37 million (31 December 2019: positive R55 million) arising 
from the consolidation of the Liberty Two Degrees listed REIT, compares to 
headline earnings of R3 254 million for the year ended 31 December 2019. 

Normalised group equity value per share decreased from R147,82 in the 
prior year to R128,32. The normalised annual return on group equity value 
(RoGEV) was negative 10,2% compared to positive 11,5% in the prior year. 
The negative RoGEV is largely attributable to the operational impacts of 
COVID-19, which includes the impact of the establishment of the pandemic 

reserve, certain long-term actuarial assumption changes in the SA insurance 
operations and the impact of lower investment returns on the SIP earnings. 

*  2018 adjusted for change and classification in Liberty Corporate from recurring to single 
premiums for additional investment voluntary contributions

The group value of new business (VoNB) declined to R24 million from 
R407 million at 31 December 2019. This decline is mainly attributable to 
the decrease in the SA Retail VoNB from R290 million in the prior year to 
R30 million, due largely to lower sales volumes whilst acquisition expenses 
continue to increase at inflationary levels. 

Group net external third party client cash inflows increased to  
R30,2 billion from R13,3 billion in 2019, supported mainly by robust STANLIB 
South Africa net external third party client cash inflows. Total group assets 
under management increased to R776 billion (31 December 2019: R738 
billion) due mainly to the increase in STANLIB South Africa assets under 
management, partly offset by the exit of asset management operations in 
other African territories and the associated transfers of mandates to other 
external managers of R3,9 billion (31 December 2019: R25,4 billion). 

Earnings by business unit 

Rm (Unaudited) 2020 2019 % change

South African insurance operations 609 1 986 (69)

SA Retail 484 1 505 (68)
Liberty Corporate 38 109 (65)
Liberty Corporate – fund rehabilitation (80) (24) (>100)
LibFin Markets – credit portfolio 205 282 (27)
LibFin Markets – asset/liability matching 
and structuring portfolio (38) 114 (>100)

South African asset management  
STANLIB South Africa 466 460 1

Africa regions 21 54 (61)

Liberty Africa Insurance 37 29 28
Liberty Health (43) (>100)
STANLIB Africa 27 25 8

Operations under ownership review (54) (147) 63
Group Strategic Initiatives (307) (171) (80)
Central costs and sundry income (107) 19 (>100)

Normalised operating earnings before 
COVID-19 pandemic reserve 628 2 201 (71)
Establishment of COVID-19 pandemic 
reserve (2 227)

Normalised operating (loss)/earnings (1 599) 2 201 (>100)
Shareholder Investment Portfolio (SIP) 27 1 004 (97)

Normalised headline (loss)/earnings (1 572) 3 205 (>100)

Group normalised headline earnings (R million)
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Operating earnings Earnings from SIP

Group long-term insurance indexed new business of R7 302 million was 
significantly impacted by the lockdown restrictions and is 10,1% below the 
prior year of R8 125 million. Adviser productivity, in the absence of face-to-
face sales, was significantly impacted during the initial lockdown period. 
Following the relaxation of South African lockdown restrictions, indexed 
new business has reflected an encouraging improvement in the second half 
of 2020, particularly in the fourth quarter of 2020.  
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More focus was also placed on retention within the sales force during the 
year due to the subdued new business activity. VoNB amounted to negative  
R6 million due to significantly lower sales without a commensurate 
reduction in acquisition expenses. 

Net client cash outflows of R3 451 million (2019: outflows of R1 030 million) 
were adversely affected by lower new business sales, premium relief 
options exercised by clients resulting in lower regular premiums, higher 
member withdrawals and higher volumes of group life assurance death 
claims in 2020.

Liberty Corporate remains focused on reducing the levels of retirement 
fund unclaimed benefits on schemes under administration and is 
committed to exhausting all reasonable options to trace and facilitate the 
payment of benefits as soon as possible. Fund rehabilitation costs incurred 
and provided for relates to the commitment we have made to expediate 
the reinstatement of legacy retirement funds and supports our drive to 
simplify the organisation. Efforts to reinstate funds historically terminated 
remains a focus, with application made to theHigh Court to reinstate a 
further 10 terminated funds, following the re-instatement of 25 funds in 
2018.

LibFin Markets – Asset liability management and credit portfolio
The extraordinary volatility in the local equity and bond markets earlier in 
the year has negatively impacted the asset liability management (ALM) 
portfolio. The portfolio incurred a loss of R38 million (2019: profit of R114 
million) mainly attributable to the high cost of rebalancing exposures from 
embedded investment guarantees, ensuring these remain within risk limits, 
and an increase in long-dated implied volatility.  

Earnings from the credit portfolio amounted to R205 million (2019: R282 
million). The deterioration in the business and economic environment 
resulted in valuations reflecting higher intrinsic credit risk which negatively 
impacted the portfolio earnings. Lower credit origination within the portfolio 
also contributed to the result. LibFin Markets assets under management 
(which includes the credit portfolio) amounted to R77 billion (31 December 
2019: R70 billion).

South African insurance operations

The South African Insurance Operations, comprising SA Retail, Liberty 
Corporate and LibFin Markets (credit portfolio and asset liability matching 
portfolio) businesses, earnings contribution of R609 million was below 2019 
earnings of R1 986 million.

SA Retail
Earnings from SA Retail, excluding the cost of establishing the pandemic 
reserve, amounted to R484 million compared to R1 505 million in 2019. 
The business experienced lower than anticipated risk profits in the early 
months of 2020 and elevated risk claims attributable to the pandemic for 
the second half of 2020 amounting to R624 million (R449 million post-tax). 
These additional claims during the second half of 2020 have tracked to 
expectation based on the COVID-19 reference scenario used and have been 
absorbed within the pandemic reserve. Poorer persistency was experienced 
in 2020, reflecting the weakening South African economic climate, with 
increased client utilisation of risk benefit reduction options offered since 
commencement of the lockdown. However, persistency improved during 
the second half of the year aided by improved early duration risk lapses 
and premium relief on the investment books. Long-term assumptions 
in the business were strengthened by R424 million post tax, alongside 
insights gained from our greater focus on risk selection and in line with our 
expected long-term future experience. These changes relate particularly 
to risk experience on specific segments of our book from our enhanced 
risk selection insights, and risk and investment withdrawals term structures 
being implemented. Unanticipated pandemic-related costs were incurred 
in respect of personal protective equipment, IT equipment, and enhanced 
communication and connectivity capabilities to facilitate remote working. 

New business productivity was severely hampered by the pandemic 
and the ensuing nationwide lockdown from the second quarter of 2020. 
Various management actions and digital enablement tools significantly 
improved sales channel support and buoyed new business from the lows 
of the second quarter of 2020, contributing to encouraging sales trends in 
the second half of 2020, with indexed new business for the final quarter 
of 2020 being 8,1% above the final quarter of 2019. Indexed new business 
sales of R6 520 million were 0,6% below the prior year with strong growth 
from the embedded credit channel offset by reduced sales of both risk and 

investment business. Conventional annuity new business increased strongly 
throughout the year relative to 2019. The business continued to focus 
on client retention activities, with retention teams fully capacitated and 
working remotely. 

Significant management actions are in place to improve new business 
volumes whilst ensuring an improved cost efficiency. These include 
amongst others more digital enablement of advisers and the sales process 
through a digital engagement platform and the transformation of our 
advice-based sales channels, enhanced risk selection strategies in product 
pricing, enhancing the investment offerings to clients via a new investment 
platform and cost management initiatives.

The SA Retail VoNB amounted to R30 million (2019: R290 million), with 
a margin of 0,1% (2019: 0,9%). This result is attributable to lower sales 
volumes  during 2020 without the commensurate reduction in acquisition 
expenses and assumption  changes negatively affecting the result.  
Net client cash outflows of R512 million reflected the impact of lower 
premium income, including premium relief measures taken up by clients, as 
well as higher annuity payments and death claims due to worse mortality 
brought on by the pandemic. 

Liberty Corporate
Liberty Corporate earnings, excluding the cost of establishing the pandemic 
reserve, decreased from R109 million in 2019 to R38 million. The result 
included high volumes of group life assurance death claims in the first 
quarter of 2020 which were offset by positive balance sheet optimisation 
impacts from the annuity book. Elevated risk and funeral claims associated 
with the pandemic of R172 million (R124 million post-tax) have been set 
off against the pandemic reserve. However, the reduced expected profit 
margin on these elevated claims, which could not be included in the 
pandemic reserve, has remained as a strain on the results. Subdued market 
returns and clients increasingly taking up premium relief options within the 
retirement books also negatively impacted the earnings for the year. 

Indexed new business of R500 million (2019: R1 124 million) was severely 
impacted by current and prospective clients remaining cautious in the 
current economic environment, particularly in the Small, Medium and Micro 
Enterprise client segment which is under severe economic strain. 
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South African asset management

STANLIB South Africa
STANLIB South Africa earnings of R466 million in 2020 (2019: R460 million) 
reflect higher fee income due mainly to strong cash inflows, partly offset 
by lower investment income. This solid performance in a year of turmoil 
demonstrates the benefits of having diverse sources of income between 
the insurance and asset management operations within the Group.  

As a leading fixed income manager, STANLIB has benefited throughout the 
year from increased institutional money market inflows in the current risk 
averse environment. Net external third party client cash inflows increased 
to R34,9 billion from R15,2 billion in 2019. This result was supported by good 
institutional inflows to money market funds. Intragroup cash outflows for 
the year amounted to R12,4 billion. 

Investment performance has continued to improve, with the STANLIB Bond 
core retail and the institutional STANLIB Core Bond funds delivering top 
quartile performance over one-, three- and five-year time horizons. 

Total assets under management by STANLIB South Africa amounted to 
R614 billion (31 December 2019: R568 billion). Assets under management 
were initially impacted by significant declines in values of most asset classes 
experienced in the three months to 31 March 2020, offset to an extent by 
weakness in the South African rand. Markets, however, recovered to some 
extent during the second and third quarters of 2020 and the final quarter 
investment market performance enabled most asset classes to end the year 
in positive territory. Strong cash inflows as noted above also contributed to 
the increase in assets under management.

Africa regions
Africa Regions comprise Liberty Africa Insurance, the STANLIB asset 
management continuing operations in the Southern African region and the 
majority of Liberty Health’s operations which were reinstated as continuing 
operations with effect from 1 July 2020.

Earnings of R21 million (excluding the establishment of a pandemic reserve 
of R15 million) are below the prior year earnings of R54 million. Earnings 
were positively impacted by good performances in the Kenya short-term 
insurance and Botswana life insurance businesses. Performance of the 
asset management businesses was in line with the prior year. These positive 
impacts were offset by lower returns in weaker investment markets, new 
business constraints amid COVID-19 restrictions and the inclusion in 2020 

of the loss from the Liberty Health operations which were moved back to 
continuing operations from 1 July 2020 (loss of R43 million). Assets under 
management were R18 billion at 31 December 2020 (31 December 2019: 
R18 billion).

Operations under ownership review
The sale of Liberty’s shareholding in its Malawi short-term business to the 
other existing shareholders was completed at 30 June 2020. The sale of 
the asset management operations in Kenya and Uganda was completed 
during June 2020. In addition, the sale of the Liberty Health administration 
business was completed on 1 October 2020.

Included in the loss of R54 million for these operations is a loss of  
R56 million reported by the Liberty Health businesses while under 
ownership review. The remaining operations under ownership review 
include the Nigerian health risk solutions business and the short-term 
insurance business in Botswana.

Group Strategic Initiatives
Investments of R307 million (2019: R171 million) were made to expedite the 
build of our client and adviser engagement and investment platforms as we 
continue to execute our strategic plans. 

Central costs and sundry income
Although strict discipline over discretionary spend and a headcount freeze 
allowed savings in recurring expenses, this benefit was offset by unplanned 
costs incurred relating to COVID-19, including technology spend for remote 
work capabilities and the impairment of certain strategic assets. 

Shareholder investment portfolio (SIP)
The SIP includes the assets backing capital in the insurance operations as 
well as the group’s market exposure to the 90:10 book of business and 
other property assets.  

The extraordinary investment market volatility experienced during 2020 
and the resultant impact, particularly on long-term illiquid asset values 
which include both the Liberty Property Portfolio and the alternatives asset 
classes, resulted in the SIP delivering a gross return of 1,9% (2019: 8,0%) 
and reflecting a profit of R27 million (2019: profit of R1 004 million). The 
performance of the SIP remains vulnerable to continued market volatility. 
However, the SIP exposure to financial markets remains appropriate in the 
context of the group’s risk appetite and capital management strategy. 

Liberty Two Degrees (L2D)

 The results are available at www.liberty2degrees.co.za.

Bancassurance

The bancassurance agreement with Standard Bank Group, which is 
applicable across the group’s operations, remains of strategic importance. 
The total indexed new business premiums sold under the agreement 
increased by 6,2% compared to 2019, largely due to increased credit life 
sales in South Africa. 
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Our sustainability statement
Liberty strives to maximise our positive social, economic and environmental (SEE) impacts while mitigating and managing 
potential negative impacts. We aspire to deliver shared value by focusing on issues that matter to our employees, fi nancial 
advisers, clients, stakeholders and the broader community, among others.

Creating societal value and 
preserving our natural capital

We seek to play a meaningful role in 
society by strengthening communities, 
understanding and managing our 
environmental impacts and contributing 
to the economies of the countries in 
which we operate.
As part of our commitment to contributing to a better future 
for all, we identifi ed and prioritised seven United Nations (UN) 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) which we believe we 
can contribute to the most.

RTS
  Our annual Report to society refl ects our 
commitment to transparent communication, 
our social, economic and environmental (SEE) impacts 
and how Liberty contributed to the attainment of 
these goals during the year.

Our approach to sustainability
Liberty aims to create societal value and preserve the natural capital our business depends on. We understand that our success is linked 
to the prosperity and wellbeing of our societies. Therefore, we focus on creating value for society by living our purpose of improving 
people’s lives by enabling their fi nancial freedom and fi nancial protection, along with our brand promise of being “in it with you”.

We create shared value
by embedding policies and practices that 
advance the economic and social conditions 
of our communities while augmenting our 
competitiveness. 

Shared value is more than  
our personal values, or sharing value that has 
already been created through philanthropy. 
It extends beyond balancing our stakeholder 
interests or complying with local regulations.  

Social
needs

Business 
opportunities 
and challenges

Corporate 
assets and 

expertise

Shared value means that we 
leverage our resources to create 
solutions that benefi t society 
and build a more prosperous 
future for all. We nurture our 
relationships and skilfully 
navigate risks to deliver products 
that help our clients mitigate life’s 
traumatic events and increase 
their wealth. The value we create 
for our clients must also benefi t 
other stakeholder groups. 

Our SEE impact material matters
Shared value aims to identify and expand the integration between societal and economic progress. In order for us to achieve this, we identifi ed seven SEE 
impact material matters with the potential to substantially impact our ability to create value for our stakeholders.

•  Supporting the physical, emotional, social and fi nancial wellbeing of our employees, clients and society throughout the COVID-19  
•  Enabling fi nancial freedom, inclusion and access to fi nancial services 
•  Promoting inclusive economic growth through quality education 
•  Responding to stakeholder expectations, with a focus on ESG principles and climate change 
•  Managing and protecting our physical environment, as well as the health and safety of our employees
•  Funding national infrastructure development and the transition to a green, low-carbon economy
•  Contributing to national economic and social transformation
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2,3 million
retail policies in-force  

(South Africa only)
(2019: 2,4 million)

1,4 million
credit life policies in-force 

(South Africa only)
(2019: 1,4 million)

R11,7 billion
paid in death and disability claims

(2019: R10,5 billion)

Annuity payments of 

R8,6 billion
(2019: R7,8 billion)

R5,2 billion
of taxes collected and paid in  

South Africa
(2019: R5,8 billion)

R4,4 billion
(2019: R4,3 billion) 

paid in employee costs

R776 billion
of assets under management

(2019: R738 billion)

R79 million
paid in unclaimed benefits

(2019: R126 million)

Liberty’s contribution to decent work and economic growth

Our purpose of improving people’s lives by making their financial freedom possible fundamentally captures the ethos of SDG 8, 
which is to promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, and gainful employment.

Our employees have the necessary capacity, skills and expertise that enable us to attain our strategic goals. We therefore aim to create an 
environment where our employees feel empowered and motivated. We want them to engage with our culture of excellence, humanity and loyalty 
so we can meet the needs of our community, clients and other stakeholders.

Through our CSI programmes, we support meaningful transformation with various initiatives and programmes relating to literacy and financial 
literacy, and enterprise and supplier development (ESD).

Liberty is committed to creating sustainable economic growth by maximising the 
financial value we create for our stakeholders and the communities we operate in.

•  Risk products, such as long-term insurance, provide financial protection in 
the wake of major life events, including critical illness, disability, retrenchment  
or death.

•  With a varied portfolio of investment products, we help our clients save for  
the future.

•  Credit life products assist clients to raise finance with the assurance that their 
debt will be settled in the event of death or permanent disability.

•  To streamline the decisions our clients make about their future, we ensure 
that our financial advisers’ roles are empowered by digital platforms and tools.

•  As a company, we focus on doing business the right way. We aim to enhance 
our own, and the industry’s reputation to build a solid foundation of trust with 
stakeholders.

•  Liberty has two main lines of business that generate value (long-term 
insurance risk and investment products, and asset management). We create 
additional value through the efficient management and investment of available 
capital (the financial capital held for regulatory requirements).

•  By driving transformation and investing in our community, and by 
implementing financial literacy programmes to ensure quality education, our goal 
is to improve people’s financial situations to create financial freedom for all.

•  We remain committed to partnering with various civil society 
organisations to help us trace, identify and pay unclaimed benefits to the 
correct beneficiaries as quickly as possible. We actively work with regulators and 
fund trustees to address the issue of dormant retirement funds.

•  We are committed to transparent and timely compliance with the tax laws 
of the countries in which we operate. To this end, we strive to ensure we fully 
meet all our tax compliance obligations.
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Liberty’s contribution to reducing inequality

Our transformation efforts focus on gender equality and diversity and inclusion in the workplace, with an acute focus on African 
women and Persons with Disabilities. 

We strive for gender balance at board and senior management level. We comply with the Employment Equity (EE) Act, 55 of 1998, and the 
amended Financial Sector Code (FSC). Our commitment also aligns with the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights. We aim to 
protect, promote, and preserve the sanctity of all human rights, and ensure engagements with our stakeholders are guided by these principles.

People are critical to our success, and we continue to invest in diverse human 
capital to ensure the sustainability of our business. We have a holistic approach to 
transformation which we continue to embed and integrate into how we operate. 
We understand the value of diversity and believe an inclusive approach will drive 
superior and sustainable business results.

In 2020, we focused on talent management and succession planning from a 
foundational level. Our intention was to stabilise our talent management function 
and create purposeful and deliberate relationships with our employees and other 
stakeholders within the job market.

We aim to be the preferred financial services organisation for black financial 
advisers, empowering them to create successful businesses and impactful,  
long-lasting relationships with their clients and Liberty. To this end, we established 
a Client and Adviser Experience working group in 2020, which is mandated to 
develop and implement a strategy that will guide the transformation of Liberty’s 
financial advisers.

Enterprise supplier development (ESD)  is key to creating a transformed and 
inclusive society. As such, we focus on providing financial and non-financial support 
to entrepreneurs and small businesses in South Africa, thereby enabling job 
creation and economic growth. We do this through the ASISA ESD Investment 
Fund, which benefits the entire industry and our Blue Skies ESD programme, which 
aims to eliminate barriers to growth for participating SMMEs.

Our CSI strategy aims to maximise our impact by consolidating and aligning our 
initiatives. We invested R47 million (2019: R47 million) in CSI initiatives during the 
year. We invested R17,2 million (2019: R18,8 million) in financial literacy programmes, 
with a focus on adults who are income-earning or who have  
income-earning potential.

5 719
full-time employees

(2019: 5 695)

81%
of South African employees  

are black 

(2019: 80%)

Level 21

B-BBEE contributor

(2019: Level 2)

R82 million1

invested in ESD

(2019: R78 million)

3 477
tied advisers who only  

distribute Liberty’s products and 
advise our clients

(2019: >3 400)

55%
of South African employees  

are women

(2019: 59%)

19,7%1

black ownership 

(2019: 19,7%)

R47 million
invested in CSI projects

(2019: R47 million)

5,9%
voluntary employee  

turnover rate  
(South Africa only)

(2019: 12,4%)

33%
of board members were female at 

31 December 2020 

(2019: 25%)

8,3%1

black women ownership 

(2019: 8,3%)

RTS
  

1 Verified figures are provided in the Report to society
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Liberty’s contribution to quality education

We are committed to creating and promoting opportunities for quality education for our communities and employees.  
Through our commitment to supporting a lifetime of learning in our communities, we aim to build an inclusive culture focused 
on learning and development.

Our efforts focus on Maths, Science, English and financial literacy from the foundation phase to matriculants. We offer our employees several 
opportunities to develop their skills and, in particular, focus on those skills that will become critical in the future.

The outbreak of COVID-19 and the resultant lockdown significantly disrupted the 
education sector, leaving millions of learners unable to attend school. This was 
detrimental for the youth in South Africa’s most vulnerable and impoverished 
communities, most of whom did not have the technology needed to access online 
learning. The problem was further intensified by high data costs, connectivity issues 
and load shedding. The pandemic necessitated a shift in how we deliver learning 
and development. It also meant that we had to repurpose our programmes to align 
with the most pressing needs confronting our communities, remaining as inclusive 
as possible while keeping participants safe.

We redirected our CSI funds and identified projects and partners that focused 
on continued, inclusive education during the lockdown. We assisted our project 
implementation partners to ensure they could continue to operate during the 
school shutdown, and also supported the department of basic education.

The content of our consumer education and financial literacy programmes was 
revised to adapt to the changing environment; as part of this, we provided coaching 
to our digital communities on financial resilience during difficult times.

The onset of COVID-19 provided an opportunity to enhance accessibility to 
education through digitisation and we launched several initiatives that added value 
to students.

For our employees, we continued to invest in learning and development in a year 
of great disruption. We understand the need to develop our workforce to ensure 
they have the necessary skills to support Liberty in the future. Our learning and 
development philosophy therefore aims to enhance our internal capabilities to 
support the successful execution of our strategy.

We designed our skills development programmes and short courses to respond 
to current and emerging market trends and develop our employees so they 
can prosper along with our business. We continue to focus on developing black 
employees, and black women in particular.

We follow a targeted approach to learning and development, and our short 
courses are aimed at enhancing the technical, leadership, product and compliance 
capabilities of our employees, and provide them with variety and flexibility.

R44 million
invested in developing salaried 

employees (South Africa only)

(2019: R36 million)

R37 million
invested in Maths, Science, 

English and financial literacy  
programmes in South African 

communities 

(2019: R41 million)

574 (12%)
South African employees 

participated in leadership or 
management development 

programmes 

(2019: 418/9%)

733
conditional bursaries  
awarded to employees

(2019: 428)

R75 million
invested in training  

of our tied distribution network 

(2019: R98 million)

88%
of salaried employees trained  

are black 

(2019: 88%)

65%
of salaried employees trained  

are women 

(2019: 61%)

762
learners reached through the 

Liberty-funded Maths and 
Science tuition programme 

facilitated by Kutlwanong 

(2019: >750)
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SEE impact (continued)

Liberty’s contribution to responsible consumption,  
and climate action

We remain committed to minimising our business’ impact on the environment and in our contribution to climate change. 
Our property portfolio has the greatest direct environmental impact, and we strive to keep up to date on current trends and 
mitigating responses to manage our retail portfolio effectively and efficiently, as well as our own workplaces.

We stringently monitor and measure general electricity supply, water usage and waste management throughout our portfolios and, through our 
comprehensive awareness campaigns aimed at our tenants, we are joined in our efforts to reduce consumption of scarce resources. We also assess 
the environmental impact of our supply chains and find measures to enhance our SEE strategy.

We focus on implementing new initiatives to efficiently manage resources, such as solar-powered buildings, rainwater harvesting, installing composters 
to manage and recycle waste, and in our efforts to benefit the community, developing programmes such as rooftop gardens and urban farming.

We understand that our stakeholders care about our promises to responsibly steward the natural resources our business depends on. In the table 
below, we detail the progress we have made in several of our projects in 2020:

In our journey to reach net zero energy, water and waste by 2030, we are 
constantly searching for inventive methods to help us reach our goals. During 
2020, we conducted a group environmental impact assessment in partnership 
with Liberty group real estate services, the results of which will enable Liberty 
group to set practical and achievable targets towards a net zero carbon footprint. 
L2D has already committed to net zero targets with net zero, waste to be achieved 
by the end of 2021, water by 2025, and energy by 2030.

During 2020, we implemented an eco-analytics dashboard, an online platform 
that monitors and analyses our own and our tenants’ water, electricity and carbon 
footprint on a monthly basis by extracting information from linked meters across 
our property portfolio. This results in more accurate and detailed monitoring of 
resources, allowing us to track our progress while also keeping our tenants aware of 
their usage and, if need be, encouraging them to take appropriate action.

Our intention is to disclose our environmental impacts in accordance with the 
guidelines of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). 
In doing this, we can ensure transparency in detailing our progress while also 
benchmarking ourselves against our peers. 

CDP climate 
change 
participation 
(B score) 
(to mitigate our 
climate change 
risks)

Greywater 
system 
(filtered to  
flush toilets)

Rainwater 
harvesting 
(filtered to  
flush toilets)

Rooftop 
gardens and 
urban farming

Solar energy 
projects  
(to improve 
our renewable 
energy mix)

Recycling 
projects to 
reduce waste 
to landfill 
(unlocking the 
value in waste)

Single-use 
plastics 
reduction and 
awareness 
campaign
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Liberty’s emissions (tCO2e) 2020 2019

Scope 1 2 542 3 684

Scope 2 58 000 56 568

Scope 3 (excluding tenants’ electricity) 10 893 16 145

PwC have provided limited assurance on the group’s emissions. Refer to the Report 
to society for the PwC assurance report.
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Liberty’s contribution to good health and wellbeing in 2020

The wellbeing of our employees, financial advisers and clients is imperative to Liberty, and we actively develop programmes to 
promote career, physical, emotional, social and financial wellbeing. We also endeavour to enhance social health through our CSI 
programmes for employees, communities and society as a whole.

Our focus on building resilient communities and individuals means that we embrace a holistic view when it comes to health and wellbeing. Through 
our occupational health and safety practices, wellness and financial literacy programmes, as well as COVID-19 relief efforts this year, we enable our 
beneficiaries to flourish and thrive.

SEE impact (continued)

We developed a COVID-19 app for our employees, enabling them to do daily 
check-ins to find out the latest developments around the pandemic, and to inform 
us if they were feeling physically or emotionally unwell. Wellness-related concerns 
were addressed by the employee wellbeing team, who contacted the employee 
immediately and offered support or directed the employee to the relevant 
department or person for further assistance.
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846
employees 

participated in the betterME 
wellness challenge

2 976 
employees 

utilised the ICAS employee 
assistance programme

170
employees 

volunteered their time or money 
to help during the COVID-19 crisis

428
employees 

took part in the financial wellness 
programme

Through Libcare, our employees have access to a comprehensive medical aid. Employees are also able to make use of our preferred medical 
practitioners via online platforms where they can either schedule a face-to-face consultation or virtual consultation.

With a holistic view of wellness, our betterME employee wellness programme is based on five pillars, each with its own components.  
We encourage all employees to participate in the programme to promote career growth, physical fitness, emotional wellness, social development 
and financial literacy.  IR

  
 Refer to page 59 for more details.

ICAS provides support services to over 8 000 employees and their immediate family members as needed. The programme is freely accessible 
and completely confidential, and available in all 11 official South African languages. The programme is specifically tailored to help our employees 
with both personal and professional matters, offering counselling services, managerial support, LifeManagementTM services, a 24-hour 
confidential service, debt counselling, and e-care services. Given the challenges of 2020, the ICAS programme proved very beneficial as our 
employees navigated the national lockdown, social distancing, and fear of illness. In 2020, the ICAS offering was extended to our tied agents, 
broker and franchise employees.

Financial Freedom
Programme

IR
   Refer to page  for more details.

A key pillar of our employee wellbeing strategy is ensuring our 
employees have financial peace of mind. In pursuit of our purpose of 
improving lives by enabling financial freedom, we offer comprehensive 
Mind My Money masterclasses to all our employees. 

These are held in a workshop format, and the classes empower our 
employees to adopt appropriate financial behaviours that prevent them 
from falling into debt, or help them settle any debt, and gives them the 
knowledge to manage their money well and devise a financial plan.
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SEE impact (continued)

Liberty’s contribution to industry, innovation and infrastructure

We operate in an ever-changing environment. We therefore continue to invest significantly in innovation, technology and 
infrastructure to anticipate the needs of our clients and ensure we continue to create sustainable value for our stakeholders. 

Our centre for innovation and cross collaboration supports this focus, while our “innovation catalysts” – actuaries, accountants, legal advisers 
and technology experts – are strategically positioned across our business units to facilitate innovation. Through our asset manager, STANLIB, our 
Shareholder Investment Portfolio and ESG investment opportunities, we manage client assets and invest in a wide range of funds that offer positive 
yields and contribute to South Africa’s economy.

Over the past two years, we have continued to focus on client-centricity. To this 
end, and in alignment with our strategy, our solution development approach places 
our clients at the centre of our innovation and product development processes, 
making it easier to connect with them and ensuring their interactions with Liberty 
are as seamless as possible.

We determine our clients’ needs by analysing their life stages and value systems, 
and by considering rapid technological developments. By investing in innovation, 
focusing on consistently improving client and adviser experiences, and enhancing 
our information systems we can anticipate both the current and future needs of 
our clients and create shared value for them, our advisers and the group.

Technology continues to develop rapidly, and the pandemic only hastened this 
development. For Liberty, the challenges of 2020 provided us with the opportunity 
to accelerate many of our innovations, as well as our transition to New Ways of 
Working as we continue our digital transformation journey. 

Rapid technological advances during 2020 enabled us to design and build 
Liberty Swift, a product tailored to a single-needs market looking for a quick and 
convenient process. Effectively a digital end-to-end product, Liberty Swift allows 
clients to buy life and disability cover online, with comprehensive underwriting 
and no requirement for full medicals, during a quick virtual chat with their adviser. 
Liberty Swift improves the sales experience for both our clients and financial 
advisers. We also aim to increase our product offerings through Liberty Swift and 
are continuously monitoring the experience to implement improvements to further 
enhance the process.
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111 500
South Africans downloaded the  

Liberty Stash app since launch (Page 55) 

20 375 
ADDLIB bonuses paid to qualifying 

policyholders in 2020, amounting to 

R111,7 million
(2019: 21 362/R113,0 million)

R9,4 billion
Investment in solar and wind energy projects 
through the Renewable Energy Independent 
Power Producer Procurement programme to 

31 December 2020
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Extracts from our financial statements
Accounting policies
The accounting policies applied in the preparation of these annual financial 
statements are in terms of IFRS and are consistent with those applied in 
the prior year group annual financial statements except for the mandatory 
adoption of amendments to IFRS effective for 1 January 2020 and the 
early adoption of certain amendments. The impact on the group’s current 
financial results, disclosures or comparative information as a result of these 
amendments is insignificant.

Accounting key judgements
Key assumptions can materially affect the reported amounts of assets and 
liabilities. The assumptions require complex management judgements and 
are therefore continually evaluated. They are based on historical experience 
and other factors, including expectations of future events that are believed 
to be reasonable under the circumstances.

The nature of a long-term insurer involves the valuation of policyholder 
contractual obligations that are designed to be in place for long periods into 
the future. Key judgements around assumptions in the actuarial liability 
models are therefore significant in deriving liability measurements.  
In addition, several assets are either unlisted or illiquid requiring 
measurement models to determine fair values. These models naturally rely 
on assumptions. 

Considering the COVID-19 pandemic emergence in the early part of 2020, 
the directors and management were required to apply significant key 
judgement to the potential future impact that COVID-19 will have on the 
group’s operations and the associated IFRS measurement of various assets 
and liabilities as at 31 December 2020. The assets and liabilities that have 
been identified, where measurement judgement has been significant are:

•  Policyholder insurance contracts and investment contracts with 
discretionary participation features

•  Disposal groups held for sale 

•  Investment properties

•  Accounting for rental relief to property debtors impacted by COVID-19

•  Classification and measurement of financial instruments

More detail concerning these judgements, in addition to other judgements 
applied in measurement and classification, are detailed in the annual 
financial statements.

Despite significant pandemic experience having emerged over 2020, 
particularly in South Africa in comparison to the other regions of Africa 
in which the group operates, there is still considerable uncertainty both 
demographically and economically in estimating future developments as at 
31 December 2020.

Given the significant remaining net adverse financial impact that COVID-19 
is expected to have on the measurement of policyholder insurance contract 
liabilities, as a result of changes in management’s view of the future best 
estimate cash flows, additional disclosures have been provided in this 
section to assist in understanding the estimated impacts to the group’s 
IFRS earnings and the group’s solvency capital position as measured in 
accordance with the Insurance Act of South Africa.

Assumed COVID-19 scenario
On 11 March 2020, COVID-19 was declared a pandemic by the World Health 
Organisation. Since then, the virus has continued to spread rapidly in most 
parts of the world over multiple waves, with significant waves of infection 
starting in South Africa in both June 2020 and November 2020. Significant 
health risk mitigation measures were introduced by governments in many 
jurisdictions, including South Africa and most jurisdictions in which Liberty 
operates. These risk mitigation measures include various social distancing 
measures, commonly known as “lockdown” regulations, that have typically 
been implemented in phased approaches to limit the spread particularly 
when it is being forecast that health care systems would be overwhelmed.

Management have acknowledged that there is a significant level of 
uncertainty over the short- and long-term impacts that COVID-19 may have 
on the group’s business and have applied a key judgement that the bulk of 
the impact at 31 December 2020 is expected within the next 12 months 
(“the short term”).

Great uncertainty about the long-term impact of the pandemic still 
remains. In anticipation of vaccination rollouts at frequencies required to 
suppress new evolving variants, and improvements in therapeutics and 
medical access, it is assumed that COVID-19 experience will fall within the 
typical variability of experience arising from general contagious disease 
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spread in the long-term. Further, with no clear indication that there is any 
material adverse long-term impact of the pandemic, no specific long-term 
assumption changes have been made in respect of COVID-19. However, 
in the application of setting long-term assumptions as per the assumption 
setting policy, a higher degree of prudence has been exercised, given 
increased uncertainty arising from the current environment.

Management established a “reference” scenario’ in order to quantify a best 
estimate of the likely financial outcome, based on all relevant and reliable 
external data sources that are currently available, whilst recognising that the 
range of outcomes is large. This reference scenario was then applied, where 
applicable, to the assets and liabilities measurement models under the 
respective requirements of the IFRS and regulatory capital frameworks.

The revised reference scenario assumption (revised from the initial scenario 
at 30 June 2020) for South Africa is that a further 40% of the population 
will be infected with the virus after the reporting date before the severity 
of the disease is reduced to immaterial levels. Of the individuals infected 
20% are assumed to experience mortality rates by age similar to that 
experienced internationally (Wuhan mortality rates were assumed).  
The other 80% of individuals infected are assumed to recover. It is assumed 
that vaccinations will prevent any material fatal COVID-19-related infections 
(including reinfection) after the 40% referenced above has been reached.

Investment properties
The group invests in various properties which are predominantly owned 
for investment return. Certain properties house various of the group’s 
insurance and asset management operations and these are classified as 
“owner- occupied” properties under IAS 16. The balance of the properties 
is let to various tenants under lease agreements as defined under IFRS 16. 
These properties are classified as “investment properties” under IAS 40. 
Investment properties are measured at fair value by external valuation 
appraisers, taking into account characteristics of the properties that market 
participants would consider when pricing the property at measurement 
date. The key assumptions in determination of the fair value are the rent 
reversion factors, exit capitalisation rates and discount rates. Other inputs 
considered relate to expense growth, rental growth, existing tenant terms, 
location, vacancy rates and restrictions, if any, on the sale or use of the asset. 
The group applies judgement regarding the unit of account, i.e. whether 
it should be valued as a stand-alone property or as a group of properties. 
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Extracts from our financial statements (continued)
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Determination of fair value also considers the current use of the property 
in terms of its highest and best use, taking into account the use of the 
asset that is physically possible, legally permissible and financially feasible. 
Management derived discount rates are risk adjusted to factor in liquidity 
and asset class risk.

The fair values of the investment properties in South Africa at 31 December 
2020 have been revised in consultation with external valuators, considering 
the current economic environment and lockdown regulations and the 
estimated impact to all the valuation inputs. There have been no changes 
applied to the unit of account and derived use.

Valuations have been negatively impacted by inter alia, the negative effect 
of COVID-19 on current year rentals and growth assumptions for the 
forecasted period, higher vacancies, the potential for negative reversions 
and the time required to re-let vacant space. The valuers have also applied 
more conservative valuation metrics, including adjustments to exit 
capitalisation rates, discount rates and an increase in the periods allowed to 
re-let space.

Accounting for rental relief discounts
During the first quarter of 2020 the South African Government imposed 
a national lockdown and declared a state of disaster in response to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. In line with government guidance certain of the 
group’s investment properties, namely retail shopping centres, partially 
closed from 27 March 2020 with only essential tenants being allowed to 
trade through the “hard-lockdown” period. Gradual re-opening of the stores 
commenced as lockdown restrictions started easing with most of the 
portfolio able to trade by the third quarter of 2020, albeit under restricted 
trading conditions and within strict health and safety protocols.  
The lockdown and restricted trading had a significant impact on tenants 
being able to meet their lease obligations. In this regard, rental relief was 
provided using the following categories:

•  Category one: The group provided a discount on rentals due, which 
were in arrears, as well as deferrals of rental over a defined short-term 
period. In terms of the group’s accounting policy election, rental income 
is recognised as 100% of the amount billed, and the retrospective 
rental relief is recognised as a negative fair value adjustment to property 
debtors. 

•  Category two: For those tenants that fit into the restaurant category and 
other small tenants, the rental relief offered was in the form of a rental 
determined on a turnover basis from July 2020 to January 2021, on a 
sliding scale basis. 

IFRS 16 defines a lease modification as “a change in the scope of a lease, 
or the consideration for a lease, that was not part of the original terms 
and conditions of the lease”. A lease modification to an operating lease is 
accounted for as a new lease.

Accounting for changes in the lease payments over the term of the lease 
can be an area of judgement that depends on several factors, in particular 
considering the force majeure provision included in a lease agreement 
and whether this covers the unforeseen pandemic consequences. The 
group’s view is that rental relief in category one is not considered a lease 
modification as it relates to past billed invoices and there was no change 
in the original lease agreement. Rental relief that relates to the second 
category will be classified as a lease modification as the agreement relates to 
forward looking information. Furthermore, the scope of the agreement has 
changed to a turnover based rental as opposed to a fixed rental. As a result, 
these leases will be accounted for as a new lease from the effective date 
(the date when the agreement was concluded) of the modification.

Disposal groups held for sale
Most of the disposal groups classified at 31 December 2019 have either 
subsequently been sold and derecognised, reclassified back to continuing 
use or are under agreements of sale subject to various conditions 
precedent. There are no new operations categorised as disposal groups 
classified as held for sale for the year ended 31 December 2020 and it 
remains highly probable that the carrying values of the remaining disposal 
groups classified as held for sale will be recovered principally through sale 
transactions rather than continuing use.

Summarised extracts from Liberty Holdings Limited 2020 audited 
consolidated annual financial statements are included in the pages that 
follow. The full version of the annual financial statements is available 
electronically or in printed form, on request from the company secretary.
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Extracts from our financial statements (continued)

Rm 2020
Restated 

2019(1)

Net insurance premiums 39 202 39 801
Revenue from contracts with customers 3 400 4 062
Investment income 2 946 3 199
Interest income on financial assets using the effective interest rate method 1 648 1 920
Fair value adjustment to assets held at fair value through profit or loss 18 847 35 451
Total income 66 043 84 433
Claims and policyholder benefits under insurance contracts (40 224) (41 901)
Insurance claims recovered from reinsurers 2 161 2 079
Change in long-term policyholder assets and liabilities (2 291) (4 487)
Fair value adjustment to long-term policyholder liabilities under investment contracts (5 251) (9 064)
Fair value adjustment to financial liabilities (1 189) (1 206)
Fair value adjustment on third party mutual fund interests (4 488) (6 327)
Acquisition costs (4 058) (4 241)
General marketing and administration expenses (11 264) (11 075)
Finance costs (252) (243)
Profit share allocations under bancassurance and other agreements (1 472) (1 512)
Remeasurement of disposal groups classified as held for sale 35 (319)
Profit on disposal of subsidiary 14 141
Equity accounted earnings from associate and joint ventures 17 19
(Loss)/profit before taxation (2 219) 6 297
Taxation (403) (2 662)
Total (loss)/earnings (2 622) 3 635
Other comprehensive (loss)/income (53) 9
Total comprehensive (loss) /income (2 675) 3 644

Summary consolidated statement of comprehensive income
for the year ended 31 December 2020
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 (1) Refer to note 49 “Restatement of prior year comparatives” in the group annual financial statements for more detail.AFS
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Extracts from our financial statements (continued)

Summary consolidated statement of financial position
as at 31 December 2020

Rm 2020
Restated 

2019(1)

Assets

Properties 30 823 36 642
Long-term policyholder assets – insurance contracts 5 050 7 017
Other investments 400 746 378 828
Repurchase agreements, scrip and collateral assets 8 617 11 573
Other assets 11 517 9 653
Cash and cash equivalents 18 632 17 377
Disposal group assets classified as held for sale 213 584
Total assets 475 598 461 674
Liabilities

Long-term policyholder liabilities 325 192 324 246
Reinsurance liabilities 206 246
Third-party liabilities arising on consolidation of mutual funds 61 505 56 758
Short-term insurance liabilities 1 058 991
Financial liabilities 10 183 7 792
Liabilities held for trading and for hedging 18 105 7 932
Repurchase agreements liabilities and collateral deposits payable 11 512 12 474
Other liabilities 19 748 18 600
Disposal group liabilities classified as held for sale 92 246
Total liabilities 447 601 429 285
Equity

Ordinary shareholders’ equity 21 013 24 068
Share capital and share premium 4 978 5 092
Retained surplus 17 221 19 882
Other reserves (1 186) (906)
Non-controlling interests 6 984 8 321
Total equity 27 997 32 389

Total equity and liabilities 475 598 461 674
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 (1) Refer to note 49 “Restatement of prior year comparatives” in the group annual financial statements for more detail.AFS
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Extracts from our financial statements (continued)

Summary consolidated statement of changes in shareholders' equity
for the year ended 31 December 2020

Rm 2020 2019

Balance of ordinary shareholders’ equity at 1 January 24 068 23 003

Ordinary dividends (1 199) (1 915)

Total comprehensive (loss)/income (1 647) 3 105

Foreign currency translation reserve recycled through profit and loss 2 6

Share buy-backs (362) (278)

Black economic empowerment transaction 17 28

Share-based payments 101 127

Preference dividends (2) (2)

Transactions between owners 35 (6)

Ordinary shareholders’ equity 21 013 24 068

Balance of non-controlling interests at 1 January 8 321 8 390

Total comprehensive (loss)/income (1 028) 539 

Foreign currency translation reserve recycled through profit and loss 2 –

Transactions between owners (79) (8)

Acquisition of unincorporated property partnerships – (180)

Disposal of interest in Liberty General Insurance Malawi 8 –

Share-based payments 7 8

Unincorporated property partnerships net distributions (124) (246)

Non-controlling interests’ share of subsidiary distributions (123) (182)

Non-controlling interests 6 984 8 321

Total equity 27 997 32 389
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Extracts from our financial statements (continued)

Rm 2020 2019

Cash flows from operating activities (929) 2 021
Cash utilised by operations (11 299) (4 642)
Interest income on financial assets using the effective interest rate method 1 648 1 920
Distributions paid (2 746) (3 349)
Taxation paid (1 243) (2 363)
Net disposal of financial instruments 14 938 10 612
Net disposal of other assets 827  293
Net (repayment of)/proceeds on collateral deposits payable (2 638)  88
Other operating cash flows (416) (538)
Cash flows from investing activities (290) (184)
Net disposal of financial instruments 356  2
Net purchase of other assets (480) (263)
Net movements in loans with associate companies (1) (2)
Acquisition of 1NVEST Fund Managers (Pty) Ltd   (1)
Proceeds on sale of disposal groups classified as held for sale   2 268
Cash flows from investing activities in disposal groups held for sale (167) (188)
Cash flows from financing activities 2 466 (1 396)
Net advance /(repayment)from financial liabilities 1 932 (837)
Net repayment of lease liabilities (86) (78)
Net proceeds/(repayment) of on repurchase agreements liabilities 986 (58)
Net cash flows from equity transactions with non-controlling interests (4) (145)
Share buy-backs (362) (278)

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 1 247  441
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 17 377 16 974
Foreign currency translation (44) (22)
Disposal group assets reclassified as held for use/(classified as held for sale) 52 (16)
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 18 632 17 377

Summary consolidated statement of cash flows
for the year ended 31 December 2020
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Forward-looking statements and shareholder diary
Foreward-looking statements
This integrated report contains certain statements about the Liberty 
group that are, or may be deemed to be, forward-looking statements. 
All statements other than statements of historical fact are, or may be 
deemed to be, forward-looking statements. By their nature, forward-
looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they relate 
to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in 
the future. If any of these or other risks and uncertainties occur, or if 
the assumptions underlying any of these statements prove incorrect 
or incomplete, then actual future performance and achievements 
may be materially different from those expressed or implied by such 
statements. Furthermore, care has been taken to avoid providing 
forward-looking statements which would constitute a specific or 
general profit forecast or estimate under the JSE Listings Requirements 
and there is accordingly an inherent limitation in the scope of the 
forward-looking information provided. The directors therefore advise 
readers to use caution regarding interpreting any forward-looking 
statements in this report.

Shareholder diary

4 March 2021
Annual financial results for the 
year ended 31 December 2020

13 May 2021 Liberty annual general meeting

4 August 2021
Interim financial results for the  
six months ending 30 June 2021
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Corporate information and contact details
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Sharon Steyn 
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Yuresh Maharaj 
Tel: +27 (11) 408 3680 
yuresh.maharaj@liberty.co.za 

Company secretary 

Jill Parratt 
Tel: +27 (11) 408 4275 
jill.parratt@liberty.co.za 

Head office and registered address 
Liberty Centre, 1 Ameshoff Street, 
Braamfontein, Johannesburg 2001 
Postal address: PO Box 10499,  
Johannesburg 2000 
Tel: +27 (11) 558 3911 
Registration number: 1968/002095/06 

Transfer secretaries 

Computershare Investor Services (Pty) Ltd 
Registration number 2004/003647/07 
Rosebank Towers, 15 Biermann Avenue,  
Rosebank, Johannesburg 2196 
Postal address: PO Box 61051, Marshalltown 2107 
Tel: +27 (11) 370 5000 

Auditors 

PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. 
4 Lisbon Lane, Waterfall City,
Jukskei View 2090 
Postal address: Private Bag X36, Sunninghill 2157 
Tel: +27 (11) 797 4000 

Website: www.libertyholdings.co.za 

Client call centre 
Tel: 0860 456 789
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